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Abstract

Driven by the environmental changes, penetration of renewables and the need for more flexible
power grid, DC is reemerging as a basis for future power networks. Already established in the area of
HVDC for very long distance transmission, more and more attention is drawn to DC for distribution
purposes, especially MVDC collection grids for offshore wind farms, solar parks and ship distribution.
To realize such a system, safe, reliable and efficient interconnection of different voltage levels within
the power network has to be achieved. Considering that the traditional AC transformers cannot be
used for this function, power electronics based DC-DC converters must take over, opening a wide
area of research focused around the idea of the DC transformer.

Given the state of the art of DC-DC topologies, LLC-SRC was chosen for testing the viability of
application of the IGCT to meet the high efficiency and reliability demands. The potential of these
heavy duty devices was highly overlooked due to the popularity of the IGBT. Sub-resonant operation
of the LLC-SRC was analyzed and advantages of operation are outlined. Zero voltage turn-on, low
current turn-off and the clamp-less operation with the IGCT is theorized, promising high efficiency of
the final converter. Simplified design guidelines are summarized as a result of the theoretical analysis
providing a quick tool for the future designer to use. Based on these guidelines, a physical test setup
was built for multifunctional purposes, capable of testing single and series connected IGCTs under
hard-switching and resonant operating conditions. Furthermore, it was designed to operate in the
continuous steady state simulating the LLC-SRC operation of the IGCT half-bridge.

As the low current hard-switching data is not always available in the datasheet of the IGCT, these
tests were performed first. TCAD simulation was initially used to gain understanding into the turn-off
behavior followed by the experiment on the test setup. Single- and double-pulse tests were performed
and data was summarized for both turn-on and turn-off process. The results served as a baseline for
comparison with the resonant based tests and to determine if the switching behavior is different for
the two switching operation types. The developed tests provided invaluable insight into the switching
operation of the IGCT under resonant conditions. Single resonant pulse test was used to observe the
turn-off behavior including transient duration, switching losses estimation and over-voltage. Initial
results were used to clearly define the required dead-time for the next set of pulse testing - double
resonant pulse testing. This test proved the viability of the IGCT operation under the zero voltage
turn-on and switching without the clamp circuit.

Finally, the continuous operation of the test setup was demonstrated with IGCTs switching in
resonant operation mode. Relatively high switching frequency was achieved for this type of MV
voltage switches, mostly used in hard-switching applications with switching frequencies of up to
900 Hz. Exclusion of the clamp circuit was justified and practically proved without any damage
to the IGCTs under test. Proper selection of the dead-time in the switching bridge ensured zero
voltage turn-on of the switching devices with further decrease in switching losses achieved by low
current turn-off. High conversion efficiency of the half-bridge was reached for the nominal operating
conditions defined by the turn-off capacity of the IGCT. The IGCT has proven as the feasible option
for implementation into the future MV high power DC-DC converters based on resonant topologies,
providing high switching frequency operation, low losses and high reliability. Opposed to the modular
designs and distributed power processing, bulk power conversion can be easily achieved benefiting
from low parts count, making the final converter simple for manufacturing and control.

Keywords IGCT, LLC-SRC, soft-switching, characterization, DC transformer
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Résumé

Sous l’impulsion des changements environnementaux, de la pénétration des énergies renouvelables et
de la nécessité d’une plus grande flexibilité du réseau électrique, le courant continu réapparaît comme
une base pour les futurs réseaux électriques. Déjà établi dans le domaine de la très-haute tension
(HVDC) pour la transmission sur de longues distances, de plus en plus d’attention est accordée au
courant continu au niveau de la distribution, en particulier les réseaux de collecte moyenne tension
(MVDC) pour les parcs éoliens en mer, les parcs solaires et les navires. Pour réaliser un tel système,
une interconnexion sûre, fiable et efficace des différents niveaux de tension au sein du réseau électrique
doit être réalisée. Considérant que les transformateurs alternatifs traditionnels ne peuvent être utilisés
pour cette fonction, les convertisseurs DC-DC basés sur l’électronique de puissance doivent prendre
le relais, ouvrant ainsi un large domaine de recherche centré autour du concept de transformateur
DC.

Compte tenu de l’état de l’art des topologies DC-DC, le LLC-SRC a été choisi pour tester la viabilité de
l’utilisation des composants IGCTs pour répondre aux exigences d’efficacité et de fiabilité élevées. Le
potentiel de ces composants robustes a été longtemps négligé en raison de la popularité des IGBT. Le
fonctionnement en sous-résonance du LLC-SRC a été analysée et les avantages de son fonctionnement
sont détaillés. La conduction à tension nulle, le blocage à faible courant et le fonctionnement sans
limiteur de tension de l’IGCT est théorisé, promettant une grande efficacité du convertisseur. Les
règles de conception simplifiées sont résumées à la suite de l’analyse théorique, en fournissant un
outil rapide à utiliser pour les futurs concepteurs. Sur la base de ces lignes directrices, un banc de
test a été construit à des fins multifonctionnelles, capable de tester les IGCT individuellement ou
connectés en série et fonctionnant dans des conditions de commutation dure ou résonnante. En outre,
il a été conçu pour fonctionner dans un état stable continu, simulant le fonctionnement LLC-SRT du
demi-pont IGCT.

Comme les données relatives à la commutation dure à faible courant ne sont pas toujours disponibles
dans la fiche technique des IGCTs, ces tests ont été effectués en premier. Au début, la simulation
TCAD été utilisée pour comprendre le processus de blocage, suivi par l’expérimentation sur le banc
de test. Des tests à simple et double impulsion ont été effectués et les données sur le processus de
conduction et de blocage sont rassemblées. Les résultats ont servi de référence pour la comparaison
avec les tests basés sur le fonctionnement résonant et pour déterminer si le comportement est différent
pour ces deux types de commutation. Les tests menés ont fourni de précieuses informations quant
à la commutation résonnante de l’IGCT. Le test d’impulsion à résonance unique a été utilisé pour
observer le comportement de blocage, y compris la durée du transitoire, l’estimation des pertes de
commutation et la surtension. Les résultats initiaux ont été utilisés pour définir précisément le temps
mort nécessaire pour la série de tests suivante - les tests d’impulsion à résonance double. Ce test
a prouvé la viabilité du fonctionnement de l’IGCT sous une tension de mise en marche nulle et la
commutation sans le circuit de limitation de tension.

Enfin, le fonctionnement continu du dispositif d’essai a été démontré avec des IGCTs commutant
en mode de fonctionnement résonant. Une fréquence de commutation relativement élevée a été
obtenue pour ce type d’interrupteur moyenne tension, principalement utilisés dans les applications à
commutation dure avec des fréquences de commutation allant jusqu’à 900 Hz. La suppression du
circuit limiteur de tension était justifiée et pratiquement prouvée sans aucun dommage aux IGCTs
à l’essai. La sélection appropriée du temps mort dans le pont de commutation a permis d’obtenir
la conduction à tension nulle de l’interrupteur, avec une diminution supplémentaire des pertes
de commutation grâce au faible courant lors du blocage. Un rendement de conversion élevé du
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demi-pont a été atteint pour le fonctionnement nominal défini par la capacité de blocage de l’IGCT.
L’IGCT s’est révélé être l’option viable pour une mise en œuvre dans les futurs convertisseurs DC-DC
moyenne tension de grande puissance basés sur des topologies résonantes, offrant un fonctionnement
à haute fréquence de commutation, de faibles pertes et une grande fiabilité. Contrairement aux
technologies modulaires et distribuée du traitement de l’énergie, la conversion brute de l’énergie peut
être facilement réalisée en bénéficiant d’un nombre réduit de composants, ce qui rend le convertisseur
simple à fabriquer et à contrôler.

Mots-clés IGCT, LLC-SRC, commutation douce, caractérisation, transformateur DC
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1
Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

1.1.1 Brief historical overview

The end of the nineteenth century saw an introduction and commercialization of a new form of
energy - electricity. Industrial revolution has already marked the 18th and the 19th century with
coal fired steam machines running the production processes instead of human or animal work force.
Before electricity, whale oil, kerosene and natural gas were heavily used for street lighting, whereas
candles and gas lamps were reserved for indoor illumination.

At the time electricity was only experimented with, with no practical use whatsoever. One of the first
successful utilizations of electricity was propelling a boat, using an array of zinc batteries to power
the Direct Current (DC) motor that drove the propeller. The work was done by a Prussian inventor
Moritz Hermann von Jacobi, an older brother of the famous mathematician Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi,
and under the financial support of Czar Nicholas I of Russia [1]. Few years earlier, Jacobi had already
developed a working electrical DC motor and its implementation can be seen in Fig. 1.1(a).

The first successful commercial use of the electricity was with the electric lighting. American inventor,
Thomas Alva Edison, came up with the design for an incandescent light bulb [2] that was practical
for manufacturing, cheap and had a reasonably long lifetime (close to 1500 hours). Electricity found
its first wide application and cities started adopting new lighting technology that was cleaner and
required much less maintenance than the gas or oil lamps. Electric lamps were powered by the DC
with the generation substations that had to be located throughout the city. The city of New York
pioneered in the centralized power generation and its first power plant was opened in Manhattan -
the Pearl Street Station [3]. A DC generator would still be driven by a coal powered steam machine
but, with the limited output voltage of the DC generator, many substations were required to efficiently
transfer the generated electrical power.

The Alternating Current (AC) was already known at the time of the introduction of the DC lighting
and the technology offered a solution for the electricity transfer over a greater distance than the DC
did. Using a transformer, the voltage could be easily increased at the point of generation and the
power could be transferred to the point of load at high voltage and low current resulting in low power
losses. Since the resulting electrical current was much lower, it allowed the application of cables and
lines of smaller diameter, providing great savings on the material. Another advantage was that the
power stations could now be built outside of the cities and the coal burning pollution would be moved
far away from people. George Westinghouse was a strong advocate of the AC transmission system
[4] and supported its development while actively competing with the DC. The prevalence of the AC
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Chapter 1. Introduction

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1.1 a) Jacobi’s DC motor [6] b) a model of Nikola Tesla’s first induction motor at the Tesla Museum in
Belgrade, Serbia [7] c) Niagara Falls Power Station no. 2, ca. 1905. [4]

was sealed by the introduction of cheap AC motor, still not present at the time of introduction of the
AC based power transmission. It was the famous induction motor shown in Fig. 1.1(b), designed by
an inventor Nikola Tesla [5] who also devised a polyphase system of currents for the transmission of
the electrical power that was later used in the famous Niagara project [4]. Fig. 1.1(c) shows one of
the early pictures of the power station at the Niagara Falls.

Induction motor has evolved during the years and today’s version is nothing like the first one that
was introduced. It was the motor of choice in applications where constant rotational speed of the
machine was required. The DC motor was still used where variable speed was needed, because of
its simple controllability by regulation of its armature voltage. Voltage control was performed by
a rather inefficient resistor dividers, mechanically connected and disconnected into the armature
circuit of the motor in a discrete manner. Speed of the induction motor is not that easy to control as
its rotation is strongly bound to the frequency of the supply voltage, with minor variations with the
loading torque. Solutions with different number of pole pairs were used to lower the rotational speed
but it was still fixed to a certain Revolutions Per Minute (RPM) value that was an integer division of
the supply frequency. There were also motors whose pole pairs could be varied during the operation
by means of mechanical switches. Limited results were achieved by lowering the amplitude of the
supply voltage or by introducing a wound rotor type, which would be connected to the external
resistor using the rotational rings and brushes. Variable frequency supply, that could control the
speed of the induction motor continuously and efficiently, was still not available.

During the 1950s, early electrically controlled silicon semiconductor switches were introduced, with
a Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) being the first [8], and later followed by the Silicon Controlled
Rectifier (SCR), more commonly known as a thyristor. Fig. 1.2(a) shows one of the basic implemen-
tations of the transistor realized in the point-contact technology that was later superseded by the
bipolar junction technology. The demand for such devices quickly grew due to their superiority over
the vacuum tube based electronic switches and amplifiers. With more units finding their area of
application, the demand for higher current ratings, blocking capabilities and switching frequency
increased. Steadily, through understanding of the underlying physics, the demands were easily met
[9]. They were relatively quickly developed to block voltages of up 500 V for a BJT and 5000 V for the
thyristor with current ratings of hundreds and thousands of amperes. Thyristors were mainly used for

2



1.1. Background and motivation

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1.2 a) Point-contact transistor invented in Bell Labs in 1947 [10] b) mercury arc valves rated at 133 kV,
2000 A used in the Pacific HVDC intertie [11] c) 100 kV, 1000 A Siemens Prototype Thyristor Valve (photo
courtesy of Siemens AG, Siemens Corporate Archives, Munich, Germany) [12]

efficient control of the armature voltage for the DC motor, offering greater conversion efficiency than
a resistor divider or a linear power supply and a much better dynamic response. Later, the thyristors
were employed in the controlled rectification in High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) applications.

The HVDC transmission system has a long history of employing power electronics for a very long
distance transmission with pioneering steps already made in the early 1900’s after the introduction
of a mercury arc rectifier, used for powering mercury arc lamps at the time [13]. Fig. 1.2(b) shows
a more recent example of this type of rectifier. Today, the HVDC is extensively used for very long
power transmission lines with voltage levels reaching values of up to million volts [14]. An example
of the High Voltage (HV) thyristor valve, consisting of many series connected devices, used in a
classical HVDC transmission systems is shown in Fig. 1.2(c) and offers improved reliability, lower
temperature operation and much lower maintenance requirements over its mercury based predecessor.
Thyristor based cycloconverters were reserved for high power applications with a limitation of output
frequency being lower than the line frequency; they were also impractical for the medium and small
induction motors.

The introduction of cheap silicon switching devices brought enormous improvements in industries
previously based on electromechanical switch or vacuum tube technology. Electronic switches
enabled much faster and smaller devices in telecommunication, computing and power conversion.
Power electronics started to develop much earlier though, mostly involved with rectification circuits
needed for DC electric lighting, traction DC motors, electrolysis, etc. Today, a silicon diode is the best
known rectification device but in the past different devices were used as well. Vacuum tube diode,
mercury arc rectifier and selenium diode are some of the examples.

With the establishment of new controllable devices, designers were given a chance to try new types
of circuits and, over time, a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) inverter was born [15]–[17]. This type
of a power converter was able to output the voltage of variable amplitude and frequency, making it
a perfect source to supply an induction motor and easily control its speed in a continuous manner.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The pioneering concept was implemented and demonstrated on a commercial ”airporter” drive car
operating on Cleveland Transit System and presented in [18]. The induction motor’s speed was
controlled using a PWM inverter based on the McMurray-Bedford circuit [19] providing the voltage
of variable frequency and amplitude required at the motor’s power terminals. Slowly, a cheap, reliable
and low maintenance induction motor became competitive in variable speed drive applications, area
dominated by the DC motor at the time.

1.1.2 DC systems rediscovered

Today, power electronics apparatuses are getting more and more employed in the industrial appli-
cations as an efficient way of electrical power conversion, motor control, in uninterruptible power
supplies and many more. Proliferation of the renewable energy sources, mainly solar and wind power,
relies highly on the proper and reliable operation of the power electronics converters used as the
full or partial interface between the AC power network and a variable energy source. As the power
system evolves, so does the need for its stable operation and ability to deliver energy at fast changing
rates. Fast acting modern solutions like battery energy storage or variable speed pumped hydro
power plants all use power electronics for full or partial energy conversion and power exchange with
the network.

Modern power system is evolving in a way that many renewable sources of energy are added to
the existing network. Main focus today is on solar and wind energy which is greatly supported
by the governments across the world. One challenge closely tied to the nature of renewables is
their fluctuating energy generation potential. Wind doesn’t blow constantly in one place and the
sun is available only during the day followed by seasonal oscillations as well. On the other hand,
conventional sources of electrical power such as coal or nuclear power plants are too ”constant” and
are always operating in the narrow range of the output power. Given their size and concentration,
both in physical and electrical sense, they are inherently slow in response and interfacing them
with renewables creates additional challenges for the stable operation of the whole system. Power
fluctuations on a large scale are managed, most of the time, using hydro-power plants or reversible
hydro-power plants, still not fast enough for increasing demands of the modern power system.

As more and more solar and wind power plants are emerging, so is the stability issue increasing and
we are witnessing proliferation of the new technologies to meet the reliability and stability criteria for
the power system. Battery storage systems are being incorporated for the fast load demand response,
filling in until more powerful sources can take over (e.g. hydro-power). Compressed air and flywheel
storage are technologies that are experimented with as well. Hot salts are being utilized in large solar
concentrated power plants for storing the daily solar power in the form of heat that can be released
during the night as necessary.

Majority of conversions mentioned use a DC power as an intermediate state which is later converted
into the AC, suitable for exchange with the power network. In the motor control applications, fixed
frequency AC is rectified (active and passive rectification) to DC and later back to flexible AC to meet
the speed and position control requirements of the process. Solar irradiation is naturally converted
into the DC and variable frequency power such as generators in wind turbines is first converted into
the DC and afterwards into the fixed frequency AC. Modern batteries, powering the everyday devices
like phones, laptops, mobile equipment in hospitals or factories and electric cars, all output the DC
power.
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1.1. Background and motivation

Naturally, question arises if the additional conversion stages are necessary and if removing some of
them can improve the existing power system in terms of efficiency, complexity, availability, stability
and cost. The concept of a DC grid was abandoned in the past because it was not practically possible
to increase the DC voltage to the levels acceptable for efficient long distance transmission. A DC
generator was the only viable option back then, limited by the mechanical commutator to the
maximum output of around 1000 V. Today, with the advancement of power electronics a DC generator
is not a bottleneck for reaching the high and medium DC voltages suitable for transmission and
distribution respectively. The decision to stick to the AC based power system must be reevaluated in
light of progress taking place throughout the world. Emerging utilizations of DC power sources and
loads have set the base for a paradigm shift in the development of future transmission and distribution
systems toward a larger overall DC based infrastructure [20].

Academic research, various working groups (e.g. CIGRE, IEC) and increased industrial interest
suggest that the DC might be the next step in the power system evolution. First of the advantages
that presents itself is the absence of the reactive power which further implies absence of the power
losses tied to this phenomena. A DC power line does not have to carry an additional electrical
current that does not transfer energy and the line’s utilization can be increased without using reactive
power compensators, as currently done in the AC system, further decreasing the complexity of the
power system. Synchronization between different generation plants could also be avoided, lowering
complexity even further. Variable (renewable) energy sources could be connected to the power system
using simpler power electronics circuits than today’s with less conversion stages between the prime
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Fig. 1.3 An example of a radial Medium Voltage Direct Current (MVDC) distribution system on-board the
ship [21]
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mover (source) and the grid. Fewer the number of conversion stages usually means less energy lost
and less waste heat generated.

Autonomous systems, like cargo ships and tankers, can benefit greatly from the DC distribution in
terms of fuel efficiency and space savings [22]–[24]. Marine sector is therefore the pioneer in the
area of DC networks with already emerging standards, e.g. [21] and projects in place. An example of
the MVDC distribution system on-board a ship is shown in Fig. 1.3. Power distribution by MVDC
serves as the enabling technology for fulfillment of power density increase demands in shipboard
applications with more flexible management of the power flow during the faults offered by the DC
[25]. Increase in the power density is mostly a result of replacing the bulky line transformers with
the power electronics converter serving the same purpose. Further, with the omission of AC there is
no need for the synchronization which allows for the optimization of the generator and the engine
speed depending on the load conditions, leading to reduction of fuel consumption of up to 20% [26].

DC distribution for the large wind parks is already proposed [27]–[32] with pros and cons discussed
in detail. Instead of using a classical AC collection network for inter-turbine interface as done at
the present, an MVDC network is proposed. The advantage of a DC system is that a bulky line
frequency transformer can be omitted from the turbine’s base tower and replaced by a much lighter
and smaller power electronics converter serving the purpose of leveling up the voltage. Reactive
power is not present anymore in the collection and transmission (HVDC) network, greatly improving
their efficiency and stability. Cabling of the park can also be simplified based on the selected topology
(two- or three-wire system) proving more savings in the material [33].

Similar analysis is presented for the large photovoltaic parks in [34] with more emphasis on the
economical benefits of such a system in contrast to the conventional AC system. Typical solar power
plant based on the photovoltaic cells consists of the arrays of the Photovoltaic (PV) modules directly
connected to a boost converter that regulates the flow of electrical current into the DC-link, constantly
tracking the point of maximum power output. The DC-link is then connected to a central inverter
that feeds this power into the fixed frequency power grid. Since the PV modules produce DC power,
the traditional AC collector grid configuration is not the optimal solution and it is inherently easier
to interface multiple DC sources than AC sources. An example of such a solar park configuration can
be seen in Fig. 1.5.

HVDC
To Shore
±150kV

Offshore
HVDC Station

WTG to MVDC
Rectifier with HFT

Resonant tank
3.3kVrmsfrom
WTG

+30kV

-30kV

±30kV MVDC
Collection Grid

Fig. 1.4 An example of an MVDC based collection network of an offshore wind park with an HVDC interface
to the shore [33]
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Fig. 1.5 An example of an MVDC based collection network of a solar park [34]

With the introduction of electrical vehicles for commercial and residential use, impact on the power
system in terms of transient connection and disconnection of the load, will be immense and a solution
might be found in DC. An attempt of modeling the interaction of all the source/load systemsmentioned
throughout the text is presented in [35] and an example of hypothetical MVDC network in shown in
Fig. 1.6. The system is not necessarily radial as depicted but can assume a ring configuration with
MVDC as medium for different power flows within the system.
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Fig. 1.6 A hypothetical MVDC distribution network interfacing local generation, storage, load and transmis-
sion [20]
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1.1.3 DC transformer

For the successful installation of the DC power system in e.g. residential area or on-board a ship,
a power transformer equivalent in the DC grid is necessary. Power electronics offer a solution in
this field in the shape of semiconductor switch based converter that transforms input DC power of
one voltage level into the DC power of a different voltage level and such an apparatus is colloquially
known as a DC transformer. Many circuit topologies are proposed to fulfill this task with the most
popular being LLC Series Resonant Converter (LLC-SRC), Dual-Active Bridge (DAB) and Modular
Multilevel Converter (MMC). Other than a ”simple” function of voltage transformation, the topology
needs to offer the following properties:

1. High power efficiency

2. High reliability due to long lifetime operation

3. Galvanic isolation for protection and safety purposes

4. Low maintenance since these devices are usually in the unmanned locations

5. Relatively small footprint for the vehicle application

6. Cheap to manufacture and maintain

All of the listed requirements were fully or partially fulfilled by the classical line transformer, especially
with reliability and lifetime requirements, but with the technological progress and more stringent
regulations on the environmental impacts, this might not hold true for long. A brief description of
the DAB and MMC follows while the LLC-SRC is discussed more throughout the thesis.

The first serious power electronics candidate, widely researched nowadays in academia and industry
is a DAB converter, with pioneering work on the topology presented in [36], [37] and [38] during
1990’s. With the advancement of technology in the areas of semiconductors and magnetic materials,
DAB has returned into the focus of research. The single-phase and three-phase implementations are
presented in Fig. 1.7(a) and Fig. 1.7(b) respectively. Steady state analysis, design aspects and control
strategies are described in [39], [40] whereas [41]–[45] cover the dynamic modeling of the converter.

Main advantage of the DAB (single- or three-phase) converter is reflected in its simplicity: two bridges
interconnected through a transformer. Basic control methods are also relatively simple to implement
and control the power flow between the input and the output circuits. The simplicity comes at a
price though. The Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) range of the converter is rather limited, especially
at light loads and unmatched gains. Circulating currents present another challenge decreasing the
converter’s efficiency by increasing the semiconductor’s conduction and transformer’s Copper (Cu)
losses. Relatively big Root Mean Square (RMS) value of input and output currents call for rather bulky
capacitors usage in DC-links, decreasing the specific volumetric and gravimetric power of the DAB
[46].

Another popular topology, initially developed and mainly considered with the HVDC applications
is an MMC [47]. It is based on the idea of a distributed DC-links, with the switching cells being
inserted (connected) into main power power circuit in an alternating manner, depending on the
desired output voltage. The basic structure is shown in Fig. 1.8 where a ”cell” is in a half- or a
full- bridge configuration, though different cell topologies are also considered [48]; cells are further
organized into a ”branch” and two branches form one phase leg of the MMC.
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Fig. 1.7 a) Single-phase and b) three-phase dual active bridge converter (WYE connection of the transformer
is by example but can be different as well)

The structure offers a great advantage of easily scaling the desired output voltage by adding or
removing a certain number of cells in a branch, or current scaling by branch paralleling [49]. High
quality output voltage waveform is guaranteed by relatively high number of switching cells. With a
proper selection of switching frequency, filtering needs are greatly reduced if not removed.

Each cell is switching with the DC-link voltage much lower than the 𝑈𝐷𝐶 from Fig. 1.8 which
makes cheaper, low voltage switching devices effortless to implement, as the series connection of
semiconductors is avoided. Switching frequency of the cell is relatively low, compared to a virtual
switching frequency of the output voltage, greatly contributing to the decrease of the switching losses
of each individual cell. Even though it might seem that the switching losses of a branch are still
relatively high due to the number of individual switches per branch, it should be noted that low voltage
semiconductors experience much lower (and not linearly) switching losses than their high voltage
counterparts and a thorough analysis is required when opting for a solution for certain application.
Another important advantage of the MMC topology is in terms of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
where the commutation loop is detained within the switching cell and doesn’t include the output
DC voltage, making EMI issues much easier to control. When it comes to redundancy, configuration
allows for an easy bypass of the faulted cell (by means of external bypass device such as thyristor
crowbar or a mechanical switch) which can be replaced during the regular maintenance period [50].

All of the MMC’s advantages don’t come for free though, one of which is a high energy requirement
for a DC-link capacitor within the cell. Current flowing through this capacitor is the chopped branch
current, sinusoidal in nature, and as a result, cells experience low frequency (i.e. mains frequency)
current, imposing the need for high DC-link capacitance [51], [52]. This further implies that the
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Fig. 1.8 Basic implementation of the MMC topology

medium frequency operation can yield an MMC with much smaller capacitors in cells which makes
it advantageous for DC-DC conversion where an AC isolation link, through an Medium Frequency
Transformer (MFT) is used.

When it comes to control platform, the system easily becomes very complicated as every single
switching device is independently controlled. Developing a control strategy for an MMC is not an
easy task as well since every cell’s DC-link voltage has to be kept within operational limits. The MMC
is already established solution in the HVDC area for bulk power transmission but more research is
required for its successful application in MVDC [53], [54].

In the area of high-power converters and Medium Voltage (MV) hard-switching applications the
semiconductor devices of choice are based on press-pack package, encapsulating an Insulated Gate
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) or and Integrated Gate-CommutatedThyristor (IGCT). While there has been
a lot of research done with a focus on the IGBT, an IGCT was greatly overlooked, but the advantages
that it offers over IGBT are considerable. In terms of conduction losses, owing it to its thyristor
nature, IGCT is clearly a more efficient device. The technology curve presented in Fig. 1.9 shows the
comparison of commercially available device from both families of switches, clearly confirming the
conduction advantage of the IGCT. Figure also suggests that the turn-off energy losses vary in the
similar rate for both device types, so regarding the 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓, the race is tied.

In the hard-switching applications turn-on losses of the IGCT are usually neglected, owing to the
usage of a clamping circuit, mandatory in this application. On the other hand, IGBT experiences
the turn-on losses but the clamping circuit does not have to be implemented in the converter so the
direct comparison is not straight forward. Clamping circuit experiences its own losses and a separate
analysis is needed in order to evaluate the two configurations. Paper [55] presents the results of
implementing the clamping circuit in the IGBT hard-switching operation and reports no significant
increase of an overall power losses when the clamping circuit is implemented.

The DC-DC converter topology of LLC-SRC has various advantages for using an IGCT as a switching
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Fig. 1.9 Technology curve comparison between IGBT and IGCT MV semiconductor switches. Data is
presented for 2 kA of switching or conducting current, 𝑇𝑣𝑗 = 125 ℃.

element. Firstly, the zero voltage turn-on is retained as in the hard-switching applications but instead
of using an clamping circuit for this purpose, resonant tank performs it naturally. No additional
elements for 𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑡
limitation are needed. Turn-off switching losses are minimized by switching low

currents in the normal operation. As majority of power losses in the LLC-SRC bridge come from the
conduction, the efficiency can be greatly increased by utilizing IGCT rather than IGBT.

Generally, IGCT is a heavy duty switch designed for harsh environments such as smelting plants or
mining areas. Voltage ratings go from 4.5 kV to 6.5 kV, easily switching currents of up to 5 kA; future
devices are developed for even higher voltage rating such as presented in [56], rated at 10 kV. Such a
device, in a half bridge configuration and a DC-link of 2.8 kV can easily output 3 MW to the load
making the bulk power transfer possible using low number of the devices. This bulk power transfer
has and advantage over a modular solutions e.g. Input-Series, Output-Parallel (ISOP) configuration,
in terms of reliability as there are fewer number of components that can fail during the operation of
the converter.

Further advantages include the physical implementation of the press-pack IGCT. Looking at the
wafer configuration, IGCT is made on one circular wafer with many Gate-Commutated Thyristor
(GCT) units etched on the surface. This allows the for a very good thermal contact between the
semiconductor and a package, with the whole surface being a heat exchange interface. In case of a
press-pack IGBT, a number of rectangular dies are inserted into the package and the contact surface
of the package is not fully utilized.

Having all of the advantages in mind, an IGCT presents itself as a perfect candidate for a switch of
choice in the prospective MVDC grids. Major motivation of the work presented throughout this
thesis is implementation of the IGCT semiconductor switch in the LLC-SRC topology for the future
MVDC applications such as a DC transformer. As the device was not previously employed in the
resonant circuit topologies there was an evident need for testing the switch under these operating
conditions. Some pioneering work was presented in [30], [57], [58] but not discussed any further.
In order to test the potential advantages e.g. clamp-less operation, ZVS turn-off, low loss turn-off,
safe operation under the resonant currents, series of test were designed, from theory to experimental
implementation.
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1.2 Scope and main contributions of the thesis

The main scope of the thesis is the applicability and scalability of the IGCT semiconductor switch in
the MVDC converter apparatus based on the galvanically isolated LLC-SRC topology. The topology
and the switching element were selected based on the requirements outlined in the previous sub-
section. Detailed theoretical analysis of the converter is performed and desirable operating ranges are
defined. Voltage and current stresses on the IGCT are identified in such an application, followed by
the synthesis of the test circuit. The goal of the test circuit was to simulate the operating conditions
of the IGCT under the voltage and current stresses equal to that found in the isolated LLC-SRC.
Implementation of such a circuit was beneficial in a way that it did not require building of the full
DC-DC converter and circulating MV power in the laboratory conditions where a DC is not available.
Low power required for the test circuit operation is dissipated in the IGCTs and surrounding passive
elements.

After the test circuit validation through simulation with a circuit simulation software, Technology
Computer Aided Design (TCAD) models were used to gain insight into the transient behavior of the
IGCT during switching actions. Turn-off times, switching energy losses, Safe Operating Area (SOA)
conformity, voltage and current overshoots and rates of rise of voltage and current were all estimated
in order to gain confidence in the IGCT operation in this atypical application. The results were later
used during the design of the test setup circuit.

Test setup was built to assess the behavior of the IGCT under given operating conditions and to
support theoretical and simulation outcomes. Series of tests were performed starting with double
pulse testing in order to gain insight into the hard-switching performance of the device. It was later
continued with resonant single and double switch pulse tests with sinusoidal current pre-flooding
of the IGCT, bringing it into the soft-switching mode of operation. After the safe switching was
confirmed, it was proceeded with the continuous operation tests, where an IGCT half-bridge was
operated for a prolonged period of time to prove the thermal stability of the switching devices. It
should be noted that all the switching tests, except for the double pulse tests in the beginning, were
successfully performed without a clamp circuit, normally required in the IGCT based converters.
Theoretical consideration of the clamp-less operation was thus practically confirmed.

Relatively high switching frequency of the IGCT was achieved, confirming the initial assumptions
regarding the feasibility of the IGCT application in the medium frequency, high power LLC-SRC.
Relatively high efficiency of the half-bridge under test was demonstrated along with its safe clamp-less
operation. Design guidelines are outlined, having in mind the full operating range of the LLC-SRC.

The main contributions of the thesis are:

1. Theoretical analysis and practical demonstration of continuous medium frequency operation of
the IGCT switch in the series resonant circuit. Positive and negative effects of switch’s operating
parameters, such as turn-off current and junction temperature, are summarized and presented in
concise manner.

2. Clamp-less operation of the IGCT is theoretically analyzed and practically proved through experi-
mentation and testing. Zero voltage turn-on is hypothesized theoretically and proved experimen-
tally.

3. Identification of the crucial parameters influencing the limitation of the switching frequency of
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the IGCT in the resonant operating mode. IGCT is predominantly used in the MV, hard switching
applications with relatively low frequency of operation (up to 900 Hz).

4. Relatively high frequency operation of the IGCT is demonstrated in the LLC-SRC application.
Compared to the typical switching frequency of 900 Hz in hard-switching converters, safe operation
with up to 4 kHz was achieved, with devices of relatively old design.

5. Synthesis and a design guidance for the test setup used for the semiconductor testing in Series
Resonant Converter (SRC) modes of operation, both for initial pulsing and continuous operation,
based on the energy circulation principle with advantage of easily scaling the test voltage. This
further implies that there is no need for the two different voltage sources or networks in the testing
facility.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is organized into chapters that can be read as whole from the beginning to the end, or
individually, depending on the reader’s preference.

Chapter 2 includes the state of the art of the DC-DC converter topologies proposed and described in
academia and industry. Overview of the popular topologies used for a DC transformer application
are summarized with their pros and cons discussed. Special attention was given to LLC-SRC based
topologies. An overview of the semiconductor switching devices is also given here with the emphasis
on high voltage, high current devices such as IGBT and IGCT.

Chapter 3 outlines the theory of operation of the LLC-SRC and discusses the positive and negative
aspects of the DC-DC conversion using this topology. It is explained how is the operation below
the resonant frequency beneficial for the DC transformer application. Possibility of the clamp-less
operation of the IGCT is theorized and explained in this chapter as well. Zero voltage turn-on and low
current turn-off are introduced as way to keep the switching losses at the minimum during the steady
state operation of the apparatus. The chapter is concluded by identifying the main design aspects of
the future MV, IGCT based, LLC-SRC and the testing requirements, presented further in the thesis.

Chapter 4 describes the physical test setup later used for the experiments, along with the description
of its different functionalities and components. Modes of its operation and different circuit topologies
are introduced here and the ratings are summarized for the future reference. Semiconductor and
passive components are outlined, DC-link implementation given and the control system is introduced.
Organization of the testing area is presented with the emphasis on the operator’s and equipment
safety.

Chapter 5 focuses on the hard-switching operation of the IGCT. Single- and double-pulse tests are
described in detail and obtained switching parameters described. The IGCT pulsed switching was
simulated using the TCAD simulation method in order to gain initial insight into the turn-off of
the device at low currents (information not always available in the datasheet). Turn-off current is
identified as a major parameter affecting the turn-off transient, along with the blocking voltage and
junction temperature. After the simulation results are presented, experimental results are outlined,
confirming the simulation findings and providing further insight into the IGCT hard-switching
behavior at low switching currents.

Chapter 6 introduces two new tests, inspired by the hard-switching single- and double-pulse tests:
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single and double resonant pulse tests. The theory behind the two tests is presented and the functioning
of the testing circuit is described and simulated. Like its hard-switching equivalent, single resonant
pulse test provides the information regarding the turn-off of the IGCT but under the resonant load
current of only one switch. The double resonant pulse test provides further insight into the turn-on
behavior under the same resonant load and safe manipulation of two switches. The TCAD simulation
of the IGCT model from the previous chapter was performed in order to identify whether the different
loading condition of the semiconductor has additional influence on the turn-off behavior. Experimental
data is presented afterwards, providing the waveforms under varied turn-off current, pulse duration,
resonant frequency and load. Further parametrization of the switching behavior is performed based
on the obtained results paving way towards the continuous operation of the IGCT test setup.

Chapter 7 presents the final test - continuous IGCT switching operation in the LLC-SRC regime.
The test was performed successfully for several values of the switching frequency: 1440 Hz, 1860 Hz,
3100 Hz and 3950 Hz and different turn-off currents. Efficient operation of the IGCT is demonstrated
and the experimental results are presented. Zero voltage turn-on and clamp-less operation of the
IGCT was also confirmed in the steady state operation. Low current turn-off was confirmed to be
efficient way to operate the IGCT in this topology, aiding to the efficiency increase of the total power
conversion circuit.

Chapter 8 concludes the tasks presented in the thesis, summarizing the work and pointing out the
major contributions and findings. An overview of the potential future research points is presented
here as well.
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2
State of the art

The topic of the resonant conversion has been inexhaustible source of inspiration over the last 50 years in
the area of DC-DC power conversion. This chapter provides a literature overview on the topic of series
resonant conversion, its application in the MV systems and networks and the work done so far by various
industrial and academic institutions. Overview of the modern medium voltage semiconductor switches is
presented in the second part of the chapter, providing their main characteristics and applicability in the
SRC. Presented material justifies the research effort towards the investigation of soft switching behavior
of IGCT devices.

2.1 Introduction

Resonant converters are gaining in popularity due to the advantages of conducting the sinusoidal
currents and the natural turn-off of the switching devices in certain operating regimes e.g. turn-off of
the output bridge diodes in the sub-resonant discontinuous mode. Switching losses are minimized
when compared with the similar hard-switching counterparts making this family of converters very
attractive in the areas of medium- and high- power conversion. Another outcome of lower switching
losses is the operation at higher switching frequency. Power processing circuits can greatly benefit
from the operation at increased switching frequencies because the smaller passive components can
be used for filtering or voltage transformation, resulting in higher power density of the final solution.

Control parameter is usually the ratio of switching to resonant frequency and the converter operates
with the fixed duty cycle of 50%. Benefit of the fixed duty cycle is that the semiconductors forming
the input half-or full-bridge share the load equally during the operation of the converter, resulting
in even distribution of the temperature stress on the switches. This way, operating lifetime of the
converter is increased.

In the area of resonant DC-DC power conversion, several basic topologies exist: series resonant,
parallel resonant and series-parallel resonant converter. Basic operational principles of these three
topologies, shown Fig. 2.1, are summarized in [59].

An SRC suffers from inability to regulate the output voltage at very light loads but its resonant current
is proportional to the load which yields relatively high efficiency of the converter over a wide range
of operation. There is no output inductor at the converter’s output bridge rectifier to limit the RMS
current flowing into output capacitor, imposing a relatively high RMS current requirement on the
capacitor. This makes it very suitable in applications where high output voltage and low output
current is needed.

One of the drawbacks of the Parallel Resonant Converter (PRC) is that the resonant current is relatively
independent of the load, which directly translates into load currents of semiconductor switches. This
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Fig. 2.1 Basic resonant topologies described in [59]. Two capacitors in the input bridge 𝐶𝑟/2, Fig. a) and c),
form a series resonant capacitor 𝐶𝑟 while 𝐶𝑖𝑛/2, Fig. b), serves to split the DC-link (𝐶𝑖𝑛 ≫ 𝐶𝑟).

property is heavily reflected in the efficiency of the converter and it will show poor performance
at relatively light load conditions but makes this converter suitable in the low output voltage, high
output current applications.

Series-Parallel Resonant Converter (SPRC) is a middle ground solution between SRC and PRC, having
the advantages of both topologies but with partially decreased disadvantages of the two. The equality
of parallel to series resonant capacitance proves to be a good compromise for the topology design, as
shown in the results in [59].

An SRC topology is selected as a basis of the thesis work on implementing the IGCT semiconductor
switch for MVDC applications as it promises a highly efficient solution. Particularly, its LLC-SRC
variant, an isolated topology, exhibits a relative flatness of the input/output gain curve near the
resonant frequency at different loads. Aforementioned quality makes it very attractive for the DC
transformer application where a fixed steady state operation frequency can be preselected while
omitting a low level voltage control.

An overview of the research work in the area of DC-DC power conversion based on an SRC is
presented in this chapter. While the beginning outlines pioneering work in the area, the focus is later
shifted on the MV isolated topologies. The second part of the chapter describes the MV semiconductor
switches available on the market, summarizing their advantages and disadvantages and wrapping up
on a selection of the IGCT as the device of choice.
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2.2 Series resonant converter

Principles of operation of the SRC topology are presented in [60], with a thyristor as a semiconductor
switch of choice that was available at the time. It was the pioneering idea of the load insensitive DC
transformer in the form of a series capacitor inverter-converter scheme. Primary application was
in the construction of the flight equipment where weight and size requirements are ever stringent.
Relatively high frequency operation with switching frequency of 10 kHz for a 2 kW circuit was
achieved yielding a power density of 0.4 kW/kg and 95% efficiency. Output voltage regulation of
0.1% percent was reported even in the adverse thermal environment such as one found on-board the
aircraft. The network described within the paper performs voltage scaling and stabilization in one
single operating point. The schematic of the converter is presented in Fig. 2.2.

L
CR11

CR12

C11

C12

C0 RLES W1 W2

Fig. 2.2 An example of an early SRC implementation using a thyristor as an active switching element
introduced in [60]

Two significant characteristics were added to the controllable SRC from [60] and presented in [61]:
inherent stability of the high Q resonant circuits and almost constant power losses for a given current
level. The presented system has proven to be fail-safe for normal and irregular operating conditions,
including gradual overload, short circuited or abruptly open circuited output terminals. It possesses
the excellent dynamic properties of a first order system. It has, furthermore, proven to be efficient to
the extent that comparative measurement of input and output power became difficult even with use
of sophisticated precision equipment. Light weight of apparatus is due to the system’s relatively high
internal efficiency of operation.

Further development of the theory and the technology of electronic power converters with high
operation frequencies, based on the special properties of resonant circuits in switching networks
is presented in [62]. In general, such a converter consists of a series-resonant circuit excited by
a number of electronically controlled semiconductor switches. This resonant circuit is inserted in
the direct path of the energy transfer of the power converter. The quasi-sinusoidal currents in the
semiconductor switches allow the current conducted through the switch to be interrupted at the zero
crossing and, when combined with the limited value for the rate of rise of the current after turn-on
and before turn-off, the switching losses can be reduced to a minimum. It is then possible to increase
the above-mentioned barrier for the maximum pulse frequency up to hundreds of kHz. The energy
is drawn from a source and later transmitted to a network or a load in a specific form - unipolar or
bipolar. An example of a DC-DC series resonant converter is presented in Fig.2.3.
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Fig. 2.3 DC-DC series resonant converter for a reversible power flow [62]

The frequency of excitation of the resonant circuit is below its own natural frequency. The obvious
effect is that further lowering of this frequency of excitation leads to an increase in the apparent
impedance between source and load and therefore results in a reduced transfer of power to that load.
The resulting control of power transfer is described along with its quantitative implications in [62].

[63] presents the detailed evaluation and analysis of a multilevel isolated DC-DC converter used
in SST power cell for direct Medium Voltage Alternating Current (MVAC) to Low Voltage Direct
Current (LVDC) conversion. The topology is presented in Fig. 2.4(a). To get a high frequency and
high efficiency DC-DC stage with medium voltage isolation, both Diode Neutral Point Clamped
(DNPC) and Serial Half-Bridge (SHB) phase leg have been considered as primary side topologies
for LLC resonant operation. A comprehensive analysis provides the detailed switching status and
commutation process for both topologies. The soft switching conditions have been compared based
on the analytical expression of required charge and energy from the magnetizing inductor to achieve
ZVS. Different commutation loops in these circuits have been taken into account and all the junction
capacitors in the loops have been considered to derive the expression. The comparison shows that
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Fig. 2.4 a) Three-level DNPC DC-DC topology b) experimental prototype for isolated DC-DC stage of SST
power cell
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the DNPC circuit has slightly easier ZVS condition than the SHB circuit. However, it requires longer
dead-time to achieve ZVS and results in a freewheeling stage which does not transfer energy to the
output. In addition, the DNPC circuit has complex circuit structure with more components. On
the contrary, the SHB circuit is simpler in structure with more control flexibility from the different
modulation schemes. Therefore, this topology is more suitable for high-frequency high-efficiency
DC-DC conversion with wide output voltage range. The design procedure for the SHB circuit has
also been briefly introduced and a 15 kW DC-DC power stage is implemented and tested at various
operating conditions to verify the performance and efficiency for this topology. Fig. 2.4(b) shows the
laboratory prototype used for experimentation and tests.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.5 a) 1 MW SRC topology [64], [65] and b) laboratory prototype [64], [65]

Following two papers [64], [65], present a megawatt class resonant dual active bridge topology for bus
tie DC-DC converters, shown in Fig. 2.5(a). The resonant dual active bridge is operated by a combined
variable frequency and phase-shift control to enable power flow regulation and/or voltage regulation
while achieving soft switching on both the primary and secondary converters. The proposed converter
provides high efficiency, high power density, and fast dynamic response to load transients, external
system level commands, or in reaction to fault conditions. To facilitate high frequency operation,
the converter is implemented using fast Low Voltage (LV) IGBTs for both the HV and LV sides. The
IGBTs are connected in series on the HV side and in parallel on the LV side. The converter design
and operation are presented. The experimental results from a laboratory prototype shown in Fig.
2.5(b), as well as Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulations are also shown to validate the bidirectional
closed-loop current control with soft switching, while operated at rated voltage, as well as to test
different transient and fault conditions seen by the converter.

In [66], authors show the evaluation of the several control methods for DC-DC converter described
in [64], [65] (Fig. 2.5(a)). A control method is proposed by utilizing both switching frequency and
phase-shift as the control variables to regulate the power from zero to a full load while maintaining
the soft-switching operation under different DC-bus voltage conditions. A system level control is also
presented to fulfill the multiple shipboard operational requirements like voltage regulation, parallel
operation, and mode transfer. The simulation, HIL test, and preliminary experimental results are
presented within [66].

An article [67] presents a step-up resonant DC-DC converter with ZVS and low voltage stress across
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Fig. 2.6 Proposed DC-DC step-up resonant converter [67]

the power transistors for high power wind turbines in offshore wind energy systems. The proposed
topology is shown in Fig. 2.6 and consists of multiple strings of switch pairs and multiple modules of
resonant circuits. This design allows low voltage stress to be achieved across each power transistor
and components’ stress across the resonant capacitors and magnetic components. The Asymmetrical
Pulse-Width Modulated (APWM) controlled C-L resonant circuits used in the proposed topology
is able to step-up the input voltage and provide the required voltage level for the medium voltage
DC grid in offshore wind energy systems. Finally, simulation results and experimental results on a
proof-of-concept prototype have been provided to validate the theoretical analysis of the proposed
converter topology.

In order to reduce the number of DC power conversion stages and increase the overall power efficiency,
a single-stage step-up AC-DC converter with soft switching has been presented in [68], Fig. 2.7,
for medium voltage DC grid applications and high power wind turbines. The proposed converter
combines the three-phase boost rectifier and a step-up resonant converter with multiple strings of
switches into a single-stage converter. Results have been provided to confirm that an efficiency of
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Fig. 2.7 Proposed three-phase single-stage AC-DC step-up resonant converter [68]
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Fig. 2.9 Proposed single-stage step-up AC-DC resonant converter [70]

92.8% is achieved on a 3 MW, 30 kV system.

Twomodular high frequencyMV step-up resonant converters, shown in Fig. 2.8(a) and Fig. 2.8(b), with
isolation and unity turns ratios have been presented in [69]. The proposed approach utilizes multiple
modules of step-up resonant circuits and isolated high frequency high-gain rectifiers with unity
turns ratio to form the MV step-up conversion unit for MW wind turbine systems. In addition, the
proposed converters are capable to regulate the output by means of adjusting the operating switching
frequency. The descriptions of each of the circuit’s operating principles and their characteristics have
been discussed and the performance of an example of the proposed converters on a 5 MW system has
been provided to highlight the features of the circuit.
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Paper [70] has presented a single-stage AC-DC resonant converter, shown in Fig. 2.9, that utilizes
high-gain rectifier modules and multiple strings of switches. Its operating principle and theoretical
analysis have been described in detail. With the aid of an auxiliary circuit, soft switching is achieved
over a wide range of operating conditions. Simulation results have been provided in this paper based
on a 1.3 MW wind turbine system. Experimental results on a laboratory-scale proof-of-concept model
(rated at 138 V/1.6 kV line-to-line, 0.5 kW) have been provided to verify the features of the proposed
circuit topology.

Fig. 2.10 shows a bridgeless three-phase AC-DC step-up converter for wind energy application that
has been presented in [71]. The proposed converter is able to achieve soft-switching operation for all
of the semiconductor devices. The operating principles and steady state theoretical analysis have
been described in details. Simulation results have been provided on a 500 kW wind turbine system
with an output voltage of 15 kV to highlight the benefits of this proposal. Finally, experimental results
on a laboratory-scale proof-of-concept model (rated at 50 Vac/1 kVDC) have been provided to verify
the theoretical conclusions and highlight the features of the proposed circuit.

The single-phase SRC with resonant tank on a rectifier side, operated with a novel modulation scheme
is proposed in [72] as a candidate for MW HV, DC wind turbines. The circuit, as shown in Fig.
2.11(a), promises high efficiency with low transformer size, due to the soft commutation on the
inverter and the rectifier devices. Authors have provided a general presentation of circuit operation,
conduction modes, governing equations and sample waveforms. By employing frequency control
and phase-shifted modulation below the resonant point of L-C tank, continuous regulation of power
from nominal level to zero is possible. The main principle of proposed method is to clamp the applied
voltage to zero as soon as the resonant current becomes zero, limiting the magnetic flux build-up and
resulting in a compact and efficient transformer. The circuit will experience four different conduction
modes (two discontinuous and two continuous) and they are determined by operating frequency and
voltage drop across the L-C tank. The proposed pulse removal modulation scheme and the expected
conduction modes were implemented and tested on a 1 kW, 250 V/500 V demonstrator.

Design steps, loss estimation, and experimental validation of the SRC are summarized in [73], with
L-C tank on the rectifier side and operated with method from [72], as a highly efficient solution for
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Fig. 2.11 a) An SRC topology proposed in [72] and b) laboratory test setup presented in [73]

wind turbines connected to MVDC networks. The proposed topology represents a solution for a
niche application for high-power, high-voltage gain, and high-frequency DC-DC topologies. The
topology was originated from the classic SRC with an L-C tank on the primary side and operated with
frequency control in the sub-resonant mode. This fact had a big disadvantage, mainly because the
transformer had to be designed for lower operating frequencies, impacting size, weight, and efficiency.
The solution presented within the paper [73] promises a transformer with 50% less weight and high
efficiency in whole operating range. Different design aspects for a 10 MW, 1 kHz converter, were
addressed. Estimated volume for the L-C tank, inverter, rectifier, transformer, and output DC-link
bank have all been addressed. For the rectifier side, it is possible to employ line frequency, press-pack
diodes connected in series and operated at elevated frequencies, without increasing the reverse
recovery losses. A power loss model for the semiconductor and transformer was used to estimate the
efficiencies and revealed that the proposed SRC could have losses lower than 1.5% over the whole
range of operation. To validate the semiconductor power loss model, a scaled setup shown in Fig.
2.11(b), rated for 10 kW, 500 V/5000 V, and operated up to 1 kHz was assembled, with measured
losses ranging between 6% and 4.5%. It was shown that the measured inverter and rectifier losses
correspond to that of the power loss model and range from 2% to 1.5% of the total losses.

A topology of a multi-port medium voltage DC-DC converter is presented in [74] and shown in Fig.
2.12. It is based on the ISOP combination of multiple identical sub-modules, each comprising of an
open-loop operated resonant stage, and a closed-loop regulated stages on the two out of the three
ports. This way, the conversion tasks have been clearly separated between voltage adaptation and
galvanic isolation done with inner resonant stage and control realized with regulation stages. The
operating modes of the converter have been described and a simple control scheme is proposed,
allowing for full bi-directional power flow control. The converter is characterized with multiple
auxiliary ports which are made available for the connection of the LV energy storage elements, that
can be freely mixed in terms of different technologies (like ultra-capacitors or batteries). Thus, flexible
and easily scalable grid supporting solutions can be realized, both in terms of power and energy.
Furthermore, the presented topology allows further extensions for higher operating voltages by
increasing the number of sub-modules connected in series or higher power with paralleling at the
sub-module or converter level.

A follow-up paper [76] presents the model and the power sharing characteristics for a three-terminal
SRC based DC transformer for Solid State Transformer (SST) applications requiring an energy storage
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Fig. 2.12 Topology of a basic sub-module with five switching cells and multi-winding MFT with a distributed
resonant tank [74]

functionality. Among the possible modes of operation, one considering two inputs and one output
is the most complex and is therefore analyzed. In order to get a compact analytic solution, a model
based on the separation of the power flow into a main power and a circulating power is proposed.
The modeling reveals that the natural power sharing is mostly impacted by the resonant tank design
parameters. The sharing is preserved in the absence of differential voltage between the active ports and
can be, to some extent, influenced by further manipulation on the differential voltage which introduces
a circulating power flow. However, if high circulating currents are forced, the ZVS conditions may
be compromised. This gives basic design insights on how to size the resonant tank inductances in a
way to benefit from soft switching for a specified operating range. The experimental results, obtained
with a lab-scale model, match and effectively verify the proposed design procedure.

Work presented in [75], [77]–[81] is centered around the PETT technology for the MV traction grid
operating at 15 kV, 16.7 Hz. Technology is based on ISOP module connection with SRC DC-DC
converter providing voltage scaling and isolation, and an active front end rectifier to interface with
an AC grid. Simplified converter structure is shown in Fig. 2.13(a).
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Fig. 2.13 a) A Power Electronics Traction Transformer (PETT) topology [75] and b) 1.2 MVA PETT prototype
[75]
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PETTs, offering advantages such as reduced weight and size, improved efficiency and less current
harmonics injected into the grid, are considered as an alternative to conventional low frequency
transformers in traction chains. The world’s first ever PETT demonstrator for the traction application
has been built and fully tested in the laboratory, successfully commissioned and installed on the test
locomotive. Provided experimental results validate the feasibility of the PETT technology [79]. A
low-voltage PETT prototype has been developed during the R&D work on the MV PETT prototype, to
serve the purpose of the analogue hardware simulator and explore some of the operating regimes of
the PETT and develop suitable control algorithms. The main purpose, however, was to provide means
for easy commissioning of the control hardware and software and not necessarily understanding of
the some of the system performances, such as reliability, availability, harmonics compliance, efficiency,
etc.[80]. Final prototype is shown in Fig. 2.13(b).

High-voltage IGBTs are characterized under soft switching conditions in [81], focusing primarily on
the turn-off losses. Standard and optimized devices are investigated and experimentally measured
within a full power running setup in order to identify the most critical parameters. For an actual
design, semiconductor properties of high-voltage IGBTs (which may vary from manufacturer to
manufacturer) as well as surrounding electric circuit parameters must be taken into account since
switching characteristics and, therefore, conditions to maintain ZVS as well as losses depend on
turn-off current, output power, hold-off time, junction temperature, and carrier lifetime [81].

The HC-DCM SRC, shown in Fig. 2.14(a), is one interesting variant of isolated DC-DC converters
providing isolation, a simple control scheme and high efficiency due to Zero Current Switching (ZCS)
for all switches. It has been shown in [82] that if the resonant capacitor is larger than about 10% of
the DC-link capacitors, the deviation of the transformer current waveform from the sinusoidal shape
becomes significant by altering the current pulse’s half-cycle duration from values calculated with the
commonly used approaches. If this effect is not considered appropriately, designs that are not operated
in the expected optimum can result. Therefore, design guidelines to calculate resonant capacitor
values to obtain the desired half-cycle duration also in the case of small DC-link capacitors have been
provided and applied to a design example, illustrating the importance of correctly considering the
DC-link capacitors during converter optimization.
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Fig. 2.14 a) Circuit diagram of the Half-Cycle Discontinuous-Conduction-Mode Series-Resonant-Converter
(HC-DCM SRC) [82] and b) final assembly of the HC-DCM SRC MV side half-bridge [83]
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However, the power flow through this type of converter is not controllable. Instead, the HC-DCM
SRC couples the two DC voltages with certain dynamics that can be described by means of a passive
dynamic equivalent circuit. A generic derivation of this equivalent circuit and an experimental
verification for the special case of relatively small DC-link capacitors has been presented in [84].

In addition, the consequences of this dynamic coupling, e.g. the propagation of the single-phase
power fluctuation through the HC-DCM SRC, corresponding mitigation strategies, and design pitfalls
resulting from the resonances of the converter dynamics have been discussed, and an optimization of
the capacitance selection to result in small volume and low losses has been presented. If considered
carefully during the design, the lack of controllability and the system dynamics of the HC-DCM SRC
are not detrimental to its application in SST converter cells [84].

Following paper [83] is focused on practical details of the converter implementation, e.g., the power
electronic bridges’ mechanical construction with a coplanar bus-bar construction to minimize the
losses associated with high-frequency effects. In addition, water cooling was selected for heat
extraction, enabling a compact and low parasitics converter module design for both the MV and LV
sides of the DC-DC converter. LV and MV sides are linked by an MFT, based on a nanocrystalline core
material, which also utilizes water cooling for heat removal, leading to a transformer prototype,which
achieves 99.4% efficiency and 32.7 kW/l power density. These three basic converter components, the
MV and LV power bridges together with the MFT, were electrically and mechanically coupled in
order to build a converter prototype utilized for the experimental testing [83]. Mechanical assembly
of the MV half-bridge of the converter is shown in Fig. 2.14(b).

A bidirectional isolated 25 kW, 48 kHz, 7 kV/400 V DC-DC converter, employing 10 kV SiC MOSFETs
on the MV side, is presented in [85]. Due to the tight coupling of the input and output voltages and the
ability to achieve ZVS in all semiconductors, an SRC topology operated at the resonance frequency is
selected, resulting in a DC transformer. Due to the significantly higher parasitic output capacitances
of the 10 kV MV side SiC MOSFETs and the consequently much slower voltage transitions compared
to the LV side, a special modulation scheme is required. A small phase shift between the MV and the
MV side gate control signals is introduced, which allows an active sharing of the magnetizing current
between the MV and LV sides, enabling ZVS on both sides. The converter efficiency is measured in
the power range between 5 kW and 25.6 kW, achieving 99.0% between 13 kW and 25.6 kW, and a
power density of 3.8 kW/l [85].

It has been shown in [86] that with existing high-power devices a high efficiency SRC, as shown in
Fig. 2.15, in the multi MW range could be designed. The maximum efficiency of the total system
- including converters and the transformer - occurs at around 1 kHz. Specifically due to the low
on-state voltage of the IGCTs, this high efficiency is possible. Therefore, the SRC provides a suitable
solution for future applications in high-power DC grids, especially for collector fields in offshore
wind farms. Due to the fact that the high-power devices such as IGCTs have never been operated
under these conditions, their soft-switching characteristics in a SRCs are discussed and measurement
results are presented. From these results it can be concluded that the optimized switching point is
not at the zero current, but at a significantly increased value (100 A–200 A) to minimize the losses of
the converter [86].

In the paper [89], a multi-phase Single-Active Bridge (SAB) and SRC converters have been compared.
The developed analytical models have been validated by simulation and experimentally with a labora-
tory prototype. An exhaustive comparison is presented, analyzing in depth the main characteristics
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Fig. 2.15 Schematic of the three-phase SRC considered in [86]

of each topology and configuration. Taking into account the studied specifications and selected
components, the SRC topology is clearly a more suitable solution compared to the SAB topology.
Moreover, three phase solutions show an interesting option for high power density applications.
Nevertheless, because of the cost and simplicity reasons, one and two phase configurations are
commonly developed in current industrial applications [89].

An LLC-SRC and DAB combined bidirectional isolated DC-DC converter was proposed in [87], Fig.
2.16(a). It operates at the fixed resonant frequency and under normal load conditions, it acts as
a normal LLC-SRC. Both ZVS at primary side and ZCS at the secondary side are achieved. Only
the output voltage measurement is needed to realize the duty cycle modulation, which can limit
the output current below the predefined level. Thus cycle-by-cycle current limitation is guaranteed
when over current happens or during the start-up process. The proposed converter not only keeps
the high efficiency characteristic of LLC-SRC but also enhances the reliability by solving the over
current protection issue. Operation principle and design considerations were given and a 6 kV, 10
kVA prototype was developed [87].

Similar analysis was performed for the same topology using 15 kV SiC MOSFET modules in [90],
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Fig. 2.16 a) Proposed DC-DC converter for SST application [87], b) proposed full-bridge ZCSDC-DC converter
in [88]
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operating at 40 kHz switching frequency and 6 kV input voltage. Test waveforms at no load and 10
kW full load validated the zero to full load range soft switching capability. Measured efficiency is
higher than 97% from light to full load. Short circuit protection test results demonstrated a 25 μs
overload protection speed. The power handling capability of the 15 kV SiC MOSFET in the proposed
soft switching DC-DC converter is also analyzed, indicating a large potential for improving the power
level of the converter to 30 kW - 40 kW level without paralleling the MV devices [90].

A new full-bridge ZCS DC-DC converter is presented in [88] and shown in Fig. 2.16(b), suitable for
modular ISOP configuration for PV integration with MVDC grids. The improvements achieved with
proposed converter include minimized duty-cycle loss, minimized resonant capacitor leakage and
adaptive resonant energy through hybrid phase-shift frequency modulation. Simulation results with
proposed converter are presented to demonstrate successful tracking of reference current under rapidly
changing irradiation. Experimental results on a scaled-down laboratory model validate the converter
operation. ZCS of primary switches and ZCS/ZVS of secondary diodes is demonstrated under all
operating conditions resulting in high efficiency. Experimental transient switching waveforms are
also presented for step change in current and switching frequency [88].

A double frequency bidirectional symmetrical DC–DC resonant converter is proposed in [91], provid-
ing reduction of the passive components’ size for high-power high-voltage applications. The topology
is shown in Fig. 2.17. By applying asymmetrical duty cycles to the switches and by controlling the
inner phase angles of the active bridges to 180°, the operating frequency of the resonant tank becomes
twice of the switching frequency, which effectively reduces the volumes and costs of the passive
components, especially for high-power high-voltage applications. In addition, the proposed resonant
converter has a symmetrical power transmitting characteristics for the both directions. Therefore,
the bidirectional frequency control and the design of the resonant components are simplified. The
converter operation principle is illustrated and the performance analyzed including the principle
of the double frequency modulation, power transmitting characteristics, soft switching condition
and power control strategy. Finally, the experimental results of a 5 kW, 30 kHz laboratory setup are
shown to verify the analysis. The sizes of resonant components of the proposed and conventional
bidirectional resonant converter are compared to illustrate the advantages of the proposed converter
[91].

As it can be seen from the work summarized in this section, various types of active switches were used
throughout the years. In the beginning it was a thyristor [60]–[62] as the power electronic switch
of choice at the time, offering higher current and voltage ratings than the BJT. As the technology
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Fig. 2.17 Proposed bidirectional converter with equivalent switching frequency doubler [91]
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progressed, new types of semiconductor switches became available, namely a Metal-Oxide Semicon-
ductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) and later an IGBT - a hybrid between the MOSFET and a BJT.
While MOSFETs are used in low voltage and high frequency applications, IGBT was developed for
higher power levels, voltages and moderate switching frequencies. Majority of the work summarized
here has the Silicon (Si) IGBT as the main active switching element, owing it to the availability and
popularity of this semiconductor. In the recent times, Silicon Carbide (SiC) technology is gaining
momentum and several authors employ SiC MOSFETs [85], [90] and IGBTs in their topologies of
choice.

Application of the IGCT was considered in [86], preliminary test were designed and executed but the
work did not continue. The driving application was a high power, three-phase SRC for a high power
DC wind collector networks, that would be used for up-scaling the voltage.

The following section provides an overview of the currently available Si semiconductor switches in
the MV application range and with high current capability. New technologies (like SiC), promising
great advancements in the switching performance, were not considered because they are still being
developed and no MV commercial products are available. Mature technologies like IGBT and IGCT
based on silicon will be overviewed in the following section of the chapter.

2.3 Medium voltage electronic switches

Power electronics market is flooded with the varieties of the semiconductor switching devices starting
with diodes, BJTs, thyristors, triacs, MOSFETs, IGBTs, etc. Yet, when looking into the MV applications,
options become very limited which is the focus of this thesis. As a fully controllable switches,
IGBT and IGCT are the two main competitors in the field and therefore presented in the following
subsections. New technologies, like HV, SiC based MOSFETs and IGBTs, are slowly emerging but due
to the early stage of development and still limited current ratings, they will not be considered here.

2.3.1 Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors

Introduction of the non-latch-up bipolar mode MOSFET could be considered as a pivotal point in the
development of what is today known to be the IGBT semiconductor switch. It was described in 1984
in a rather short but not any less important article [92] preceded by a patent grant for conductivity
modulated MOSFET [93]. The problem of the latch-up of the parasitic thyristor found in the vertical
structure of the IGBT was thus solved and ground was set for an industrial commercialization of this
type of the semiconductor switch. Today, it can be found in various modern appliances, from home
air conditioners to passenger trains and wind turbines. More on the development history of the IGBT
can be found in [94] and [95].

An IGBT is a voltage controlled semiconductor switch as opposed to the current controlled ones like a
BJT or a thyristor. It is also a fully controllable switch, meaning that it can be turned on and off from
the gate terminal. A thyristor for example, can only be turned on through the gate terminal but relies
on the behavior of the rest of the circuit for the successful turn-off (e.g. line commutated rectifiers).
Simple manipulation and the fact that it offered high power, voltage and switching speed operation
made IGBT into one of the most popular semiconductor switches used nowadays. Additional benefits
include the limitation and the turn-off ability of the short circuit current as well as limitation of the
di/dt at the switching transitions which is implemented by carefully selecting the gate resistance of
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the Gate Drive Unit (GDU). It is not uncommon for a GDU to have several different resistors that are
connected or disconnected into the gate circuit depending on the desired function (fast switching,
slow switching, short circuit current limitation etc.). One of the drawbacks over the thyristor or IGCT
power switch in the same voltage class is in a higher on-state voltage drop over the device, increasing
the conduction losses. An example of the conduction voltage drop comparison is given in the Table
2.1.

Tab. 2.1 On-state voltage drop for several MV semiconductor devices

Voltage Current 𝑉𝑂𝑁 𝑉𝑂𝑁
Device Class [kV] Rating [A] @ 1kA [V] @ 2kA [V]

IGBT/diode 4.5 1600 2.30 3.40
IGBT/diode 4.5 2000 2.55 3.65

IGBT 4.5 2100 1.90 2.70
GTO 4.5 2000 2.20 2.70

Thyristor 4.5 1150 1.35 1.65
IGCT/diode 4.5 2200 2.00 2.50

IGCT 4.5 4000 1.50 1.80

Two voltage classes are typical in MV applications, 4.5 kV and 6.5 kV with current ratings up to 900 A
and more recently 1200 A, operating at maximum temperature of the junction of 125 ℃. The stated
current ratings are typical for the module packaged IGBTs, examples of which can be found in Fig.
2.18(a), 2.18(b) and 2.18(c).

Hard plastic housing is the most common for the module package and usually rated for 7.2 kV and 10
kV insulation levels at normal atmospheric conditions, for the 4.5 kV and 6.5 kV devices respectively.
Power terminals are a part of the power bus-bars that lead inside the housing and collect emitter
and collector potentials of the individual chips placed within the housing. IGBT chips are typically
bonded to the metalized (Cu) ceramic substrate and soldered to an Aluminum Silicon Carbide (AlSiC)
baseplate that can be seen as the bottom metallic base of the module. Package can house one or
several chips with accompanying anti-parallel diode chips or without them.

The AlSiC plate acts as a hard mechanical support for the chips and, being an excellent thermal
conductor, as a thermal interface between the module and the outer world i.e. heat-sink. Air cooling
is mostly found for lower power levels whereas water cooling is used at higher power levels. On rare
occasions, heat-pipe elements are used for the thermal energy extraction but these fall under the
niche applications. Interface with a heat-sink is always treated with some type of the thermal paste
to improve and even out the heat transfer.

Indirect connection of the chips, whether IGBTs or diodes, to the load collecting bus-bars is done
using a wire bonds which are soldered or sintered to the chip at one side and to the respective
etched copper plating of the substrate on the other. Ultimately, the bus-bars connect to the respective
parts of the copper plate, making a sturdy connection to the outside terminals. The inside of the
module is filled with a silicon gel to aid with the electrical field distribution within the module and
decrease a probability of flashovers. Other electronic elements can be integrated inside a module e.g.
temperature sensors.

Most common problem found with the IGBT module is the wire bond connection failing due to
thermal (load) cycling of the device. Mechanical excursions experienced by the different materials
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.18 a) 6.5 kV rated IGBT in the module package encasulating one IGBT with an anti-parallel diode [96];
b) 6.5 kV rated device with two IGBTs in common emitter cofiguration packaged in one module [97]; c) cut-off
of the module showing the internal assembly with exposed bus-bars, gate contact, Kelvin emitter and collector
contacts [98].

due to expanding when heated and contracting when cooled lead to the wire bonds lifting up over the
life-time of the device, weakening or destroying connections to the power terminals. This problem is
partially solved by introduction of pressure contact package, commonly known as the press-pack (or
press-puck due to close resemblance to a hockey puck).

Before introduction of the IGBT, press-pack was the package of choice for high power, high voltage
thyristor switches and diodes. It is designed for harsh environments like the ones found in smelting
plants or mines. With the proliferation of the IGBT into these industries as well, press-pack was
adopted to house a new semiconductor switch.

The housing is made out of the insulating hard ceramic material with pressure power contacts on the
top and on the bottom as depicted in Fig. 2.19(a). Contact plates are usually made out of massive
copper discs that extend further into the package to make electrical and thermal contacts to the chips.
The contact is not direct though. A thin Molybdenum (Mb) rectangular plates cover both sides of the
chip and this plates come into the direct contact to the emitter and collector carved Cu discs, example
of which is shown in Fig. 2.19(b) (collector side). The thermal expansion coefficients of Si and Mb are
very close and this combination helps to greatly improve the thermal cycling capability of the IGBT
chips within, transferring the majority of the compression and shear stress to the Mb. Inside of the
package can be filled with a type of the inert gas e.g. 𝑆𝐹6 to help with the electric field distribution.

Cooling of the press-pack is done from the both sides of the chips, in contrast to the module package,
where heat is extracted only through the bottom of the device. Heat sinks are mounted on the both
sides of the press-pack IGBT and the assembly is held together by the pressure provided by the
external mechanical clamp; hence comes the name, a press-pack. Stack of alternating heat sinks and
IGBTs/diodes is most common mechanical implementation of the switching bridge or a phase leg of
the converter. The pressure terminals help greatly in thermal energy extraction from the chip because
of the massive and even contacts realized between Cu, Mb and Si.

The pressure contact does not come freely though. Firstly, the compression force on the chips inside
the housing must not exceed a certain value, both in cold or hot state of the switch, otherwise, a chip
can mechanically break. Secondly, pressure on the contact surface must be as even as possible, same
in the center of the disc as it is on the edges. Only like this, a proper electrical and thermal contact is
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.19 a) Typical ceramic press-pack IGBT housing with top surface being the emitter side of the semicon-
ductor switch [99]; b) cut-off view of the press-pack IGBT; top contact is a collector plate coveing the smaller
molybdenum rectangular plates acting as a thermal interface between the IGBT chip (below the Mb plate) and
the pressure contact [100]; c) rectangle type pressure contact IGBT with spring loaded top contact surfaces
(collector side) for even force distribution among the housed chips [101]; 4.5 kV, 3 kA rating

achieved with all the chips within the housing, and no die is mechanically overstressed during the
thermal cycling. For this reason, extreme care must be taken in manufacturing of the contact surfaces
of the press-pack, specifically the flatness of the finish, increasing its cost. The same holds for the
heat sinks that are to be integrated into the power stack. Additionally, interface surfaces of the heat
sink have to be parallel with a very low margin of error.

A successful attempt to solve the pressure distribution problem was made, and is reflected in using
spring contacts within the package to even out any external pressure variation over the surface of
the contact. One example is shown in Fig. 2.19(c). The drawback of this solution is that the thermal
interface to the one side of the package is broken, increasing the thermal resistance between the IGBT
dies and the heat sink.

As the application of press-pack implies a high power processing, water cooled heat sinks are used
almost exclusively. Air cooling is possible but not as widespread.

Typical voltage class is 4.5 kV, higher is not as present due to easy series connection made by stacking
of the devices. Current ratings go up to 3 kA for all IGBT packages, as expected in high power
applications, with relatively low switching frequencies of up to 1 kHz. As already mentioned, high
power cycling capability makes this highly reliable device indispensable for critical applications or
unmanned sites.

Majority of work listed in the Section 2.2 is based on the IGBT as a switching element. Modular
topologies based on the ISOP connection of modules are very common, allowing usage of the relatively
cheaper LV devices for MV applications. Series connection of the IGBTs is also common in reaching
the desired blocking voltage ratings but it comes at a price of decreased efficiency due to the snubber
circuits. Another aspect of the IGBT operation in the resonant circuits is the turn-off energy loss
increase compared to the equivalent hard-switching operation. Due to the different profiles of the
pre-flooding current of the IGBT, more carriers are generated during the resonant cycle which later
have to be extracted and recombined. The effect is described in [81].

Including all of the benefits of the pressure contact package and with conduction losses comparable
to those of the high power thyristor, another device proves to be serious competition to the IGBT and
it is described in the next subsection.
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2.3.2 Integrated Gate-Commutated Thyristor

”The IGCT is today the perfect answer to the optimum combination of the proven, low-loss thyristor
technology and the snubberless, cost-effective gate turn-off for demanding medium and high-voltage
power electronic applications” [102] is written in one of the first articles on the topic of the IGCT
back in 1997. The statement holds true even today. The IGCT found its first application in a 100 MVA
back-to-back intertie, converting the 3-phase, 50 Hz grid into the 1-phase 16.7 Hz railway grid in
operation in Germany since 1996 [103].

As a high power device, IGCT is exclusively available in the press-pack form, with examples shown
in Fig. 2.20(a) and 2.20(b). Typical voltage ratings are 4.5 kV, 5.5 kV and 6.5 kV and the device can be
asymmetric, reverse conducting or reverse blocking.

Asymmetric device is designed to block forward voltage only with very low reverse blocking capability
(around 20 V) with an intended use together with an external anti-parallel diode in voltage source
converters. Highest current ratings are found in this IGCT implementation and go up to 6 kA. For
lower current ratings, up to 2 kA, a reverse conducting IGCT is available encapsulating the anti-
parallel diode on the same Si wafer disc as the IGCT. Symmetrical IGCT is able to block both forward
and reverse voltages (usually designed to the same value) but because of the relatively thicker wafer
needed for this capability (causing increased conduction energy losses), current rating is lower, up to
1.5 kA. Use of the symmetrical IGCTs is limited to current source converters.

A wafer of the asymmetrical IGCT is shown in the Fig. 2.20(c). Many circular GCT fingers can be
identified forming a circular, ring structures over the surface of the wafer. The central homogenous
ring in the Fig. 2.20(c) represents the gate terminal of the switch, while the top side metallization
(through which the fingers are identified) is the cathode contact. Anode is on the bottom and not
shown in the Fig. 2.20(c).

The fact that the GCT fingers cover the whole surface of the wafer, helps in achieving the high current
rating of the device. Due to this homogenous disposition, thermal conduction to the top and the
bottom Cu package covers is greatly improved when compared to the press-pack IGBT where many
rectangular chips are spread across the same circular surface (Fig. 2.19(c)). For the same size of
the package, IGCT generally has a lower junction-to-case thermal resistance, lowering the cooling

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.20 a) 6.5 kV, 3.8 kA rated asymmetric IGCT with an integrated GDU showing an array of capactors
required for the turn-off process [104]; b) symmetrical or Reverse Blocking IGCT unit [105] c) semiconductor
disk wafer of the IGCT rated for 4.5 kV and 5.2 kA [106] with GCT fingers spread across the surface of the
wafer; the ring between the inner and the outer GCT rings is a gate contact whereas the metallic surface of the
fingers represets the cathode side (anode is located below).
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constraints or increasing the thermal excursion margin of the junction. Cooling is achieved on the
both sides of the package through anode and cathode contacts and the version of IGCT with spring
loaded contacts is still not available.

An IGCT is a current driven device, owing it to the thyristor structure of the semiconductor. Even
though current driving requires relatively more powerful GDU, it makes the IGCT more robust against
the EMI. Critical operation is the turn-off where the full load anode current has to be commutated
from the collector to the GDU. As the turn-off capability of the device goes up so does the number
of the GDU’s capacitors which can be noticed in Fig. 2.20(a) and 2.20(b). The role of capacitors is to
provide enough electrical current to make the fast commutation successful. Additional requirement
for this commutation loop is an extremely low inductance path between the GDU and the GCT’s gate
terminals which is achieved by a close proximity of the capacitor bank to the device and wide parallel
multilayer traces of the terminals, leading to the integration of the GDU with the GCT. Hence, the
name of the total assembly - Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristor.

Compared to the IGBT, an IGCT cannot turn-off the short circuit current. This drawback is overcome
by the higher short circuit withstand capability of the device and its higher limiting load integral. In
the case of a short circuit, external and slower current breaking elements can be employed e.g. fuses
or circuit breakers.

Rate of change of turn-on current (di/dt) cannot be controlled by the GDU like in the case of IGBT
and external clamp circuit must be added into the design to protect the anti-parallel diodes from
excessive di/dt. Typical clamp circuit is shown in Fig.2.21(a). Before turning the 𝑆4 on, load current is
flowing through the loop 𝐿1 in the Fig. 2.21(a). Switch 𝑆1 is on, the anti-parallel diode of the 𝑆3 is
conducting the load current and zero voltage is applied to the load. In order to apply positive DC-link
voltage to the load, 𝑆4 is turned on and after its voltage falls to zero, a current in the clamp inductor
can start to rise from zero starting value. Its rate of change is limited to 𝑈𝐶𝑑𝑐

𝐿𝑐𝑙
and 𝐿𝑐𝑙 is designed to

match the maximum di/dt of the anti-parallel diode.
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Fig. 2.21 a) Circuit example for illustration of the clamp circuit; load of the switching bridge is presented
as an ideal current source which is a valid assumption for inductive load switching; 𝑆1 is always on, 𝑆2 and
𝑆3 are always off; 𝑆4 is being manipulated and current comutates from 𝑆3’s anti-parallel diode to 𝑆4’s IGCT
(turn-on) and vice versa (turn-off) b) current and voltage waveforms for the 𝑆3 and 𝑆4 during turn-on and
turn-off transients.
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As current in the 𝐿𝑐𝑙 starts to rise, 𝑖𝑆3 starts to fall with the safe and limited di/dt; this is shown in the
top graph in Fig. 2.21(b). After 𝑖𝑆3 crosses zero, the reverse recovery process of the 𝑆3’s diode starts.
Voltage across the 𝑆3 starts to build-up after the junction region of its diode is free of charge carriers
and the depletion region starts to build up - shown in the second graph of the 2.21(b). The reverse
recovery is reflected in the current of 𝑆4 as the current overshoot.

Until the moment of 𝑖𝑆4 maximum, 𝑖𝑆4 and 𝑖𝐿𝑐𝑙 are equal. Since now 𝑖𝐿𝑐𝑙 is greater than the load current,
the excess starts flowing into the clamp capacitor 𝐶𝑐𝑙 through the diode 𝐷𝑐𝑙 until the 𝑖𝐿𝑐𝑙 becomes equal
to the load current. Over-voltage seen in the 𝑢𝑆3 comes from 𝐶𝑐𝑙 voltage rising above the DC-link
value during this equalization process. 𝐶𝑐𝑙 is later discharged to the value of the DC-link through the
resistor 𝑅𝑐𝑙 and 𝑆3 starts blocking the DC-link voltage.

Turn-off process of the 𝑆4 is shown in bottom two graphs of the Fig. 2.21(b). First, its current start
falling and after the current tail is extinguished, load current is fully commutated to the anti-parallel
diode of the 𝑆3. At the same time, the load current flows through the clamp inductor. Short after
the 𝑆3 reaches the blocking voltage, 𝑖𝐿𝑐𝑙 is diverted to the clamp capacitor 𝐶𝑐𝑙 which takes over the
magnetic energy of the 𝐿𝑐𝑙 and transfers it back to the DC-link. 𝑆3 experiences an over-voltage until
this process is finished and falls back to the DC-link value.

The added benefit of the clamping circuit is negligible turn-on energy loss of the IGCT which aids in
the total efficiency of the converter. More on this topic will be provided further in the thesis.

Owing it to its thyristor structure, IGCT experiences lower voltage drop than the IGBT across its
terminals when conducting the full load current. Lower conduction losses are achieved this way.
Turn-off energy losses are comparable between the two technologies. Having in mind all stated facts,
it can be easily concluded that IGCT is more efficient switch than the IGBT in terms of generated
power losses during operation. This further leads to lower cooling requirements for the final converter
and savings in terms of space and cost.

2.4 Technology gap and the summary

Options regarding the power semiconductor switch are laid out in the previous section with ad-
vantages and disadvantages between the two technologies, IGBT and IGCT. Different and various
implementations of the SRC are reviewed in Section 2.2 realized using diverse switching devices.
Earlier implementations employed thyristors, followed by IGBT based circuits as the technology
progressed. More recent implementations experiment with new type of the IGBTs and MOSFETs
based on SiC technology which is still in the early stage of development. Even though there are
commercial products in the LV range available in the market, MV applications still rely on the more
mature Si based technology. An IGCT is considered as an option for the SRC in one academic paper
but not much was explored afterwards.

In order to utilize IGCT switch into the SRC topology, further research is required. Influence of the
of the turn-off current on the duration of the turn-off process under resonant conditions is one of
the key factors in safe bridge operation. In the hard switching applications, low current turn-off is
not of a particular interest and usually this information is missing in the datasheets. Turn-off time is
given under worst case scenario which is enough for the inverter application and low current turn-off
energy losses are neglected due to the considerable difference compared to the rated current.
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Considering that IGCT is a mature technology, already proven in the field of high power electronics,
it is chosen as the base for implementation into the SRC for the DC transformer purposes. High
reliability, robustness and low generation of energy losses are some of the attributes that go in line
with the requirements for the high power DC-DC converters.

As opposed to the majority of the work in the field where modular solutions are usually proposed,
this thesis centers around a bulk power conversion using a heavy duty semiconductor switch. Bulk
power conversion offers the opportunity for great decrease in the number of switches and passive
components that go into the converter assembly, substantially increasing the reliability of such a
converter. Economy of scale is another strong argument as the low number of HV semiconductors
costs less than a relatively high number of LV rated ones.

An adoption of the SRC topology is justified by the fact that it can bring out the most of the IGCT in
terms of efficiency and medium frequency operation. Operating points are chosen as such to minimize
the switching losses of the device and operate at switching frequencies higher than typical. Negligible
turn-on losses are guaranteed by the zero voltage turn-on and the turn-off losses are minimized
due to low current, hard turn-off. As the IGCT offers the lowest conduction losses among the fully
controlled semiconductor switches, high efficiency of the final topology is guaranteed.

The literature research revealed a technology gap in the area, and this thesis is an attempt to show and
prove the positive aspects of IGCT application for high power DC-DC conversion. The work ahead
describes all the steps in the implementation process, potential bottlenecks and areas of possible
further improvements.
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3
Series resonant converter

Detailed analysis and synthesis of the LLC-SRC are outlined in this chapter. A half-bridge single phase
implementation is discussed as it offers the low part count for the final converter, increasing the reliability.
Results regarding the switch operation can be easily extended for a full-bridge version as well, doubling
the output power while retaining the same stress on the device. Transients between the switching states of
the semiconductors and their impact on the converter’s operation are presented in detail. Limiting factors
on the increase of the switching frequency are identified and presented in a concise manner. Selection of
the IGCT as a switching element is introduced and preliminary estimations of the efficiency and testing
needs are presented.

3.1 Introduction

An SRC is firstly introduced in [60], [61] and employed SCRs as switching elements. Interestingly
enough, this first version was of a galvanically isolated type for a DC transformer application and
it is shown in Fig. 2.2, as discussed in the previous chapter. Later theory developed and presented
in [107] focuses on a non-isolated version of an SRC but it can be easily extended to the isolated
version as well. The two examples from [107] are presented in Fig. 3.1(a) and 3.1(b). Angular resonant
frequencies in both examples are equal and given by the equation:

𝜔𝑟 =
1

√𝐿𝑟𝐶𝑟
(3.1)

An SRC operates in a way that an under-damped series resonant circuit is excited by an alternating
rectangular input voltage. In the case of half-bridge topology, Fig. 3.1(a), this voltage waveform is
obtained by alternately switching between 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 switches at switching frequency 𝑓𝑠. Resonant
capacitors are connected in series and supplied by a DC voltage source (not show in the figure).
When 𝑆1 is turned on, resonant circuit is formed. In steady state operation, 𝐶𝑟/2 is charged to the
voltage higher than 𝑈𝐷𝐶/2 before turning the switch 𝑆1 on and the resonant inductor 𝐿𝑟 current has a
certain value, depending on the 𝑓𝑠/𝑓𝑟 ratio and the load. Resonance is started and the top resonant
capacitor discharges while the bottom one is charging and part of the energy is delivered to the load.
By controlling the 𝑓𝑠/𝑓𝑟 ratio, output load voltage is regulated.

In the case of full bridge, Fig. 3.1(b), pairs of switches are operated: when 𝑆1, 𝑆4 pair in on 𝑆3, 𝑆2
pair is off and vice versa. DC-link capacitor 𝐶𝐷𝐶 ≫ 𝐶𝑟 acts as a DC voltage source feeding the
resonant circuit in alternating manner. Again, based on the 𝑓𝑠/𝑓𝑟 ratio the output voltage is controlled.
Output capacitor 𝐶𝑓 is there to filter out the output voltage to a predefined ripple limit. An isolation
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Fig. 3.1 a) Non-isolated half-bridge SRC with resonant capacitors, 𝐶𝑟, in the DC-link [107] b) non-isolated
full-bridge SRC with a resonant capacitor, 𝐶𝑟, in the series branch [107]

transformer is absent in these configurations (Fig. 3.1(a) and 3.1(b)) so the magnetizing component of
the current in the resonant branch is equal to zero.

Other than one having the half-bridge in the input stage, Fig. 3.1(a), and the other a full-bridge, Fig.
3.1(b), there is a difference in realization of the resonant capacitor. In the half-bridge implementation,
𝐶𝑟 splits the DC-link in half with the capacitors’ values equaling one half of the resonant capacitance for
the required resonant frequency of the tank, Eq. 3.1. Capacitors in the split configuration experience
lower RMS current value than a single resonant capacitor which is an advantage in terms of the power
losses of the 𝐶𝑟. Ripple of the input current is also affected and smaller in the split configuration,
relaxing requirements for the input DC-link capacitor.

In the abnormal operating conditions e.g. short circuit at the output, voltage over single 𝐶𝑟 can attain
values higher that DC-link which is also true for the split configuration. Advantage of the split
configuration in this case is that it can be easily and relatively cheaply protected from the excessive
over-voltage by adding clamping diodes to the capacitors. This way, the capacitor voltage will not
be able to reverse its polarity, defining the maximum voltage over 𝐶𝑟/2 to be equal to the DC-link
voltage. Protection of the single 𝐶𝑟 is somewhat more complicated.

The main focus of this thesis is the application of the IGCT in galvanically isolated, medium voltage
SRC. The two topologies of interest are shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) since the loading of the
switching elements remains the same in both. The obvious difference between the half- and full-
bridge implementations is that the power transfer is doubled in the case of the full-bridge converter,
assuming the same ratings of used devices.

Resonant inductor 𝐿𝑟 can be realized as a separate discrete device connected in series with a transformer
or as the leakage inductance of the said transformer. The leakage inductance of the transformer cannot
be tightly controlled during the manufacturing process and variations of up 20% can be expected.
This variation can be compensated by selecting a 𝐶𝑟 based on the measured value of the leakage
inductance acting as an 𝐿𝑟. While this method is acceptable for producing one converter, it is not
efficient when a series of SRCs are to be manufactured. In this case, an external inductor, that can be
manufactured within tight tolerances, can be used so that the overall resonant frequency does not
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Fig. 3.2 Implementation of the isolated SRC using an IGCT as a switching element: a) half-bridge topology
and b) full-bridge topology

vary greatly among the manufactured SRCs.

An LLC-SRC is an extension of the traditional SRC, with the magnetizing inductor 𝐿𝑚 placed in
parallel to the resonant tank. The effect of the 𝐿𝑚 is that it causes non-zero turn-off current of the
switching bridge in the sub-resonant mode of operation, which can be highly beneficial for the IGCT
based bridge (or with any other bipolar switching device) as the extraction of charges is increased.
Low current hard turn-off of the IGCT leads to lower turn-off losses compared to zero current turn-off,
as previously described in [86]. The turn-on process also benefits from the existence of 𝐿𝑚 in the
circuit, making it ZVS, further improving on the efficiency of the converter. These effects will be
described further into the thesis.

3.2 Modeling - the first harmonic approximation method

Steady state operation of the LLC-SRC will be analyzed using a simplified equivalent circuit of the
half-bridge converter using a First Harmonic Approximation (FHA) method. Following assumptions,
without losing generality of the solution, are adopted:

• IGCTs are considered as ideal switches i.e. voltage drop while conducting is zero, current
through the device while blocking is zero; voltage transient is instantaneous.

• Anti-parallel and rectifying diodes are ideal i.e. they block for negative forward voltage and
conduct, with zero voltage drop, for non-negative froward voltage.

• Power flow is in one direction, from left (primary) to right (secondary); bi-directional power
flow can be achieved by changing the diodes with active switches in the secondary circuit.

• DC-link in the primary circuit is considered as an ideal voltage source i.e. 𝐶𝐷𝐶 → ∞

• Passive elements are lossless i.e. equivalent series and parallel resistances for inductors and
capacitors are neglected.

• Load is purely resistive.
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Chapter 3. Series resonant converter

Idealized representation of the half-bridge LLC-SRC is shown in Fig. 3.3. As the infinite capacitance
of the DC-link is assumed, the DC-link is represented by two ideal voltage sources connected in
series with their mid point connected to the bottom terminal of the ideal transformer. By using the
switches 𝑆1 and 𝑆2, positive or negative half of the DC-link voltage is applied to the resonant tank
which further connects to the top terminal of the ideal transformer. Combination of the switching
network and the ideal DC voltage sources can further be simplified and represented by the ideal AC
voltage source outputting the square voltage waveform.

The model of the transformer employs the reverse Γ equivalent circuit with the lumped parameter 𝐿𝑟
including the transformer’s leakage inductance and the discrete resonant inductance if present in
the design. Magnetization is modeled as an inductance branch 𝐿𝑚 connected in parallel to the ideal
transformer and both inductance values are referred to the primary winding. An ideal transformer is
added to account for the current and voltage transformation, with transformation ratio defined by
the Eq. 3.2:

𝑛 =
𝑁1
𝑁2

(3.2)
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Fig. 3.3 LLC-SRC equivalent circuit with ideal components

Role of the diode rectifier in Fig. 3.3 is to rectify the secondary current of the transformer and
apply it to the load. The rectified current has a DC value that is transferred to the load and the
spectrum of alternating currents, short-circuited by the infinite output capacitors 𝐶01 and 𝐶02 (”large
enough” in the actual design). Alternating turning on and off of the diodes applies the square shaped
voltage at the transformer’s secondary terminals. Even though the voltage is square shaped, the
transformer’s secondary current is sinusoidal thanks to the resonant tank on the primary side. Active
power is practically being transferred using only the first harmonic of the currents and voltages
present in the circuit (it holds true over the most of the load range of interest). This fact leads to
further simplifications of the SRC where the load can be represented by an equivalent AC resistance
connected directly to the transformer’s secondary. Hence, the technique is called first-harmonic
approximation and allows for simple AC analysis of the circuit. Later on, the square wave input
voltage is also be represented by its first harmonic counterpart.

The non-linear behavior of the diode bridge acts as an impedance transformer for the load 𝑅 and
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3.2. Modeling - the first harmonic approximation method

must be taken into account. Parameter 𝑅𝑎𝑐 models the load of the converter in the FHA method sense
and is different for the half- and full-bridge configurations. The equivalence is made according to
the transferred power equality between the actual and the equivalent circuit i.e. the power provided
by the current source 𝑖𝑎𝑐 must be equal to the power consumed by the DC load 𝑅. The usage of the
current source for the AC equivalent resistance calculation is justified by the fact that the power in
the LLC-SRC is assumed to be transferred only by the first harmonic of the resonant current and
resonant tank acts as a current source for the output diode bridge.
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(a) Half-bridge diode rectifier
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(b) Full-bridge diode rectifier

Fig. 3.4 Equvalenting the output diode rectifiers by an AC resistance for the FHA analysis of the LLC-SRC

Referring to Fig. 3.4(a), equivalent AC resistance for the half-bridge output diode rectifier is calculated
first. Given the current of the AC source 𝑖𝑎𝑐 = √2𝐼𝑎𝑐 sin (𝜔𝑡), its power output for the equivalent AC
resistance is defined as:

𝑃𝑎𝑐 = 𝑅𝑎𝑐1𝐼 2𝑎𝑐 (3.3)

Under the assumption that the load current is purely DC and the output capacitor sinks all the current
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ripple of 𝑖𝐷1, the load current must be equal to the average value of the 𝑖𝐷1 current:

𝐼𝑂 =
1
2𝜋 ∫

2𝜋

0
𝑖𝐷1𝑑𝑡 =

1
2𝜋 ∫

𝜋

0
𝑖𝑎𝑐𝑑𝑡 (3.4)

Solving the Eq. 3.4 provides the expression for the load current given by Eq. 3.5.

𝐼𝑂 =
√2
𝜋
𝐼𝑎𝑐 (3.5)

Power delivered to the load and calculated using the output DC values is:

𝑃𝑑𝑐 = 𝑅𝐼 2𝑂 (3.6)

In a lossless circuit, such as one shown in Fig. 3.4(a) and used for the derivation, power taken from
the source must be equal to the power delivered to the load i.e. 𝑃𝑎𝑐 = 𝑃𝑑𝑐. By combining Eq. 3.3 and
Eq. 3.6 and solving for 𝑅𝑎𝑐1, equivalent AC resistance for the half-bridge diode rectifier is obtained.

𝑅𝑎𝑐1 =
2
𝜋2

𝑅 (3.7)

The same reasoning is applied for calculating the equivalent AC resistance for the full-bridge output
rectifier. While referring to the Fig. 3.4(b), the output load current in the DC circuit in this case is:

𝐼𝑂 =
2√2
𝜋

𝐼𝑎𝑐 (3.8)

which, after replacing it in the load power expression Eq. 3.6 and equalizing with the AC power, Eq.
3.3, yields:

𝑅𝑎𝑐2 =
8
𝜋2

𝑅 (3.9)

Having all the assumptions and approximations in mind, the equivalent circuit for the AC analysis
of the LLC-SRC, half- of full-bridge, is presented in Fig. 3.5(a) with reference voltages and currents
defined. The circuit is further simplified by reducing the load to the primary of the ideal transformer
and the result is shown in Fig. 3.5(b). The equivalent AC load resistance 𝑅𝑎𝑐 is corresponding to the
half- or full-bridge diode rectifier and is defined by Eq. 3.7 or Eq. 3.9 respectively.
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Fig. 3.5 Equivalent circuit of the LLC-SRC used for the FHA analysis: a) with an ideal transformer and b)
referenced to the transformer’s primary winding

3.3 Transfer characteristics and analysis

Without losing generality with respect to half- or full-bridge converter implementation, the voltage
gain transfer function is derived based on the circuit in Fig. 3.5(b). The equation in complex domain,
linking the input and output voltages of the circuit is:

𝑈1(𝑗𝜔𝑠) = 𝑈𝑖𝑛(𝑗𝜔𝑠)
𝑛2𝑅𝑎𝑐 ∣∣ 𝑍𝐿𝑚

𝑍𝐶𝑟 + 𝑍𝐿𝑟 + 𝑛2𝑅𝑎𝑐 ∣∣ 𝑍𝐿𝑚
(3.10)

where 𝑍𝐶𝑟 = 1/(𝑗𝜔𝑠𝐶𝑟), 𝑍𝐿𝑟 = 𝑗𝜔𝑠𝐿𝑟 and 𝑍𝐿𝑚 = 𝑗𝜔𝑠𝐿𝑚. 𝜔𝑠 is the angular switching frequency of the
input bridge. Before expanding the voltage transfer function given by Eq. 3.10, some characteristic
parameters will be defined first.

• Magnetizing to resonant inductance ratio. Transformers without an air-gap or distributed
air-gap tend to have high values whereas loosely coupled transformers exhibit low values.

𝑚 =
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟

(3.11)

• Characteristic or natural impedance of the resonant tank

𝑍𝑟 =
√

𝐿𝑟
𝐶𝑟

(3.12)

• Load parameter 𝑄, as a ratio between natural impedance and equivalent AC resistance of the
load referenced to the primary side of the transformer. Low values correspond to the low
loading of the converter while high values suggest high loading.

𝑄 =
𝑍𝑟

𝑛2𝑅𝑎𝑐
(3.13)
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• Normalized angular frequency as a ratio of the source angular frequency to the resonant
frequency of the tank

𝜔𝑛 =
𝜔𝑠
𝜔𝑟

(3.14)

Having the above definitions in mind, the complex transfer function of the circuit in Fig. 3.5(b), Eq.
3.10 is expanded to:

𝑈1
𝑈𝑖𝑛

(𝑗𝜔𝑛) =
𝑛𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑈𝑖𝑛

(𝑗𝜔𝑛) =
𝑚𝜔2

𝑛
𝜔2
𝑛(𝑚 + 1) − 1 + 𝑗𝜔𝑛𝑚𝑄(𝜔2

𝑛 − 1)
(3.15)

leading further to the normalized gain of the converter as a function of normalized frequency:

𝑛𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑈𝑖𝑛

(𝜔𝑛) =
𝑚𝜔2

𝑛

√(𝜔2
𝑛(𝑚 + 1) − 1)2 + (𝜔𝑛𝑚𝑄(𝜔2

𝑛 − 1))2
(3.16)

Different characteristics of the LLC-SRC are obtained using the Eq. 3.16 and are shown in Fig. 3.6(a),
3.6(b), 3.6(c) and 3.6(d) revealing the influence of load and transformer parameters on the output
voltage of the LLC-SRC. Voltage scaling coefficients present during the FHA get neutralized during
the normalization process so the characteristics are valid for the DC values of the input and output
voltages of the converter as well. It should be noted that FHA method results align correctly with the
LLC-SRC operation at and above the resonant frequency of the tank. Small error in the range of 10%
should be expected for the characteristics below the 𝜔𝑟 [59].

The characteristics presented in Fig. 3.6(a) - 3.6(d) show that relatively high values of 𝑚 lead to
practically constant output voltage of the converter for the 𝑄 values less than 0.5 in the near vicinity
of the resonant frequency. This behavior is beneficial in the DC transformer application as it can
allow for the load independent operation of the circuit i.e. no control action in terms of changing
the switching frequency is required to regulate the output voltage. Constant switching frequency
is further beneficial, considering the switching losses of the converter bridge, as it allows for their
simple prediction during the design process.

High values of 𝑚 are easily obtained in the MV MFT with a magnetic core as the magnetization
is typically couple of orders of magnitude greater than the leakage inductance. Tailoring of the
magnetizing inductance during the design of the MFT is still required as the IGCT turn-off current
directly depends on it (together with the DC-link voltage and switching frequency).

Looking at Fig. 3.6(d), it can be noticed that the output voltage, near the resonant frequency (𝜔𝑛 = 1),
does not vary significantly for the loading factor value up to 1 and considerably drops at higher 𝑄
values. It would be beneficial for the SRC based DC transformer design to target the range of 𝑄 values
below 1 for the nominal operating conditions. This way, output voltage remains practically constant
for the load conditions below and up to nominal and if an overload occurs (characterized by 𝑅 lower
than nominal), the output voltage can naturally decrease, limiting the power delivered to the load.
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(a) 𝑚 = 0.5 (b) 𝑚 = 2

(c) 𝑚 = 5 (d) 𝑚 = 50

Fig. 3.6 Transfer characteristics of the SRC obtained using the FHA method, showing the influence of 𝑚 and
𝑄 parameters on the characteristic

3.4 Exact analysis of the LLC-SRC

Regarding the DC transformer application, an SRC with high 𝑚 parameter value (𝑚 = 30) will be
considered due to the flatness of the gain characteristic. Nominal operation will assume load factor of
𝑄 = 0.3 for the example purposes. The characteristic of this converter is shown in the Fig. 3.7. Gain
characteristics for loads lower than nominal (at 𝑄 = 0.3) are also shown to demonstrate the output
voltage change with switching frequency. Highlighted area defined by 0.8 ≤ 𝜔𝑛 ≤ 1.2 focuses on the
near resonance operation of the SRC where the gain is practically constant and no output voltage
regulation of the DC conversion is required. The equivalent circuit of the LLC-SRC used for analysis
is shown in Fig. 3.8, including the referent directions for currents and voltages in the circuit.

Fig. 3.9(a) and Fig. 3.9(b) show the typical voltage and current waveforms of the converter introduced
in the example, operating at switching frequency lower than resonant (𝜔𝑛 = 0.8). As it can be seen
from the 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) and 𝑢𝑖𝑛(𝑡) waveforms, the input half-bridge, Fig. 3.8, is commutated after the resonant
process in the tank ends. The current flowing through the bridge at this moment is the magnetizing
current of the MFT with its peak value strongly dependent on the output DC-link voltage. Strictly
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Fig. 3.7 Transfer characteristics for different loads of the half-bridge LLC-SRC with nominal parameters 𝑄 =
0.3 and 𝑚 = 30

speaking, before the turn-off and after the end of resonance, a new resonant circuit is formed with 𝐶𝑟
and 𝐿𝑟+𝐿𝑚, driven now by the input DC-link voltage but this influence on 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) is much lower in the
given example. At the moment of the commutation, semiconductor switches are carrying only the
𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) which is much lower than the peak resonant current in the tank, lowering the turn-off energy
losses considerably.
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Fig. 3.8 Referent directions for voltages and currents in the half-bridge LLC-SRC topology

Constant voltage output can be obtained operating above the resonant frequency as well, but in
this case the semiconductor switch commutation current rises to the higher levels than the ones
experienced at below resonant operation. This condition directly increases the turn-off losses, further
affecting the efficiency of the converter and limiting the switching frequency. All being said, the
below resonance operation is preferred and will be analyzed further throughout the thesis.

For calculating currents and voltages in the LLC-SRC an example with half-bridges at the input and
the output will be used. Minimum number of switching components is attained this way, increasing
reliability of the final converter. Operation range of interest is 0.5 < 𝜔𝑛 < 1 and referent polarities of
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3.4. Exact analysis of the LLC-SRC

currents and voltages are given in Fig. 3.8. Voltage balance equation for the circuit in Fig. 3.8 is:

𝑢𝑖𝑛(𝑡) = 𝑛 ⋅ 𝑢2(𝑡) + 𝑢𝐿𝑟(𝑡) + 𝑢𝐶𝑟(𝑡) (3.17)

Switches in the LLC-SRC input bridge are operated at 50% duty cycle with switching frequency 𝑓𝑠.
The switching action of one branch is complementary between the top and the bottom switches in
order to avoid the short circuit of the DC-link. The analysis of the characteristic LLC-SRC waveforms
is conducted for the one half of the switching period because waveforms are inverted for the second
half. Fig. 3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b) show typical current and voltage waveforms for the SRC in a steady
state operation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.9 Typical a) voltage and b) current waveforms for below resonance steady state operation at 𝜔𝑛 = 0.8
and half-bridge LLC-SRC with nominal parameters 𝑄 = 0.3 and 𝑚 = 30

Eq. 3.17 describes the passive elements of the SRC and is the same whether half- or full- bridges are
used. The difference is that for the half-bridge 𝑢𝑖𝑛(𝑡) takes values of ±𝑈𝐷𝐶/2 and for the full-bridge
±𝑈𝐷𝐶. Similarly, in the output half-bridge 𝑢2(𝑡) assumes values ±𝑈𝑂/2 and for the full-bridge ±𝑈𝑂.
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Following assumptions are made:

• Output voltage 𝑈𝑂 is constant and time invariable (𝐶01, 𝐶02 → ∞), yielding the constant load
current 𝐼𝑂

• Initial values of the resonant current is equal to the 𝑖𝐿𝑟(0) = −𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓; 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 is the turn-off current of
the bottom switch in the half-bridge, 𝑆2

• Initial voltage of the resonant capacitor is 𝑢𝐶𝑟(0) = −𝑈𝑐0

• Time instant 𝑇1 is defined as the moment where resonant current becomes equal to the magne-
tizing current i.e. 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑇1) = 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑇1) and the resonance stops;

For the period 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇1 and half-bridge, Eq. 3.17 becomes:

𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑛
𝑈𝑂
2

= 𝑢𝐿𝑟(𝑡) + 𝑢𝐶𝑟(𝑡) (3.18)

During this period, 𝐷1 is conducting the negative resonant current for a short period of time until it
crosses zero and the 𝑆1 takes over the positive current. The input voltage for the whole half of the
switching period is 𝑢𝑖𝑛(𝑡) = 𝑈𝐷𝐶/2. Current 𝑖2(𝑡) is positive and with the diode 𝐷3 conducting, 𝑢2(𝑡) =
𝑈𝑂/2. Magnetizing current 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) is easily calculated for this period, respecting the initial condition of
𝑖𝐿𝑚(0) = −𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓:

𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) = 𝑛
𝑈𝑂
2

1
𝐿𝑚

𝑡 − 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 (3.19)

Differentiating the Eq. 3.18, second order differential equation for calculation of the resonant tank
current 𝑖𝑟 is obtained:

𝑑2𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡2

+
𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡)
𝐿𝑟𝐶𝑟

=
𝑑2𝑖𝐿𝑟
𝑑𝑡2

+ 𝜔2
𝑟 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) = 0 (3.20)

Solution of the Eq. 3.20 is found in the from of 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) = 𝐴 sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡) + 𝐵 cos(𝜔𝑟𝑡) and constants A and B
are found from the initial conditions:

𝑖𝐿𝑟(0) = −𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 (3.21)

𝑑𝑖𝐿𝑟(0)
𝑑𝑡

=
1
𝐿𝑟

(
𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑛
𝑈𝑂
2

− 𝑢𝐶𝑟(0)) =
1
𝐿𝑟

(
𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑛
𝑈𝑂
2

+ 𝑈𝑐0) (3.22)
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Final expression for the resonant tank current for the period of 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇1 is:

𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) =
1
𝑍𝑟

(
𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑛
𝑈𝑂
2

+ 𝑈𝑐0) sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡) − 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 cos(𝜔𝑟𝑡) (3.23)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.10 Typical steady state values of the half-bridge LLC-SRC: a) currents and b) voltages

After the moment of 𝑇1, resonance has finished and transformer’s primary current 𝑖1(𝑡) = 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡)−𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡),
which has reached zero at 𝑇1, remains equal to zero until the next commutation in the input half-bridge
that happens in the moment 𝑇𝑠/2 by turning off the 𝑆1 switch. As to why the 𝑖1(𝑡) remains equal to
zero during the 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2 period is explained by the analysis of the output diode rectifier bridge
behavior. It should be noted that 𝑖1(𝑡) = 𝑖2(𝑡)/n also holds.

Before the moment 𝑡 = 𝑇1, 𝑖2(𝑡) = 𝑛𝑖1(𝑡) (Fig. 3.10(a)) was positive and falling towards zero. If the
resonance in this way would to continue, 𝑢2(𝑡) would have to remain unchanged i.e. 𝑢2(𝑡) = 𝑈𝑂/2. If
the resonance continues after the 𝑡 = 𝑇1, 𝑖2(𝑡) would become negative, turning the bottom diode 𝐷4
and making 𝑢2(𝑡) = -𝑈𝑂/2 which is in contradiction with the assumption that 𝑢2(𝑡) doesn’t change
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polarity in order to support the continuation of the resonant cycle. The conclusion is that 𝑖2(𝑡) cannot
continue in the negative direction after 𝑡 = 𝑇1.

In the case that after 𝑡 = 𝑇1, 𝑖2 starts rising again, it would not change the sign so the diode 𝐷3
would continue to conduct. If the 𝐷3 conducts, secondary voltage remains 𝑢2(𝑡) = 𝑈𝑂/2 which doesn’t
change the configuration of the circuit from before 𝑡 = 𝑇1. As it is already defined that if 𝑢2(𝑡) were
to remain unchanged, the 𝑖2(𝑡) would have to change its sign and become negative, which is now
another contradiction.

Finally, the only remaining option is that the 𝑖2(𝑡) remains equal to zero and diodes 𝐷3 and 𝐷4 start to
block. When the output rectifier diodes block, the transformer secondary voltage cannot be clearly
defined by the output circuit because there is no guarantee that blocking diodes share the output DC
voltage equally. During the period 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2, the secondary voltage of the transformer is defined
through 𝑢2(𝑡) = 𝑢1(𝑡)/𝑛.

As the current 𝑖1(𝑡) = 𝑛𝑖2(𝑡) remains zero during the period 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2, new circuit conditions are
formed with 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡). Resonant frequency of this circuit is defined as:

𝜔𝑟2 =
1

√(𝐿𝑚 + 𝐿𝑟)𝐶𝑟
=

𝜔𝑟
√1 + 𝑚

(3.24)

Differential equation describing the circuit during the period 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2 is:

𝑑2𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡2

+
𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡)

(𝐿𝑟 + 𝐿𝑚)𝐶𝑟
=

𝑑2𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡2

+ 𝜔2
𝑟2𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) = 0 (3.25)

Solution of the Eq. 3.25 is found in the from of 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) = 𝐴 sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡 − 𝑇1) + 𝐵 cos(𝜔𝑟𝑡 − 𝑇1) and constants
A and B are found from the initial conditions:

𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑇1) = 𝐼1 (3.26)

𝑑𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑇1)
𝑑𝑡

=
1

𝐿𝑟 + 𝐿𝑚
(
𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑢𝐶𝑟(𝑇1)) =
1

𝐿𝑟(1 + 𝑚)
(
𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑈𝑐1) (3.27)

Final expression for the resonant tank/magnetizing current for the period of 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2 is:

𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) =
1

𝑍𝑟√1 + 𝑚
(
𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑈𝑐1) sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡 − 𝑇1) + 𝐼1 cos(𝜔𝑟𝑡 − 𝑇1) (3.28)

In order to fulfill the steady state operation requirements, the values of the time varying values must
follow the anti-symmetrical rule at the end of the half of the switching period i.e. 𝑓 (𝑇𝑠/2) = −𝑓 (0).
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This further translates into the requirements of the resonant current and resonant capacitor voltage
at the moment of 𝑇𝑠/2 to be:

𝑖𝐿𝑟 (
𝑇𝑠
2
) = −𝑖𝐿𝑟(0) = 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 (3.29)

𝑢𝐶𝑟 (
𝑇𝑠
2
) = −𝑢𝐶𝑟(0) = 𝑈𝑐0 (3.30)

Having the exact expressions for the resonant tank currents and voltages, the next step in solving the
circuit is in finding the correlations of the initial conditions with the bridge input/output voltages
and the circuit parameters. Unfortunately, the solution cannot be found analytically and numerical
methods have to be employed for further analysis which is not the main focus of this thesis. Some
general guidelines and approximations that can be used during the initial phase of the design process
of the LLC-SRC are presented and discussed in the following section.

3.5 LLC-SRC design guidelines

One of the drivers behind selecting the LLC-SRC topology as topology of choice for implementing
the IGCT based input bridge is low turn-off current of the switches. The operation regime allowing
exploitation of this opportunity is described in the previous section. Unfortunately, the 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 parameter
cannot be easily calculated given the theory presented, so some approximations will have to be
introduced in order define simple design rules that can provide approximate values for the different
circuit parameters such as 𝐶𝑟, 𝐿𝑟 and 𝐿𝑚.

Even though not completely accurate, the guideline provides the initial design solution for the
converter that can later be simulated for the accurate behavior. The first approximation has to do with
selection of the 𝐿𝑚, in order to closely define the turn-off current of the switches in the converter’s
input half bridge.

The design process of the converter starts with the definition of the input DC voltage required by
the application. Since the intended application of the LLC-SRC is a DC transformer, the required
input voltage will be defined by the future standards regarding the DC power networks. International
standards are already being developed in the marine sector, for the DC distribution on the ships [21].
Output voltage will also be defined by the future standards, directly setting the required transformation
ratio of the final converter.

Since it is already discussed that near resonance operation of the LLC-SRC is beneficial, the only
remaining degree of freedom to define the converter’s transformation ratio is the transformation
ratio of the MFT 𝑛 = 𝑁1/𝑁2 within the circuit. This is one of the first requirements regarding the
MFT to be applied into the topology.

Near resonance operation with switching frequency lower than the resonant dictates the range of
the normalized operating frequency of the converter to the 0.5 < 𝜔𝑛 < 1. The resonant frequency
of the tank is defined by the 𝐶𝑟 and 𝐿𝑟 parameters. Due to the manufacturing tolerances of these
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components a certain margin of variation in 𝜔𝑟 has to be expected when defining the normalized
switching frequency of the converter. Ageing of the components, particularly 𝐶𝑟 can cause the drift
in the 𝜔𝑟 as well, which has to be taken into account. Due to the stated reason a suggested value of
𝜔𝑛 ≈ 0.8 presents a good trade off between having a fixed switching frequency of the converter and
still attaining below resonance operation during the lifetime of the apparatus.

The output current of the converter is defined by the desired nominal power for the given application
since the voltage level is already defined by the standard. Nominal output load resistance is thus
defined as 𝑅 = 𝑈𝑂/𝐼𝑂. For ensuring the low variation of the output voltage with load, nominal
load parameter 𝑄 is suggested to take low values around 0.5. With 𝑛 already defined by the voltage
transformation ratio, Eq. 3.13 can be used to estimate the required impedance of the resonant tank.
Process of calculating the 𝑅𝑎𝑐 was already described in Section 3.2, Eq. 3.7 for the half-bridge diode
rectifier.

Selection of the switching frequency 𝑓𝑠 is highly dependent on the choice of the semiconductor switch
used in the input stage of the converter. Power losses of the semiconductor are divided between the
switching and the conduction losses, with the conduction losses highly dependent on the resonant
current in the tank (which is in turn directly dictated by the nominal load). For the clearly defined
input voltage, switching losses directly depend on the operating frequency and the constant turn-off
current; the turn-on switching losses are neglected due to the ZVS. When selecting the turn-off
current a trade-off has to be made between the acceptable power losses, duration of the turn-off
period and high frequency operation. The details are presented in Section 3.6.

After the 𝑓𝑠 is adopted, 𝜔𝑟 is defined through 𝜔𝑛 ≈ 0.8. Resonant tank parameters are defined at this
point and the initial design is adopted. It was mentioned that resonant current is highly dependable on
the load of the converter, irrespectively of the resonant tank parameters. Further iterations through
simulation will be necessary to ensure the desired operation of the LLC-SRC, making sure that the
resonant capacitor voltage does not assume voltages higher than 𝑈𝐷𝐶/2.

3.5.1 Definition of the 𝐿𝑚

Looking at the characteristics of the LLC-SRC from the Fig. 3.7 it is easily noticed that the ratio
𝑛𝑈𝑂/𝑢𝑖𝑛(𝑡) is practically equal to one and this fact will be used to define the voltage over 𝐿𝑚 during
the conduction period of 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇1. This yields that the input transformer voltage, during this period
is equal to the 𝑈𝐷𝐶/2.

During the second period, 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2 there is an existence of the another natural frequency 𝑤𝑟2.
Being that 𝐿𝑚 ≫ 𝐿𝑟, 𝑤𝑟2 is much lower than 𝜔𝑟. Practically, this means that the resonant capacitor
voltage will have a very small decrease in its value during this period as 𝑡 = 𝑇1 marks the beginning
of the very long ”secondary” resonance in the circuit. Due to this fact, 𝑢𝐶𝑟 will be considered constant
and 𝑢𝐶𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑈𝑐0 during the remaining time until 𝑇𝑠/2. The small change in the resonant capacitor
voltage can be observer in the Fig. 3.10(b), justifying the said approximation.

In order to avoid complicated expressions for the magnetizing current, the voltage drop on the 𝐿𝑟
during this period will also be neglected, justified by the 𝐿𝑚 ≫ 𝐿𝑟. Differential equation for the
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calculation if 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) during 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2 is:

𝑑𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

=
1
𝐿𝑚

(
𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑈𝑐0) (3.31)

Combining the Eq. 3.31 with Eq. 3.19, while having 𝑛𝑈𝑂/2 = 𝑈𝐷𝐶/2 and solving for 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓, the following
expression is obtained:

𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 =
𝑈𝐷𝐶
8𝐿𝑚𝑓𝑠

−
𝑈𝑐0
2𝐿𝑚

(
𝑇𝑠
2
− 𝑇1) (3.32)

In an under-damped circuit such as the nominal operation of the LLC-SRC, 𝑇1 is approximately equal
to 𝑇𝑟/2. Changing the 𝑇1 in the Eq. 3.32 with 𝑇𝑟/2 yields expression for calculating the required
magnetizing inductor of the MFT:

𝐿𝑚 =
1

4𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑠
(
𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑈𝑐0(1 − 𝜔𝑛)) (3.33)

Generally, the 𝐶𝑟 voltage should not experience voltage excursions higher than 𝑈𝐷𝐶/2 in order to keep
the 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 within the tight tolerances for the desired sub-resonant operation of the LLC-SRC. 𝑈𝑐0 is
defined for the nominal operating conditions and should be kept below 𝑈𝐷𝐶/2 in the half-bridge input
configuration. Eq. 3.31 shows that if this condition is satisfied, the magnetization current will not
decrease during the period of 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2. It will however decrease during the overload conditions,
affecting the turn-off conditions but this analysis goes beyond the scope of this thesis. All being
stated and with near resonance operation (𝜔𝑛 ≈ 1), Eq. 3.33 can be further reduced to:

𝐿𝑚 =
𝑈𝐷𝐶

8𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑠
(3.34)

3.5.2 Estimation of the 𝑈𝑐0
Voltage excursion over the resonant capacitor is closely related to the amplitude of the resonant
current in the circuit. The expression derived in Section 3.4, Eq. 3.23 is not of practical use and can be
further reduced having the already stated approximations in mind.

Resonant current presented by Eq. 3.23 is a sum of a sine and a cosine part. During the nominal
operation of the converter, amplitude of the sine component is much bigger than the cosine amplitude
defined by 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓. Furthermore as the components are 90° out of phase, amplitude of the sine component
coincides with the zero of the cosine component. In order to evaluate the amplitude of the sine
component, the cosine component is neglected. Further more, by using the approximation that
𝑈𝐷𝐶/2 ≈ 𝑛𝑈𝑂/2, a simpler expression for the resonant current is obtained:

𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) =
𝑈𝑐0
𝑍𝑟

sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡) = ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡) (3.35)
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With an assumption that 𝑢𝐶𝑟(𝑡) voltage doesn’t change considerably during the period of 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2,
justified by presence of much lower discharge current during this period and demonstrated in Fig.
3.10(b), the voltage excursion of the resonant capacitor voltage during the resonance period is:

Δ𝑈𝐶𝑟 = 2𝑈𝑐0 (3.36)

Charge that is being accumulated in the resonant capacitor during this transition 𝑄𝐶𝑟 can be easily
calculated by integrating the expression for the resonant current for the period 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇1, Eq. 3.35,
keeping in mind that the 𝑇1 ≈ 𝑇𝑟/2 for an under-damped circuit.

𝑄𝐶𝑟 = ∫
𝑇𝑟/2

0
̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡)𝑑𝑡 =

2 ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟
𝜔𝑟

(3.37)

Relation between 𝑈𝑐0 and the amplitude of the resonant current is found from:

𝑄𝐶𝑟 = 𝐶𝑟Δ𝑈𝐶𝑟 = 2𝐶𝑟𝑈𝑐0 ⇒ 𝑈𝑐0 = 𝑍𝑟 ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 (3.38)

Amplitude of the resonant current does not depend heavily on the resonant tank parameters as it
depends on the load. Constant output current of the converter 𝐼𝑂 is a DC filtered component of the
rectifier diodes’ currents in the output which are alternately equal to the current of the secondary of
theMFT. It has been shown that transformer’s primary current is equal to zero during the 𝑇1 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠/2
period and no power is delivered to the load during this time. Power is transferred only during
0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇1 and this fact will be used to associate the 𝐼𝐿𝑟 and the 𝐼𝑂.

The exact expression for the primary current of the MFT, 𝑖1(𝑡), during 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇1 is given by Eq. 3.39
and the waveform can be seen in Fig. 3.10(a):

𝑖1(𝑡) = 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) − 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) =
1
𝑍𝑟

(
𝑈𝐷𝐶
2

− 𝑛
𝑈𝑂
2

+ 𝑈𝑐0) sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡) − 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 cos(𝜔𝑟𝑡) − 𝑛
𝑈𝑂
2

1
𝐿𝑚

𝑡 + 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 (3.39)

Linear part of the expression in the right hand side of the equation comes from the magnetizing
current of the MFT and it can be noticed that the linear and cosine components both start from 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓
but with opposite signs. They also have opposite derivatives so while the cosine component rises
the linear component falls. For the nominal operating conditions the sum of the cosine and linear
components is much lower than the sine component of the 𝑖1(𝑡) which is carrying all the power
transferred through the MFT. This fact justifies approximation of the primary current to be equal to
only its sine component. Adopting that 𝑈𝐷𝐶/2 ≈ 𝑛𝑈𝑂/2, the simplified expression for 𝑖1(𝑡) during
0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇1 is

𝑖1(𝑡) = ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡) (3.40)
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Since the 𝑖1(𝑡) is positive during this period, diode 𝐷3 is conducting in the output rectifier bridge.
Following the assumption that the output capacitor 𝐶01 → ∞, all the high frequency components of
the 𝑖𝐷3(𝑡) are short circuited by 𝐶01. This yields a conclusion that, in steady state, output current 𝐼𝑂
must be equal to the average value of diode 𝐷3 current, 𝐼𝐷3, over the whole switching period.

𝐼𝐷3 =
1
𝑇𝑠 ∫

𝑇𝑠

0
𝑖𝐷3(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 =

1
𝑇𝑠 ∫

𝑇𝑠

0
𝐼𝑂(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 +

1
𝑇𝑠 ∫

𝑇𝑠

0
𝑖𝐶01(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
=0

= 𝐼𝑂 (3.41)

Output current is then calculated (using Eq. 3.40 for current 𝑖1(𝑡) and 𝑇1 ≈ 𝑇𝑟/2):

𝐼𝑂 =
1
𝑇𝑠 ∫

𝑇𝑠

0
𝑖𝐷3(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 =

1
𝑇𝑠 ∫

𝑇𝑟/2

0
𝑛𝑖1(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 =

2𝑛 ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟
𝑇𝑠𝜔𝑟

(3.42)

More compact expression and in line with the design parameters, yields:

𝐼𝑂 =
𝑛
𝜋

̂𝐼𝐿𝑟
𝜔𝑠
𝜔𝑟

=
𝑛
𝜋
𝜔𝑛 ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 (3.43)

Substituting Eq.3.43 into the Eq. 3.38, gives a relation between the resonant capacitor voltage and the
output load current:

𝑈𝑐0 =
𝜋
𝑛𝜔𝑛

𝑍𝑟𝐼𝑂 (3.44)

Eq. 3.44 gives a simple way to estimate the voltage variation of the resonant capacitor to the acceptable
degree of accuracy for the design purposes. During the initial design calculation, it should be made
sure that the nominal load is such that 𝑈𝑐0 is not higher than the 𝑈𝐷𝐶/2 otherwise, the proposed
method will have greater errors during the calculation. Eq. 3.31 also suggests significant influence of
the high 𝑈𝑐0 on the turn-off current, which should be avoided.

3.6 Semiconductor switch requirements

The voltage and current stress on the switching device is invariant from the topology point of view.
When the IGCT is in the blocking state, it blocks the full DC-link voltage in both half-bridge and
full-bridge configurations. During the conduction period, it conducts the sum of magnetizing and
resonant current in both cases. Considering employment of the same switch, the difference between
half- and full-bridge implementation comes from higher resonant tank excitation voltage in the case
of full-bridge topology. With the same resonant tank parameters, more power can be transferred
using the full-bridge, different magnetization inductance of the MFT is required and the efficiency is
calculated differently.
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Typical current and voltage stresses on the IGCT in the steady state operation of the SRC are shown in
Fig. 3.11. During the blocking state, IGCT blocks the full DC-link voltage both in half- and full-bridge
configuration. The negative value of the current at the beginning of the conduction period is the
current from its anti-parallel diode.

Fig. 3.11 Typical current and voltage waveforms for the IGCT in the steady state operation of the SRC during
one switching period

The commutation of the resonant current to the anti-parallel diode 𝐷1 of the IGCT (Fig. 3.2(a), 3.3) is
initiated by turning off of the bottom IGCT, 𝑆2. At this moment, real 𝑆1 IGCT cannot be fired as it
would lead to the short circuit of the DC-link and a potential destruction of the semiconductors. A
certain amount of time needs to pass for the 𝑆2 IGCT to fully turn-off; this time period is typically
called the turn-off delay time of the IGCT - 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓. After the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 period expires, 𝑆1 IGCT receives its
turn-on signal and is ready to take over the resonant circuit current once it crosses zero. The 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓
parameter is highly dependent on the operating conditions of the IGCT and varies with the load
current. The design of the switching bridge control has to make sure that that the time between 𝑆2
turn-off and 𝑆1 turn-on command is long enough for the safe operation of the bridge under different
operating conditions. This time period can be made constant and always longer than the worst case
scenario 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓. The waiting time between the issuance of the command signals is colloquially known
as a ”dead time” - 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 or hold-off time since the both switches are commanded off during this short
period.

During the conduction of the 𝑆1’s anti-parallel diode 𝐷1, voltage drop over the IGCT is practically zero
(equal to forward voltage drop of the diode) and the current take over happens at the zero voltage drop
of the IGCT. Current and voltage product during the transition is practically zero for the IGCT which
renders the negligible turn-on losses of the switch. This effect is called zero voltage turn-on ZVS and
is one of the main advantages of the LLC-SRC. In order to keep the converter bridge switching with
ZVS turn-on, the turn-on command command to the top IGCT, 𝑆1 must be issued before the current
of its anti-parallel diode reaches zero.

Another positive aspect of the described turn-on process is the natural limitation of the di/dt of the
anti-parallel diode’s current at turn-off. Resonant tank significantly lowers the diode’s di/dt compared
to the hard switching application where an external clamp circuit has to be used for this limitation.
An example is shown in Fig. 2.21(a). Being that IGCT is exclusively used together with the clamp
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circuit, its application in the LLC-SRC relaxes the di/dt limitation requirements significantly, making
the clamp circuit unnecessary in the design.

In the conduction state, IGCT is loaded with the sum of pure resonant current and the magnetization
current of the MFT. Conduction losses of the switch are calculated based on these values. It should be
noted that magnetization current does not participate in the power transfer of the topology and it is
beneficial that it retains the low value. Its low value is obtained by having the 𝐿𝑚 much greater than
the 𝐿𝑟, justifying the requirement for the high value of the parameter 𝑚.

An IGCT turns off after the resonance has finished and it is loaded only with the magnetization
current of the MFT at this point. Turn-off of the IGCT is a hard turn-off meaning that the product of
its current and voltage drop during the turn-off is not zero but has a significant value contributing to
the temperature rise of the semiconductor. Turn-off energy is directly proportional to the current
being switched and it is beneficial that it is as low as possible, ideally zero. Magnetizing current of the
MFT is directly influenced by the transformer’s design, DC-link voltage and the switching frequency.
There is an influence of the 𝐶𝑟 voltage as well, described in the Subsection 3.5.1, and should be kept at
minimum.

Again, high value of 𝑚 is beneficial as it can limit the value of the magnetizing current at turn-off
significantly below the rated value of the IGCT switch, directly lowering the turn-off energy losses.
Low or zero turn-off current doesn’t come without its own limitation and this is the reason why the
𝐿𝑚 requires some adaptation.

During the conduction time of the IGCT, high value of the current present leads to the buildup of the
free charge carriers within the semiconductor which require extraction for the successful turn-off.
With the turn-of current being equal to zero, only the recombination mechanism is available for
neutralizing the carriers which can be a relatively slow process for the high voltage semiconductor
devices. If the forward voltage has been reapplied to the IGCT before the recombination is finished,
excess carriers get extracted from the device, leading the turn-off energy losses even if the commutation
current was zero. This effect is described in [86] and it is shown that minimum turn-off losses can be
obtained by turning off the IGCT with the slightly increased load current.

Second aspect closely tied with the turn-off current is the conduction time of the IGCT’s anti-parallel
diode. After the 𝑆2 IGCT is turned off, negative resonant 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) current commutates to the anti-parallel
diode of the 𝑆1 and it is conducting until the 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) current reaches zero value. This period should
generally be longer than the dead-time defined in the bridge so that the IGCT can be turned on before
the diode current falls to zero and support the continuous current flow. Lowering the turn-off current
also decreases the diode’s conduction time which can easily be in a range of dead-time. Dead-time
longer than the diode conduction time introduces more stress on the IGCT in terms of blocking
voltage since the complete switch starts blocking for a short time before it is turned on again. The
turn-on is now with the zero current because the 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) remains zero until the IGCT turns on and the
resonance in the tank resumes. This way, the turn-on energy still remains practically zero but now
due to the zero current switching. This effect will not be considered in the thesis.

Selection process for the dead time requires inspection of the IGCT at turn-off and a rough estimation
can found in the datasheet of the IGCT, under the parameter designated as 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓. It should be noted that
the datasheet gives the switching parameters under the assumption of the hard-switching operation.

Duration of the IGCT’s turn-off, described with the parameter 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 - turn-off delay time, is defined as
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Fig. 3.12 a) Definition of the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 and its sub-periods b) vertical cross section of the IGCT showing the
semiconductor junctions [108]

the period of time between the moment of application of the turn-off command at the gate driver’s
optical input and the moment of the IGCT’s current falling to the 40% of the conduction current
value at the time of the turn-off command application. The definition of the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 is set forth in the
manufacturer’s application note [109]. It should be noted that the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 period, as defined, includes
four sub-periods, depicted on the experimental example waveform in Fig. 3.12(a):

• 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 1 is the period between moment when optical signal goes low until the gate unit applies
a negative bias between the gate terminal and cathode (typically -20 V). This is the typical
propagation delay of the logic circuit and is dependent on the construction of the GDU only;

• Second sub-period, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 2, is characterized by sweeping of the charges from the gate-cathode
p-n junction until it becomes reverse biased and the whole cathode current is commutated
to the gate driver. This period is usually called storage time and it is characterized by the
reverse recovery of the p-n junction 𝐽3 (Fig. 3.12(b)) followed by the tailing current that slowly
decreases towards the load current value. This transition is only seen from the gate input of
the IGCT and the period ends when the gate current becomes equal to the load current;

• After the storage time period is over, IGCT starts to behave as an open base PNP transistor and
depletion region starts forming in the central p-n junction 𝐽2 (Fig. 3.12(b)) expanding into the
n-drift region. During this sub-period, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 3, a voltage starts to build up across the IGCT with
𝑑𝑣/𝑑𝑡 strongly dependent on the load current (capacitive behavior). The period ends when the
IGCT voltage reaches the DC-link value;

• Fourth and last sub-period, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 4, starts after the IGCT has reached the DC-link value and
the anode current has started to decrease. 𝑑𝑖/𝑑𝑡 of the anode current causes the over-voltage
spike across the IGCT and the period ends when the anode current has reached 40% of the
conduction current [109].

The turn-off current value mostly influences the third sub-period - 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 3, recombination and/or
carrier extraction, while the others are relatively independent of the turn-off current.
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3.6. Semiconductor switch requirements

It is already explained why 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 has to be greater than 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓, which presents the lower limit for the
𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 selection. The next limitation that has to be respected comes from the conduction time of the
anti-parallel diode of the switch. This diode will not start conducting until the current in the 𝑆2 starts
to fall which happens during the fourth 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 sub-period - 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 4. In the real circuit, it will take some
time until the commutation is over and anti-parallel diode 𝐷1 fully takes over the resonant current. It
should be noted that resonance in the circuit is already triggered during the end of 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 3 sub-period.
Because it takes some time for the commutation to finish, the peak 𝐷3 current will be somewhat lower
than the 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 current of the IGCT. This effect cannot be seen in the simulated LLC-SRC waveforms
but it is evident from the measured data.

After the diode has taken over the resonant current, its current starts decreasing towards zero. The
time period of the conduction of the diode is defined by the 𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑 - diode conduction time, and during
this period IGCT 𝑆1 should be successfully turned on. Turn-on of the IGCT is not instantaneous as
well and the effect must be taken into account. Maximum 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑛 is in range of 3μs to 4 μs, strongly
dependent on the GDU circuit, but can be considered constant during the normal operation of the
IGCT. According to the datasheet, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑛 is defined as the period between applying the high optical
signal at the GDU input and the IGCT voltage falling to the 90% of the blocking voltage.

With all the considerations regarding the switching of the IGCT, the condition for the continuous
current in the resonant tank is defined by:

𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 < 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 < 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 + 𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑛 (3.45)

Further chapters of the thesis will focus on the characterization of the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓, as the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑛 is relatively
constant. The dependance on the various operating conditions is presented together with the resulting
power losses and switching behavior under the typical operating conditions in the LLC-SRC circuit.
The results presented, obtained from various simulation and experimental data, back up and justify
the decision of applying the IGCT semiconductor switch in the prospective LLC-SRC based DC
transformer.
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Chapter 3. Series resonant converter

3.7 Conclusions

This chapter has outlined basic operation principles of the LLC-SRC topology. Various techniques
for the analysis of the circuit are presented leading to the simplified design requirements for the
final converter. Conditions ensuring the proper operation of the prospective LLC-SRC based DC
transformer are identified and will be tested throughout the next chapters of the thesis.

The results obtained from the presented analysis are used in the synthesis of the test setup that is later
used to characterize the IGCT devices in resonant operation mode. The developed test circuit and
tests are direct consequence of the simplified design process presented for the LLC-SRC and bring the
switching devices under the loads equivalent to the LLC-SRC operation.

Turn-on under the ZVS conditions is tested together with the clamp-less operation of the IGCT both
in the pulsing mode and the continuous operation mode. Low current turn-off characterized and
the theoretical considerations from this chapter are proved as a correct way of component selection,
demonstrated by the results later presented in Chapter 7.
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4
IGCT test setup

This chapter describes the test setup used for the characterization of the Integrated Gate Commutated
Thyristor (IGCT) semiconductor switches. Main objective was to control the turn-off current of the device
and define the resonant conditions independently, emulating conditions typically found in resonant
converters. The stress on the switching element mimics the SRC behavior and explores the limits in terms
of switching frequency. Developed test setup was used for gathering experimental results which are
presented in subsequent chapters.

4.1 Introduction

As the IGCT had never been used in the LLC-SRC application, not much is known about its behavior
regarding the switching transients. It has been characterized exhaustively for the hard-switching
applications where it finds its use in the present day systems. Data-sheets are organized in way to
support the this type of operation and sinusoidal values given (originating from the application of
thyristors in line commutated converters) are tied to the grid frequency whose periods are far greater
than the charge transients found within the body of the device.

Parameters of interest for the successful implementation of the IGCT in the LLC-SRC include switching
energy losses and the duration of the turn-off transients. Turn-off losses are usually given for the
typical current operating range of the converters. Values in the low current range are usually
extrapolated from the measurement sample for higher values and might deviate more from the
characteristic as the current approaches zero.

A requirement for the low-current turn-off of the IGCT for decreasing the switching losses during
the operation needs this data if the switching frequency is to be increased. Characterization of the
turn-off duration is also to be explored as it is not included in the manufacturer’s datasheet. For all
these purposes, the multifunctional test setup was designed and built.

Another potential gain of the IGCT application in the LLC-SRC is clamp-less operation of the switch.
Rate of change of current at the IGCT’s turn-on cannot be limited though its gate terminals and an
external clamping inductor must be added in order to protect the free-wheeling diodes from excessive
𝑑𝑖/𝑑𝑡. Clamping circuit includes more additional elements, which were discussed, together with their
operation details, in the Subsection 2.3.2. In the LLC-SRC, rate of change of current through the
switch is dictated by the resonant tank and the 𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑡
values are much lower than the rated limits found

in the datasheets. The assumption of clamp-less operation will also be experimentally tested during
the resonant pulsing tests of the setup.

Zero voltage turn-on of the IGCT is hypothesized in Chapter 3. When the resonant tank current
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Chapter 4. IGCT test setup

changes sign (from negative to positive and vice-versa), commutation of the current is taking place
from the free-wheeling diode to the accompanying IGCT, which has to be turned on before this
moment. This operation will also be tested and verified in order to avoid any unforeseen behaviors.
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Fig. 4.1 Test setup in various modes of operation: a) hard-switching for a single device b) hard-switching for
a series connection (snubber circuits not shown) c) resonant operation with single device d) resonant operation
with devices in series connection; high-current source 𝑈𝐻𝐶 is connected only for the continuous operation test.

The IGCT test setup was designed to fulfill the requirements for characterizing both hard- and soft-
switching of the semiconductor device. These functionalities are summarized in the Fig. 4.1 and listed
here:

• Single- and double-pulse testing for identification of the hard-switching IGCT characteristics
at low load currents. The results are later used as a baseline for comparison. Circuit presented
in Fig. 4.1(a) shows the connection diagram of the test setup used in the process.

• Single resonant pulse testing where a switching device would be loaded with the sum of half
switching period sinusoidal current and magnetizing current. The switching behavior provides
insight into the turn-off energy and the transient duration needed for the next stage of testing.
Only one IGCT is manipulated during this test and the test setup configuration is presented in
Fig. 4.1(c).

• Double resonant pulse testing, where the two IGCTs are manipulated. The previous test does
not evaluate the turn-on behavior of the Device Under Test (DUT) during the normal operation
so this test is filling that gap. Single resonant pulse test is still required because it provides
information about the turn-off duration, critical in selecting the dead time for double resonant
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4.2. Ratings of the test setup

pulse test. Additionally, the test should confirm the possibility of the clamp-less operation
of the IGCT. With the complete picture of switching and conduction behavior of the DUT
provided by this test, the following stage of testing can commence.

• Steady state resonant operation test of the IGCT. The goal of this test is to demonstrate the
continuous operation of the IGCT in a series resonant circuit, under the loading conditions as
present in the actual converter and under temperatures higher than the room temperature.

Other than the tests already listed, the capability of the setup is to characterize both single IGCT or a
series connection of the two IGCTs. Series connection is not considered in this thesis but is intended
as the future work, building up on the findings regarding one device resonant operation. The physical
implementation of the multifunctional test setup is shown in the Fig. 4.2 while Fig. 4.9 shows the full
laboratory testing environment.

Fig. 4.2 Multifunctional laboratory IGCT test setup

The described testing experiments should be executed as listed, gaining more information about the
switch at every step. The defined procedure provides a safe process of parameter identification and
gradual introduction of the new operating points until the final operation is reached. Rather than
going straight to steady state operation, limits of the device are first explored in a safe manner so that
the later damages can be avoided. Fig. 4.1(a), 4.1(b), 4.1(c) and 4.1(d) show the different connections
of the test setup, depending on the test to be performed in both single and series connection modes.

4.2 Ratings of the test setup

Test setup is rated for 5 kV operation and able to safely circulate current of up 2000 A, RMS value, in
the resonant circuit. Operation at 5 kV DC-link is intended for the series connection of the IGCT
devices, and 2.5 kV for the single device. The results presented throughout the thesis are given for the
2.5 kV operation, since the focus was one device operation.
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Chapter 4. IGCT test setup

The DUT with the surrounding equipment is placed in the metal cabinet for the safety purposes,
with active components in one part and passive elements in the other. The inside of the cabinet is
illuminated for the work comfort during the physical manipulation of the setup and the cooling fans
are mounted on the roof, for extracting the heat generated by the passive components.

All of the MV equipment (power supplies, test cabinet) or equipment directly connected to the MV
parts e.g. oscilloscope and non-isolated probes, are located inside a test cage for physical separation
of the energized parts from the random passersby in the laboratory. During the course of testing and
experimentation the cage door is kept closed and locked. AC 800PEC unit, located outside of the
test cage communicates with the peripherals that are inside the cage by means of optical cables with
no electric connections whatsoever. Same is valid for the control table, which has its own optical
connection to the hub inside the cage that collects signals from all of the test equipment.

4.2.1 IGCT and the return diodes stacks

Fig. 4.3(a) shows the IGCT power stack with alternating heat sinks, all held by a mechanical clamp.
The stack itself was pre-engineered, commercial product and is in regular use in the ABB’s ACS1000
product series of hard-switching power converters. It was used as is, in order to bring the development
time of the test setup to a minimum. The stack itself represents one phase leg of the Neutral Point
Clamped (NPC) inverter.

Being a press-pack devices, individual IGCTs and diodes are organized into a vertical stack, with a
mechanical clamp holding a sandwich of alternating semiconductor devices and heat sinks. Heat
sinks provide a thermal interface for the heat extraction out of the working IGCT and are liquid
cooled. The heat exchange fluid is a distilled water that is kept deionized by the external pumping
unit. The pumping unit, as the name suggest, circulates the cooling fluid through the test setup and
exchanges the heat energy with and external ”dirty” water (dirty in a sense that secondary cooling
circuit does not require deionization) keeping the coolant below a certain threshold temperature (30

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.3 a) Water cooled IGCT power stack b) isolated power supply for the IGCT’s gate drivers c) return
diodes stack with water cooled heatsinks
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4.2. Ratings of the test setup

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.4 a) An IGCT switch removed from the stack shown in Fig. 4.3(a) b) GCT turn-off energy per pulse vs.
turn-off current exctracted from the datasheet

℃ in this case). A deionizing element is present into the ”clean” water circuit to keep the electrical
conductivity of the water low enough so it does not induce a short circuit or an excessive electrical
current leakage between the heat sinks that are usually on different electrical potentials.

Gate driver units of the IGCTs are powered by a dedicated external power supply. Each GDU has
its own isolated power supply board which is required since every IGCT in a stack is on a different
electrical potential. Fig. 4.3(b) shows this power supply with seven different isolated power supply
boards.

The IGCT used as a switching element of the ACS1000 NPC phase leg is shown in the Fig. 4.4(a). The
size of the integrated GDU instantly catches the eye. Bulky capacitors, together with the sixteen
MOSFETs are justified by the need of providing the full rated current of the switch at the moment of
turn-off. The integration of the GDU with the GCT provides extremely low inductive loop between
the GCT’s gate-cathode terminals and the gate driver’s circuitry. This way, the commutation of the
cathode current to the GDU is almost instant. Fig. 4.4(b) shows the typical turn-off losses of this

Tab. 4.1 Selected electrical parameters of the IGCT shown in Fig. 4.4(a)

Reverse conducting IGCT
Manufacturer ABB

Model 5SHX 1445
Repetitive peak off-state voltage 𝑉𝐷𝑅𝑀 5500 V
Permanent DC voltage for 100 FIT 𝑉𝐷𝐶−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 3300 V

Threshold voltage 𝑉𝑇0 1.65 V
Slope resistance 𝑟𝑇 2 mΩ

Critical rise of on-state current 𝑑𝑖𝑇/𝑑𝑡𝑐𝑟 285 A/μs
Turn-on delay time 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑛 3 μs

Max. controllable turn-off current 𝐼𝑇𝐺𝑄𝑀 900 A
Turn-off delay time 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 6 μs
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Chapter 4. IGCT test setup

IGCT unit and certain selected electrical parameters are summarized in the Table 4.1.

Return diodes are also liquid cooled and assembled as a stack held by a mechanical clamp, Fig. 4.3(c).
Press-pack fast recovery diodes are used to meet the current rating of the setup in steady state
resonant operation mode. For the 2.5 kV DC-link testing, only two diodes are used whereas additional
two are employed for the 5 kV tests. This stack is assembled in-house with externally made diodes,
heat sinks and a clamp.

4.2.2 Passive elements

Magnetizing inductor is shown in Fig. 4.5(a) and is used as a load inductor for single- and -double
pulse hard-switching tests or to simulate a magnetizing inductance of an MFT in resonant operation
tests. Discrete variable inductance is achieved by connecting the different number of turns to the
front terminals; this is also an interface of the 𝐿𝑚 providing an easy manipulation to the operator of
the test setup. The cores used for the magnetic circuit are based on an amorphous alloy designed for
low core losses (AMCC1000 cores). Electrical parameters of the magnetizing inductor are given in
the Table 4.2.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.5 a) Variable magnetizing inductor b) variable resonant capacitor bank - 85 μF, 170 μF and 680 μF c)
air-core inductor used to form resonant inductor d) resonant inductor as used in a test setup; four inductors in
parallel for a 7.5 μH inductance and 2.4 kA load current; two groups can be connected in series to form a 15 μH
inductor
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4.2. Ratings of the test setup

Tab. 4.2 Magnetizing inductor electrical properties

𝐿𝑚 [mH] 𝐿𝑚 [mH] 𝐼𝑠𝑎𝑡 [A] 𝐼𝑠𝑎𝑡 [A] No. of
Designed Measured Designed Measured Turns
0.625 N/A 300 N/A 7
1.25 1.53 210 200 10
2.5 3.05 150 145 14
5.0 6.30 100 110 20

Resonant tank is made out of the discrete components, rated at 85 μF, 500 V, AC. Resonant capacitor
bank is shown in the Fig. 4.5(b) and is made in a way that its capacitance can be discretely varied by
mechanical manipulation. The top side terminal serves this purpose and is the only movable part of
the bank.

Resonant inductor is made out of two sets of four parallel connected air core chokes. The two sets can
be connected into the circuit individually or in a series connection, depending on resonant frequency
of interest for the test. Parallel connection of four inductors is used in order to meet the load current
requirement. Fig. 4.5(c) shows the individual air core choke and Fig. 4.5(d) shows the mechanical
assembly of the two sets in the cabinet. Table 4.3 summarizes the possible combinations of the
resonant tank elements with the respective resonant frequencies.

Tab. 4.3 Combinations of passive components for the different resonant tank resonant frequencies

𝐿𝑟 [μH] 𝐶𝑟 [μF] 𝑓𝑟 [Hz]
7.5 85 6300
7.5 170 4500
7.5 680 2200
15 85 4500
15 170 3200
15 680 1600

4.2.3 DC-link capacitor bank

DC-link is implemented as a series-parallel connection of the four polypropylene film capacitor units,
rated at 2920 V, DC. With a low leakage inductance of this kind of capacitors, no measures were
implemented to deal with parallel connection. Equal static voltage sharing in the series connection
is ensured by the balancing resistors. Fig. 4.6(a) shows the connection diagram of the DC-link
and its supporting elements while the Table 4.4 summarizes the parameters of the various DC-link
components.

Tab. 4.4 DC-link circuit parameters

𝐶𝐷𝐶 [μF] 𝑅𝐵 [kΩ] 𝑅𝐷 [Ω]
1300 500 400

Discharge circuit is permanently connected to the DC-link and a normally closed 10 kV relay 𝑆𝑁𝐶 is
used to disconnect the discharge resistor 𝑅𝐷 from the capacitors. The value of the 𝑅𝐷 was chosen
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Fig. 4.6 a) DC-link input detailed schematic b) discharge resistor and protection diodes circuit

by the requirement of discharging the DC-link from normal operation at 5 kV to the value under 50
V in 5 s. Normally closed switch is used for the safety reasons: if there is a power outage or loss of
control, the switch would instantly close, safely discharging the capacitors. If the door of the test
cabinet is accidentally opened, 𝑆𝑁𝐶 will also close and discharge the DC-link.

Earthing connector 𝑆𝐺𝑁𝐷 is installed to prevent any accidental voltage build-up on the DC-link during
the mechanical manipulation of the test setup by the operator and it is opened only in the case of
running the test. The switch is operated manually, with the interface handle mounted on the outside
of the setup cabinet. It also prohibits the opening of 𝑆𝑁𝐶 if the if the DC-link is grounded.

Protection diodes 𝐷𝑃1 and 𝐷𝑃2 protect the high voltage supply of the from reverse polarity voltage
and current feeding back to the supply. They are permanently connected to the DC-link as shown in
Fig. 4.6(a). Fig. 4.6(b) shows the actual discharge circuit and the protection diodes, forming the HV
input terminals of the test setup.

4.2.4 Control system

Control of the test setup is performed by the AC 800PEC, industrial controller unit, Fig.4.7(a). Feedback
signals from the peripherals are transferred by means of optical cables from the setup’s cabinet to the
input of the controller. The IGCT firing signals are also optically guided from the controller unit to
the each individual IGCT.

Digital and analog signal I/O boards, Fig. 4.7(b) and 4.7(c), are placed in the cabinet and are responsible
for collecting the measurement data and sending it to the PEC controller. Protection coordination is
then performed by the controller unit and respective signals are sent back to the test setup’s switches.
Signals coming to the controller are:

• measured DC-link voltage;

• measured current from the resonant branch;

• state of the earthing switch: ”open”, ”closed” or ”in transition”;

• states of the three cabinet doors: ”open” or ”closed”.
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4.2. Ratings of the test setup

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.7 a) AC 800PEC industrial controller b) Combi I/O board c) measurement interface board with the HV
measurement board

Actuating signals include:

• turn-off signal for the normally closed switch 𝑆𝑁𝐶;

• control of the semaphore’s lights;

• grounding switch 𝑆𝐺𝑁𝐷 lock signal;

• IGCT firing pulses.

Along with the monitoring functions, PEC controller is responsible for generating and sending the
pulse signals directly to the IGCTs. Based on the program loaded in the controller, an operator is able
to perform all the tests mentioned in the introductory part of this chapter.

IGCT firing pulses are originating from the PEC controller and are guided to the IGCT stack by
optical cables, going directly to the test setup cabinet and respective switches. Optical cables provide
electrical isolation of the controller with the parts under the high voltage. All of the equipment inside
the test cage i.e. test setup, high voltage and high current supplies, pumping unit and the measurement
equipment, is isolated from the control PC outside the cage for the safety purposes. Communication
with the elements inside the cage is made by using optical converters, and no conductive wires leave
the test cage.

4.2.5 Power supplies

A high voltage power supply is used to charge the DC-link before the testing can commence and is
connected to the DC-link terminals introduced in Subsection 4.2.1, Fig. 4.6(a). Output voltage can
be varied from 0 kV to 20 kV with maximum output current of 5 A. During the pulsing tests (hard
switching or resonant) the supply is only used to slowly charge up the DC-link to 2.5 kV or 5 kV after
which it is disconnected from the test setup. The permanent connection is established only during the
continuous resonant operation testing and it is providing losses in the magnetizing inductor, DC-link
capacitor bank and the switching losses of the IGCT half bridge. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the HV supply unit.

Continuous resonant operation testing requires an additional power source in one of the returning
branches of the resonant tank. A high current, low voltage power supply is used for this purpose
with maximum output current of 2200 A at 20 V of output voltage. The supply is necessary to cover
the power losses in the resonant circuit and keep the amplitude of the resonant capacitor voltage
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Chapter 4. IGCT test setup

constant during the operation. Power losses present in the resonant circuit are conduction and reverse
recovery losses of the returning diodes and losses due to heat dissipation in the cables, resonant
capacitor and resonant inductor. High current supply unit is shown in Fig. 4.8(b).

Auxiliaries power supplies are located on an electrical panel inside the test cabinet. They include 24
V, DC power supplies for the GDU power supply unit, COMBI I/O and PEC MI control boards and the
cabinet lighting. Over-current and overload protection of these power supplies is implemented by
the means of low voltage circuit breakers mounted on the same panel. The whole electrical panel is
shown in Fig. 4.8(c).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.8 a) Technix high voltage, low current power supply b) Magna high current, low voltage power supply
c) auxiliaries power supply panel providing 24 V DC and AC power to control elements, fans and lights

4.3 Conclusions

This chapter provided the overview of the hardware equipment used in the assembly of the mul-
tifunctional IGCT test setup. Main parts and components are described with and their purpose
explained. Electrical parameters needed for the operation are summarized in the tables for a quick
future reference. The experimental results gathered using the described test setup are presented and
summarized in the subsequent chapters.
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Fig. 4.9 IGCT test setup in the MV laboratory, Power Electronics Laboratory, EPFL
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5
Hard-switching single- and double-pulse tests

This chapter describes the hard switching tests performed with an IGCT. First set of tests were single
pulse tests with the aim of inspecting the turn-off behavior of the semiconductor switch under relatively
low currents.. They were followed by the double pulse tests which give insight into the turn-on process.
Developed test were first simulated using TCAD simulation software package and later, the actual tests
were performed.

5.1 Introduction

Switching action of the IGCT or any other semiconductor switch is not an ideal process where
current through and voltage across the device instantly change their values. Being physical devices, a
certain amount time is needed for the switch to change from the conducting to the blocking state and
vice-versa. During this transition, product of current and voltage over device can have substantial
values and this power is dissipated within the switch in the form of heat.

Electrical circuits around these switches are not without their influence as well. Parasitic elements
such as commutation inductance, prevent the instant change of current within that branch. Magnetic
energy stored in the commutation loop, low as it may be, manifests itself as the over-voltage spike
while the IGCT turns off. If care is not taken to minimize this energy, dangerous over-voltages can
appear and destroy the device.

As the IGCT is always accompanied with the free-wheeling diode, turn-on of the IGCT happens in
parallel with the turn-off of the diode. During this transition, diode acts as a short circuit with the
di/dt limited by the inductive elements in the commutation circuit. A diode will not start blocking
voltage until the depletion region starts building up at its junction, and for this to happen, a certain
amount of current has to go in the opposite direction of its forward conduction. The negative diode
current extracts the carriers from the body of the diode and reaches its peak when the depletion
region starts forming at the junction. The described process is called the reverse recovery of the diode.
The peak negative current of the diode is hence called maximum reverse recovery current.

Reverse recovery current flows through the IGCT in its forward conducting direction and can assume
values much higher that the maximum rated value for the IGCT. The diode’s maximum reverse
recovery current is strongly dependent on the di/dt during its turn-off process and, if left unlimited, it
can easily lead to the destruction of the diode. High values of the maximum reverse recovery current
also produce high power losses in the IGCT which can lead to the localized hotspots on the wafer of
the IGCT, leading to the destruction of the device.

In case of the IGBT semiconductor, di/dt during the turn-on can easily be regulated from the gate
terminal. External resistor is placed between the driver supply and the gate terminal of the IGBT
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Chapter 5. Hard-switching single- and double-pulse tests

which slows down the charging of its gate capacitance and hence, limiting the current change through
the device.

An IGCT, being a thyristor based device, doesn’t have this functionality and the di/dt during turn-
on must be limited by means of external reactive elements. A discrete inductance is put into the
commutation loop to limit the rate of change of current and its value is chosen based on the maximum
di/dt an accompanying diode can withstand. Relatively high value of this inductance is unacceptable
during the turn-off of the IGCT as the commutation loop magnetic energy will induce very high levels
of over-voltage, destroying the device. Additional elements are needed to address this new issue.

Clamp circuit is constructed and together with the di/dt limiting inductor it supports the safe hard-
switching operation of the IGCT. It is already described in the Subsection 2.3.2, with its topology
presented in Fig. 2.21(a) and the characteristic waveforms in Fig. 2.21(b). It should be noted that
the IGCT is not ready to switch (turn-on of -off) until the clamp circuit’s transient is finished which
happens when the clamp capacitor reaches the DC-link voltage.

Another limitation that must be respected comes from the gate drive unit of the IGCT. Turn-off
process of the IGCT involves commutation of the whole cathode current into the GDU. Since the
cathode current equals the load current in this instant, it is clear that the GDU has to be able to
provide the currents of up to few kA. In order to do so, the GDU employes relatively high capacitance
that requires time to charge. The usual limitation coming for the GDU of the IGCT is that 40 μs has to
pass until the device can be manipulated again.

5.2 Single-pulse test

Configuration of the test setup for performing the hard-switching single pule test is presented in Fig.
5.1(a). The same configuration is used for the double pulse testing which is addressed later.

Single pulse test is performed to characterize the turn-off of the IGCT under the hard-switching
conditions. Datasheets provide the parameters for this exact application but what datasheets miss is
the information of the device’s behavior in the relatively low current range. It is expected to have
lower switching losses with a turn-off of low current, but the dependency is not necessarily linear as
extrapolated from the datasheet values.

The duration of the turn-off process is also affected and prolongs as the current becomes lower. Charge
carriers of the conducting IGCT have to be extracted from its body for the IGCT to enter the blocking
state. Referring to the Fig. 5.1(a), the switches in the same branch mustn’t conduct simultaneously or
the DC-link short circuit is eminent and can lead to the destruction of the IGCT. In order to define a
proper value of the dead time needed between the transitions of switches in such a configuration, it
is necessary to obtain detailed information regarding the turn-off process.

Another goal of the single-pulse test is the proofing of the clamp circuit behavior and making sure
that the switching transitions and over-voltages are within the limits of the IGCT. Parasitic inductance
of the commutation loop, designated as 𝐿𝜎 in Fig. 5.1(a), greatly contributes to the first over-voltage
spike on the IGCT. The second, slower, over-voltage transient comes for the clamping capacitor and is
present until the 𝐿𝑐𝑙 magnetic energy is transferred partly to the DC-link and partly to the clamping
capacitor 𝐶𝑐𝑙.

As mentioned earlier, typically 40 μs are needed for the gate circuit to recover from turn-on or -off.
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Fig. 5.1 a) Single and double pulse test circuit b) IGCT simbol without a built-in free-wheeling diode and the
corresponding vertical cross-section (layers not to scale)

Clamp circuit should be able to finish its transient within this time frame but this is not always
practical. In order to turn-on the IGCT after it was turned off, 𝐶𝑐𝑙 should have its voltage equal to the
DC-link voltage. Then and only then is the IGCT ready to be manipulated again. The second turn-on
is found in the double-pulse test which is discussed later.

Given all of the reasons discussed, there is a necessity to first explore the turn-off behavior using the
single-pulse test. The results will later be correlated to the other experiments and it will be discussed
if the hard-switching parameters can be used for the resonant applications.

During the test, the DUT is the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 from Fig. 5.1(a). Its series connected device, 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 is not
manipulated at all during the test and is always kept in the off state (with its GDU powered but
never pulsed). The freewheeling diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 will eventually take over the load current of
the inductor 𝐿𝑚 in the moment of turn-off of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1. The test is designed using the two IGCTs
that will later be employed in the switching half-bridge configuration so that the results reflect their
mutual influence on the transition process.

The test begins by defining the turn-off current of interest from which the pulse period, or the turn-on
period 𝑡𝑂𝑁, of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is calculated based on the value of the DC-link voltage and the value of the
load inductor 𝐿𝑚 given by Eq. 5.1. When the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 turns on, a current starts rising through the
series connection of the 𝐿𝑐𝑙, 𝐿𝜎 and 𝐿𝑚. Since inductance value of 𝐿𝑚 is couple of orders of magnitude
greater than the clamp or commutation inductance, only 𝐿𝑚 is used to calculate the turn-on period of
the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 to reach the desired level of electrical current through it. During the on time of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1,
clamping diode 𝐷𝑐𝑙 and the freewheeling diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 are reverse biased and in blocking state.
Voltage on the clamping capacitor is equal to the DC-link voltage.

𝑡𝑂𝑁 =
𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓
𝑈𝐷𝐶

𝐿𝑚 (5.1)

When the desired level of current through 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is reached, the device is turned off, and kept in the
off state until the next test. Magnetic energy stored in the load inductor 𝐿𝑚 is dissipated partly within
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its internal resistance and partly on the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 free-wheeling diode. Since the IGCT receives only one
turn-on pulse, the test is called a single-pulse test.

The turn-off command on the IGCT comes from the controller unit and is manifested in the optical
signal at the IGCT’s GDU input going low. Some time is needed for this signal to propagate to the
actual electrical signals that close the paralleled MOSFETs on the GDU applying a negative bias
between the IGCT’s gate and cathode terminals (-20 V typically). The gate-cathode p-n junction, Fig.
5.1(b), experiences a reverse recovery spike (much like a regular diode) 3-4 times larger than anode
current and slowly becomes reverse biased. When it is fully reverse biased, all of the load current
flows through GDU, making cathode current equal to zero. After this moment, the blocking p-n
junction can start the voltage build up as now the IGCT behaves as the open-base BJT. It is critical
for the IGCT operation that main voltage build up starts after the gate-cathode p-n junction 𝐽3, Fig.
5.1(b), has been reverse biased or the IGCT will be destroyed.

Blocking 𝑛− base region starts the sweep out of the carries with the constant load current until the
anode to cathode voltage reaches the DC-link value. Commutation of the load current from the IGCT
to the free-wheeling diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 is initiated and an over-voltage spike, originating from the
inductance of the commutation loop 𝐿𝜎 will appear.

Clamp inductor, much smaller in the inductance than 𝐿𝑚, is still much higher than than the commuta-
tion inductance 𝐿𝜎. As the load current commutates to the free-wheeling diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 so does
the current from 𝐿𝑐𝑙 to the clamping diode 𝐷𝑐𝑙. Diode 𝐷𝑐𝑙 stays in the conducting state unit the current
of 𝐿𝑐𝑙 falls to zero, charging the clamp capacitor to the voltage level higher than the DC-link. As long
as the 𝐷𝑐𝑙 conducts, the clamp capacitor voltage is transferred to the anode and cathode terminals of
the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 and stresses it. This over-voltage doesn’t add up to the turn-off energy losses as the IGCT’s
current have already fallen to zero but it must not exceed the rated value of the IGCT’s blocking
voltage.

After the 𝐷𝑐𝑙 turns off, being reverse biased by the difference of the clamp capacitor voltage and the
DC-link voltage, clamp capacitor starts its discharge into the DC-link, recovering the stored energy
accumulated until the clamp inductor current has fallen to zero. Role of the clamping resistor is to
damp any oscillations that can appear due to the parasitic inductance of the 𝐶𝐷𝐶 - 𝑅𝑐𝑙 - 𝐶𝑐𝑙 circuit.
When the clamp capacitor voltage has reached the DC-link value, the clamp circuit transient stops.

The information gathered from the test waveforms, whether simulated or experimental, provides the
following information:

• current and voltage waveforms for visual identification of steady state values, transition process
and eventual parasitic oscillations;

• delay between the optical command and the actual start of the turn-off;

• current turn-off delay time, as defined in Section 3.6;

• turn-off trajectory of the switch showing if the turn-off process violates the SOA limits;

• transient power loss waveform as a product of measured current and voltage of the IGCT;

• turn-off energy as an integral of the power waveform for the certain turn-off current and
DC-link voltage;

• behavior of the clamp circuit under different load currents;
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5.3. Double-pulse test

For a predefined value of the DC-link voltage, turn-off current is varied based on the period of the one
pulse that is calculated before the execution of the test (done in the PEC controller). Test is executed
at predefined temperature: room temperature for the purposes of the IGCT’s behavior under the
start up conditions or ”hot” temperature for the insight in the future steady state operation. The
temperature is defined externally, by heating or cooling down the heat sink fluid. Manufacturer’s
datasheet usually defines ”hot” temperature as 115 ℃ but the actual operating conditions of the IGCT
may vary.

The test is executed in a successive manner for the turn-off currents of interest and with enough
time between the test to allow for the temperature of the junction to settle down to the 30 ℃. As the
length of the current triangular pulse through the DUT does not make a significant rise in its junction
temperature, all the results are assumed to be obtained at the temperature of 30 ℃. High temperature
values could not be obtained in the experiment because there was no heating equipment installed in
the pumping unit of the heat exchange circuit. Simulations with the TCAD software were performed
at 30 ℃ and 115 ℃.

5.3 Double-pulse test

An industrial standard for characterizing the semiconductor switching devices is the double-pulse
test where the device under test can be turned on or off in a controlled and safe manner. Turn-on
and turn-off waveforms of the current and voltage of the switch are transformed by the means of
respective high-precision transducers to the voltage signals ready to be fed into high-bandwidth
high-resolution oscilloscope where digital data is acquired and saved for further analysis. Rate of the
rise of current and voltage, respective overshoots, SOA conformity trajectories, switching losses and
delay times are just some of the parameters that can be obtained with this test.

The circuit diagram for this particular test is the same as the one used in the single-pulse test presented
in Fig. 5.1(a) with the parameters of the different components listed in the Table 5.1 and the details
regarding the device under test given in Table 5.2.

A typical pulse pattern for the double-pulse test is shown in the Fig. 5.2 with expected current and
voltage waveforms of the DUT. Before applying the pulse pattern, DC-link capacitors (𝐶𝐷𝐶) and the

tON1 tOFF tON2

iT

uT

cs

t

t

t

Fig. 5.2 Typical double pulse transient waveforms: 𝑐𝑠 - command signal, 𝑢𝑇 - IGCT voltage with short
commutation spike and longer clamping capacitor over-voltage, 𝑖𝑇 - IGCT current with a diode reverse recovery
spike
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Tab. 5.1 Electrical parameters of the single- and double-pulse test circuit from Fig. 5.1(a)

Parameter Value Parameter Value
𝐷𝑐𝑙 5SDF 0545F 𝐶𝐷𝐶 2.6 mF
𝐶𝑐𝑙 8 μF 𝐿𝑚 5.4 mH
𝑅𝑐𝑙 2 Ω IGCT 5SHX 1445H
𝐿𝑐𝑙 9 μH 𝐿𝜎 500 nH

clamp capacitor (𝐶𝑐𝑙) are charged to 2.5 kV, the voltage level used for single IGCT tests. The first, long
turn-on pulse is then applied to the IGCT under test in order to build up the current through the load
inductor (𝐿𝑚) to the level of interest for the experiment.

Duration of the first on pulse, 𝑡𝑂𝑁1 in Fig. 5.2, is calculated based on the desired test current level and
should be long enough so that the carrier distribution along the semiconductor reaches equilibrium.
The IGCT is then turned off, and the current of its branch is commutated to the free-wheeling diode
of 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 to support the load current. In the same time, clamp inductor’s (𝐿𝑐𝑙) current starts to flow
through the series connection of the clamp diode (𝐷𝑐𝑙) and clamp capacitor (𝐶𝑐𝑙). This fast transient
results in the over-voltage (first over-voltage spike, Fig. 5.2) caused by the discharge of the magnetic
energy stored in the parasitic inductance of the commutation loop.

The process is then followed by the clamp inductor magnetic energy being transferred to the clamp
capacitor (𝐶𝑐𝑙), increasing its voltage above the DC-link voltage level. The second and slower over-
voltage transient measured across the IGCT is due to the 𝐶𝑐𝑙 charging and 𝐷𝑐𝑙 being forward biased
until the current through the clamp inductor falls to zero. At this moment, 𝐷𝑐𝑙 becomes reverse biased
by the difference in voltages between 𝐶𝑐𝑙 and the DC-link and the IGCT voltage becomes equal to the
DC-link voltage while the 𝐶𝑐𝑙 continues to discharge into the DC-link capacitors through resistor 𝑅𝑐𝑙,
recovering some of the switching energy. The turn-off transient of the IGCT is recorded during this
short commutation period.

After the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 turns off, the current of the load inductor flows through the free-wheeling diode of
the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 and the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is kept in the off state for a certain amount of time which is much shorter
than the turn-on period. The duration of the off period, 𝑡𝑂𝐹𝐹, should be long enough so that the clamp
circuit reaches a steady state i.e. current through 𝐿𝑐𝑙 is zero and 𝐶𝑐𝑙 voltage is equal to the DC-link
voltage. The minimum off time of the integrated gate driver unit should also be respected when
defining the 𝑡𝑂𝐹𝐹 (usually 40 μs). The information regarding the clamp-circuit transient duration was
previously obtained by the single-pulse tests.

Tab. 5.2 Basic datasheet values of the reverse conducting IGCT found in the test setup

IGCT Reverse Diode
Manufacturer ABB ABB

Model 5SHX 1445H 5SHX 1445H
Blocking voltage 5500 V 5500 V

𝑉𝐷𝐶 3300 V -
𝐼𝑇𝐺𝑄𝑀 900 A -
𝐼𝐹𝐴𝑉𝑀 - 170 A

Treshold Voltage 1.65 V 2.53 V
Slope Resistance 2 mΩ 4.3 mΩ
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5.4. TCAD simulation results

The 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is then turned on again for the predefined amount of time, 𝑡𝑂𝑁2 in order the record the
turn-on transient as well. The turn-on current at this moment is practically equal to the turn-off
current due to low ohmic resistance of the load inductor 𝐿𝑚.

The current rise through the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is limited by the clamp inductor (it cannot be controlled by the
gate unit) and at the same time, through the free-wheeling diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 protecting it from an
excessive di/dt. The voltage across the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 falls to zero much before its current builds up since
all of the DC-link voltage is present across the clamp inductor, providing nearly zero turn-on losses.
When the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 takes over the load current, the diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 starts its reverse recovery process
which is observed as a current spike in the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1’s current waveform. After 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 diode turns off,
current through the load inductor starts rising again during the period 𝑡𝑂𝑁2. Minimum on time of the
integrated gate driver unit should be respected here to allow for the safe turn-off (usually 40 μs, same
as minimum off time). After the second turn-off, the IGCT is not pulsed again, and the load inductor’s
(𝐿𝑚) magnetic energy is dissipated in its internal resistance and on the free-wheeling diode of the
𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2.

The described test, when executed for a predefined set of switching currents, different temperatures
or different DC-link voltages, is a very safe and practical way for obtaining the device switching
characteristics before implementing it in a final design. It should be noted that there has to be certain
period of time between the individual tests in order to avoid the self-heating of the DUT, leading to
the corrupted measurement data or potential thermal runaway if the external heating is used.

5.4 TCAD simulation results

A TCAD simulation model of the IGCT, corresponding to the device in the test setup, was developed
and provided by the industrial partner. The model was developed and simulated using the Synopsis
Sentaurus TCAD simulation package. This software simulation tool uses the finite element method
for solving the fundamental partial differential equations (transport and diffusion equations) that
model the silicon wafer of the switching device. Additionally, it is possible to interface the TCAD
model of the IGCT with the SPICE model of the surrounding circuit of interest, providing great insight
into the internal semiconductor behavior under the given circuit conditions.
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Fig. 5.3 a) RC-IGCT wafer b) single GCT finger c) vertical cross-section of the GCT part. [108]
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Geometry of the finite element problem is based on the simplified geometry of the actual IGCT device,
part number 5SHX 1445H, later employed in the physical test setup. Fig. 5.3(a) shows the typical IGCT
wafer outside of its press-pack package with its surface covered by many stripe-like GCT fingers, and
the gate drive contact ring at half a radius distance from center. Fig. 5.3(b) shows one of these fingers
zoomed in, where the metal contact of the cathode terminal can be identified. Vertical cross-section
of two adjacent fingers is presented in Fig. 5.3(c) which was used as the base for the development of
the TCAD model. In order to decrease the execution time of the TCAD model, only one half of the
finger’s vertical cross section is considered. Implementation of the full IGCT geometry would be very
time consuming in terms of implementation and execution, without considerable gain in the model’s
accuracy. Only one quarter of the geometry presented in Fig. 5.3(c) is implemented in the 2D model,
with symmetrical boundary conditions defined along the left and right edges. Final values of the full
IGCT wafer are later obtained by using proper upscale coefficients.

It should be noted here that Fig. 5.3(c) shows only the basic idea of the IGCT’s vertical cross-section
and is not to scale with the actual device. True geometry and doping profiles of the switch could not
be presented due to the confidentiality of the data.
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Fig. 5.4 Schematic of the simulated single- and double-pulse test circuit with the IGCT implemented as a
TCAD model

The TCAD model is later nested within the SPICE circuit as shown in Fig. 5.4, simulating the typical
behavior during the single-pulse test. As mentioned earlier, parameters for the TCAD modeled IGCT
are set to correspond to the actual device used in the test setup with its basic details given the Table
5.2. In order to resemble the actual test setup, SPICE model parameters are matched to the actual
test setup parameters as listed in Table 5.1. The diodes 𝐷𝑓 𝑤 and 𝐷𝑐𝑙 are defined as ideal diodes in
the SPICE model since the TCAD versions were unavailable, limiting the simulation to obtaining
only the turn-off waveforms of the IGCT. IGCT turn-on current waveform, simulated with the ideal
free-wheeling diode, would miss the typical current overshoot coming from the reverse recovery of
the 𝐷𝑓 𝑤. Absence of the reverse recovery spike would provide wrong current waveform and cause an
underestimation of the turn-on losses (which are already low due to zero voltage turn-on).

The load inductor is modeled as a constant current source 𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑, which is a good approximation for the
time scales of interest. The commutation loop inductance is simulated by placing a lumped inductor
𝐿𝜎 in the commutation loop and its value is set to reflect the conditions of the actual test setup. Clamp
circuit parameters also correspond the test setup and are summarized in the Table 5.1. The DC-link is
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.5 Simulated turn-off current and voltage waveforms at juction temperature of a) 30 ℃ and b) 115 ℃

modeled as a constant voltage source with a 2.5 kV output voltage.

During the simulation runs, the turn-off current of the IGCT was varied under the two operating
temperatures, 30 ℃ and 115 ℃. Temperatures are chosen to correspond to the inlet of the cooling
fluid (30 ℃) and maximum operating temperature of the DUT in the test setup. The former initial
condition simulates the process under the start-up phase of the converter, and later simulates the
device’s behavior during the steady state operation. The DC-link voltage level is kept constant at 2.5
kV in all cases.

Hard switched IGCT turn-off current and voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 5.5(a) at 30 ℃ and
Fig. 5.5(b) at 115 ℃. These waveforms, representing one turn-off process at the particular switching
current value, are plotted using the same color, offering easier identification to the reader. Both
figures show the trend of prolongation of the turn-off process with the decrease in turn-off current
value and generally slower turn-off transients at the higher temperature.

Lower currents tend to extract the charges from the drift region slower, whereas at higher temperature,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.6 IGCT turn-off trajectories at a) 30 ℃ and b) 115 ℃, demonstrating the SOA conformity

extraction is slower due to the decreased mobility of charges. At the lowest value of 50 A it can be
noticed that the voltage increases its 𝑑𝑣/𝑑𝑡 abruptly due to the fast increase of the electric field in
the n-drift region which happens due to the fact that low number of stored charge carriers from this
region get extracted/recombined before the commutation of load current takes place.

The turn-off SOA limits of the IGCT are defined by the manufacturer and it is a common practice to
investigate whether the turn-off trajectory stays within the boundaries of safe operation. No extremes
were shown by the simulation and the trajectories conform to the SOA limits as shown in Fig. 5.6(a)
and Fig. 5.6(b).

Duration of the IGCT’s turn-off is described with the parameter 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 - turn-off delay time, defined as
the period of time between the moment of application of the turn-off command at the gate driver’s
optical input and the moment of the IGCT’s current falling to the 40% of the conduction current
value at the time of the turn-off command application. The definition of the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 is set forth in the
manufacturer’s application note [109]. It should be noted that the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 period, as defined, includes
four sub-periods, depicted on the experimental example waveform in Fig. 3.12(a) and described in
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.7 Simulated turn-off power waveforms at juction temperature of a) 30 ℃ and b) 115 ℃, used for energy
loss estimation

detail in Section 3.6. The value of the turn-off current predominantly effects the third sub-period
- 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 3, when the recombination and/or carrier extraction takes place; the other sub-periods are
relatively independent of the turn-off current. The parameter 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 is plotted against the turn-off
current in Fig. 5.8(a) for the junction temperatures of 30 ℃ and 115 ℃.

The transient turn-off power losses of the IGCT, calculated as the product of the anode current and
anode-cathode voltage drop, are shown in Fig. 5.7(a) and Fig. 5.7(b) for 30 ℃ and 115 ℃ respectively.
The trend of increase of the power losses with the increase of the turn-off current is also evident. The
energy lost during one turn-off transition is calculated by integrating the power loss curves from
Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b), and the results are presented in Fig. 5.8(b) for the two temperatures of interest.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.8 a) Turn-off current delay time and b) turn-off energy losses, extracted from the simlated waveforms

5.5 Experimental results

All the experimental data regarding the turn-on and turn-off switching is gathered at a temperature
of 30 ℃ and DC-link of 2.5 kV. Higher test temperatures could not be achieved because of the lacking
of the heating elements on the device under test. The test waveforms are organized in a way so that
they correspond as close as possible to the TCAD simulation waveforms.

Turn-on current and voltage waveforms are presented in Fig. 5.9(a) with the zero on the time axis
representing the moment of the turn-on signal being applied to the IGCT’s gate driver input. Transient
voltage behavior in terms of delay and fall time, shows no correlation with the value of the current
being turned on. Same is observed with the rate of change of current, being limited only by the
clamping inductor (𝐿𝑐𝑙, Fig. 5.1(a)). A relatively high current spike is observed due to the reverse
recovery of the free-wheeling diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2, Fig. 5.1(a), which is slowly increasing in value as
the turn-on current increases. The turn-on power losses shown in Fig. 5.9(b) are negligible due to the
clamp circuit slowing down the turn-on process in order to protect the free-wheeling diode during its
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turn-off.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.9 a) Experimental current and voltage waveforms at turn-on at 30 ℃ b) corresponding power loss
turn-on waveforms at 30 ℃, calculated as the product of current and votage across the device

In the hard switching application of the IGCT, a clamping circuit is required. During the turn-on of
the IGCT, its gate driver is unable to control the di/dt of the anode current, in contrast to that of the
IGBT. The excessive di/dt during the IGCT’s turn-on in a clamp-less circuit would be fatal for the
free-wheeling diodes which turn-off during this time. The role of the external clamping inductor 𝐿𝑐𝑙
is to lower the di/dt value to an acceptable level that free-wheeling diodes are designed for. Since
all the DC-link voltage appears across the clamp inductor during the IGCT’s turn-on process (Fig.
5.9(a)), IGCT’s voltage is practically zero during this period and the ZVS is achieved. For this very
reason, a turn-on SOA is generally not defined for the IGCT.

Low current turn-off events of the IGCT are shown in Fig. 5.10(a). Correlation between turn-off
current and the rate of change of the IGCT blocking voltage is evident and positive in this case i.e.
higher the turn-off current, higher the rate of change of the blocking voltage. High frequency ringing
is present in the voltage waveforms at very low turn-off current levels due to the abrupt build-up
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.10 a) Experimental current and voltage waveforms at turn-off at 30 ℃ b) corresponding power loss
turn-off waveforms at 30 ℃, calculated as the product of current and votage across the device

Fig. 5.11 IGCT turn-off trajectories at 30 ℃ and, demonstrating the SOA conformity while confirming the
TCAD simulation results
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.12 a) Turn-off current delay time and b) turn-off energy losses, estimated from the experiment

of the electric field in the n- region of the IGCT’s body (𝑑𝑣/𝑑𝑡 suddenly increases) caused by fast
extraction/recombination of relatively low number of stored charge carriers. The overall duration
of the turn-off process shortens as the turn-off current increases. This behavior is described by the
turn-off delay time graph, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 in the Fig. 5.12(a). Power losses of the switch are presented in Fig.
5.10(b), increasing as the turn-off current increases. Turn-off trajectories are shown in Fig. 5.11 and
confirm that the current and voltage values fall deeply within the allowed limits. This result was
already predicted by the TCAD simulation waveforms.

Energy losses during the turn-off and turn-on period are plotted as graphs in Fig. 5.12(b) where a
positive correlation between turn-off current and the turn-off energy loss is clearly visible. The same
figure shows the turn-on energy losses being significantly lower than the turn-off losses, justifying
the fact that the turn-on losses could be neglected during the design phase of the converter including
the IGCT as the switching element.

Analyzing the obtained results in contrast with a typical hard switched application of the IGCT
under test (4.6 J for 900 A turn-off), it can be noticed that much lower values of the energy losses are
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obtained. Even though the switches in the LLC-SRC turn-off in a hard switching manner, the load
current in that instant is much lower than typical and significantly brings down the turn-off energy
losses. Further, this means that by predefining the low turn-off current in the design stage of the
LLC-SRC, low turn-off energy losses are to be obtained during the normal operation of the converter
and depending on the application requirements of the LLC-SRC, low switching losses present the
designer opportunity to have a very efficient circuit switching at a relatively low frequency, or a very
compact converter switching at a relatively high frequency.

Increase of the switching frequency, offered on the account of low turn-off energy losses, is also
limited by the turn-off duration of the IGCT. As the turn-off period of the switch (𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓) increases,
maximum switching frequency of the LLC-SRC decreases so the trade-off between the high switching
frequency and low turn-off energy losses has to made. The optimization process goes beyond the
scope of this thesis and can be the basis for the future research.

Comparing the experimental results and the TCAD simulation data, differences in the parameters
are clearly noticed. It should be noted that he simulations are to provide a qualitative trend of the
IGCT performance at low currents and not quantitative i.e. it was never intended to perfectly match
the two sets of the results. Qualitatively, the trends match and very close estimate of the device
behavior through simulations is achieved. The charge in the models depends on the anode injection
efficiency, its temperature coefficient and lifetime which will be very hard to match under all operating
conditions. To get the exact match, the model will have to be re-calibrated only for lower currents.
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5.6 Conclusions

Single and double-pulse tests were described together with their circuit implementations. The TCAD
simulation model was presented and results were obtained with the parameters of the actual test
setup. The simulated waveforms presented invaluable initial insight into the switching operation of
the IGCT and greatly helped in the timing of the actual experiment. Experimental results were also
summarized under the operating conditions closely matching the TCAD simulation model results.
Trends observed in the simulation are confirmed by the experimental data even though there are
discrepancies between simulated and measured waveforms.

Hard-switching behavior at low currents of the IGCT is presented and was inspired by the need to
understand the performance of the device under these particular conditions. TCAD simulation results
are backed up by the experimental data obtained from the dedicated test setup. Simulation waveforms
correctly predict the semiconductor’s behavior with more conservative parameters extracted. Turn-on
and turn-off transients are discussed along with its impact in the application of the IGCT in the
LLC-SRC.

Very low turn-off losses coupled with zero voltage turn-on allow for the increase of the switching
frequency of the prospective LLC-SRC used as a DC-DC transformer. On the other hand, low current
in combination with high temperature prolongs the turn-off period rendering increased requirements
for dead time selection in the final converter design, potentially limiting the increase of the switching
frequency. During the converter design process, the worst case scenario 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 and 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓 curves should
be used while the typical ones should be used for the efficiency estimation. Technology curve
of the IGCT can also be tailored in collaboration with the device manufacturer to meet the design
requirements. Further sections will report on IGCT performance in the high power resonant operation
conditions.
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6
Single and double resonant pulse test

Switching tests with resonant currents are presented in this chapter. Two tests were developed and
described, starting with the proof of operation using a piecewise linear approximation simulation tool
and continued with the TCAD simulation. The former provided insight into the resonant operation modes
of the test setup and served as a basis for its control while the latter yielded results regarding the internal
behavior of the IGCT. Initial current and voltage waveforms at turn-on and turn-off were used to extract
the operation parameter such as turn-off delay time and turn-off switching losses. The information was
later used as a baseline for the comparison with the experimental data obtained from a physical test
setup. Observations and conclusions are summarized at the end of the chapter.

6.1 Introduction

Inspired by the single- and double-pulse testing procedures for hard switching, two testing procedures
are developed for the resonant operation of the IGCT. As the first step, only one IGCT in the half-
bridge is manipulated followed by the single switching of the both IGCTs in the half bridge. These
tests are named single and double resonant pulse respectively.

In order to check the behavior of the circuit, a numerical simulation was implemented for the both
types of tests. Fig. 6.1(a) shows the simulation circuit where only the bottom IGCT is manipulated.
Example waveforms are presented in Fig. 6.1(b).

At the start of the simulation, DC-link capacitor is already at its nominal voltage of 2.5 kV and
capacitor 𝐶𝑟 is pre-charged to a level of 𝑈𝑐0 which will produce a desired level of resonant current
amplitude in the circuit. How much should a 𝐶𝑟 be charged before the test is calculated based on the
following equation:

𝑈𝑐0 = ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟
√

𝐿𝑟
𝐶𝑟

(6.1)

where 𝐼𝐿𝑟 is the amplitude of the resonant current, 𝑈𝑐0 is the resonant capacitor pre-charge voltage
for the predefined value of 𝐼𝐿𝑟, dictated by the test.

The lower IGCT is then pulsed for a certain period of time. This turn-on period is predefined so that
it is longer than one half of the period of resonant frequency of the tank. As to how much it needs to
be longer, that is decided during the design process of the LLC-SRC, for which the test is performed,
and it should correspond to the required ratio of switching to resonant frequency.
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Fig. 6.1 a) Numerical simulation circuit for the signle resonant pulse test analysis b) simulation waveforms
for the single resonant pulse example

In the test setup built for testing purposes, 𝐶𝑟 and 𝐿𝑟 have discrete values so that resonant frequency
is varied in discrete steps. Table 4.3, from Chapter 4 summarizes all the possible combinations and
resulting resonant frequencies. Magnetizing inductor can also be varied discretely, allowing for the
variation of the turn-off current of the IGCT. Table 4.2 outlines the operational parameters of the 𝐿𝑚
inductor, such as inductance values and saturation currents.

When 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 is turned on, current starts to build up in the inductor 𝐿𝑚, linearly with time. At the
same time 𝐷2 becomes forward biased and resonance starts discharging 𝐶𝑟 through 𝐿𝑟. The sum of
these two currents flows through 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2, mimicking the loading of the IGCT in the LLC-SRC.

Resonance stops before the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 is turned off. Capacitor 𝐶𝑟 is now negatively charged, reverse
biasing 𝐷2 diode and the resonance cannot continue. Only the magnetizing current flows through the
𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 before it is finally turned off. Turn-off process is instantaneous in this simulation with no losses
or voltage overshoots. Magnetizing inductor current 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡), being negative, instantly commutates to
the free-wheeling diode 𝐷𝑖1 of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 shown in Fig. 6.1(a). The diode 𝐷1 becomes forward biased
and, for a certain amount of time, new resonance starts until the two currents 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) and 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) become
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Fig. 6.2 a) Numerical simulation circuit for the double resonant pulse analysis test b) simulation waveforms
for the double resonant pulse example

equal. Blocking voltage of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 is equal to the DC-link voltage during this period.

After the current of 𝐷𝑖1 falls to zero, this diode becomes reverse biased by the 𝐶𝑟 voltage, now negative
and stops conducting. The half-bridge is in the off state and 𝐿𝑚 discharges back to the DC-link through
the diode 𝐷1. When 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) falls to zero a new steady state is reached, same as the in the beginning of
the test.

The single resonant pulse numerical simulation proves that the circuit operation grants the mimicking
of the turn-off process of the IGCT as present in the LLC-SRC operation. The switch is flooded with
sinusoidal current, turned off conducting only the magnetizing current and, after the turn-off, block
the full DC-link voltage.

Turn-on is, however, different from the LLC-SRC operation. In the single resonant pulse test, the
load current of the IGCT starts from zero whereas during the steady state operation of the LLC-SRC,
it starts from -𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓, as described in Chapter 3. Turn-on of the IGCT is under ZVS condition i.e. its
free-wheeling diode takes over the current first, clamping the voltage over the IGCT practically to
zero. The IGCT takes over the conduction after the zero crossing of the resonant current. Single
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resonant pulse test doesn’t capture this behavior so the double resonant pulse test is derived.

Fig. 6.2(a) shows the simulation circuit for this test and the characteristic waveforms are presented in
Fig. 6.2(b). Device under test is again 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 but now both IGCTs in the half-bridge are manipulated
i.e. both are turned on and off once.

In order to bring the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 into more realistic loading state, 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is turned on first. The initial
conditions are the same as in the previous case: DC-link charged to the test voltage (2.5 kV), 𝐶𝑟
charged for the desired 𝐼𝐿𝑟. Pulse duration of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is half of the turn-on period of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2
which is half of the desired switching frequency period. Switching frequency is still lower than the
resonant frequency and their ratio is defined based on the desired operating point of the prospective
LLC-SRC.

After the turn-on of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1, current 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) starts to build up. Diodes 𝐷1 and 𝐷2 are reverse biased
so no resonance can start yet. Device under test, 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is blocking the full DC-link voltage. After
one quarter of the switching frequency period (conduction time of 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1), 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is turned off and
𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) current is commutated to the free-wheeling diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2. Resonance starts as well and
sum of the 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) and 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) flows through the free-wheeling diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2. The current 𝑖𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 as
defined in Fig. 6.2(a) rises from negative value towards zero. Before this current reaches zero, 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2
is turned on.

In the simulation, 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 can be turned on right after the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 turns off. In the practical application
this is not possible as it takes a certain amount of time for the turn-off process to finish and 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 is
turned on after a certain dead-time has passed. In order to avoid discontinuity in the resonant current,
dead-time period should not be longer than the time needed for the 𝑖𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 to reach zero value. If the
bottom IGCT is pulsed before 𝑖𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 zero crossing, than the 𝑖𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 naturally changes sign (to positive)
and starts flowing through the IGCT, supporting resonance in the resonant tank.

After the resonance stops, 𝐷2 stops conducting under the influence of the negative 𝐶𝑟 voltage. Magne-
tizing current flows through the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 and the process continues as under the single resonance pulse
test simulation. The described circuit behavior is mimicking the LLC-SRC operation more closely
giving insight into both turn-on and turn-off process.

One of the drawbacks of the piecewise linear approximation is that the switch is modeled as an
ideal element with current and voltage changes happening instantly. As this is a huge advantage
in execution time of a simulation, it neglects the switching transient of the IGCT. General behavior
of the circuit is tested this way and theoretical assumptions about its operation are confirmed. For
the proper selection of a dead-time and estimation of switching losses and voltage overshoots, the
different type of simulation tool is required and this is where a TCAD simulation comes into play.

6.2 Single resonant pulse test - TCAD simulation

Previous section has described the basic operation of the test circuit for testing the IGCT in the
resonant mode of operation. It is going to serve as the basis for definition of the pre-flooding
condition of the IGCT before the turn-off takes place. Similar analysis of the pre-flooding influence
on the switching characteristics of the semiconductor switch is presented in [81], but for the high
voltage IGBT switch.

The TCAD model of the test IGCT used is the same from the single and double pulse simulation,
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Fig. 6.3 Single resonant pulse test diagram with a SPICE model of the circuit and TCAD model of the IGCT

with modified SPICE circuit environment. The surrounding circuit is presented in Fig. 6.3 with
the parameters as described in the Table 6.1. Since only the turn-off transient is of interest for this
simulation, current source 𝐼𝐶𝑀𝐷 was used for defining the load current of the IGCT in the circuit.

Load current of the IGCT, during the single resonant pulse test is the sum of the magnetizing inductor
current 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) and resonant tank current 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡). Magnetizing inductor current is linear in nature, as
depicted in Fig. 6.1(b) whereas the resonant tank current is sinusoidal. Current source is used instead
of the full SPICE circuit in order to reduce calculation time of the model and focus on the turn-off
transient. Its commanded current equation is given in Table 6.1 for the two distinct sub-periods:
before and after 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) falls to zero.

The parameters 𝐼𝐿𝑟, 𝑓𝑟 = 1/𝑇𝑟, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 and 𝑇𝑠 are identified as a potential influencing parameters for the
turn-off process of the IGCT and simulations are performed to test this influence. 𝐼𝐿𝑟 and 𝑓𝑟 are used to
define the amplitude and the period of the resonant current influencing the charge distribution across
the body of the IGCT during conduction. Combination of 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 and 𝑇𝑠 parameters define the value
of the current at the moment of the turn-off of the IGCT, major contributing factor in the turn-off
transient in the hard-switching application.

Commutation loop is simulated using two lumped inductors whose sum practically represents the
commutation loop of the test setup. They are present in the circuit to account for the over-voltages
present over the IGCT during its turn-off process. The diode 𝐷𝑓 𝑤 is an ideal circuit element.

Tab. 6.1 Circuit parameters used in the single resonant pulse test TCAD simulation

Parameter Value
𝑈𝐷𝐶 1250 V
𝐿𝜎 200 nH
𝐷𝑓 𝑤 Ideal diode
IGCT 5SLD 0600J65010
𝐼𝐶𝑀𝐷 for 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑟

2
, ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 sin(2𝜋𝑓𝑟𝑡) +

𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓
𝑇𝑠𝑤

𝑡

𝐼𝐶𝑀𝐷 for 𝑇𝑟
2
≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑠𝑤

2
, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓

𝑇𝑠𝑤
𝑡
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6.2.1 Variation of 𝐼𝐿𝑟 and 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓
First simulations are performed with the constant switching and resonant pulses, corresponding to
𝑓𝑠 = 1250 Hz and 𝑓𝑟 = 1389 Hz, to explore the influence of the resonant current amplitude 𝐼𝐿𝑟 and
the turn-off current on the turn-off transient. Fig. 6.4(a) shows the different simulations where
resonant current amplitude 𝐼𝐿𝑟 was varied with constant current turn-off at constant conduction
period. Fig. 6.4(b) shows the turn-off transient of the IGCT. It should be noted that simulation with
𝐼𝐿𝑟 = 0 corresponds to the typical hard-switching scenario described in Chapter 5. Small artificial bias
was added to the turn-off waveforms in Fig. 6.4(b), in post-processing, to avoid the overlapping of the
waveforms since the obtained voltage and current waveforms are equal in value for different resonant
current amplitudes.

Turn-off process being invariant of 𝐼𝐿𝑟 suggests that a typical double pulse data found in the datasheet
of the device could be used in the design stage of the converter, given that it is available for the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.4 a) Pre-flooding of the IGCT with varied resonant current amplitude and constant turn-off current
𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 150 A b) IGCT turn-off votage and current waveforms, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 150 A; 𝑓𝑠 = 1250 Hz and 𝑓𝑟 = 1389 Hz in both
cases.
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low values of the load current. The information regarding turn-off losses at low currents might be
included in the datasheet but further testing is still needed regarding the duration of the turn-off
process described by the turn-off delay time 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓.

The typical hard-switching behavior of the IGBT is quite different compared to quasi-sinusoidal
pre-flooding, as discussed in [81]. It is observed that more excessive charge gets stored as the load
increases (higher 𝐼𝐿𝑟) when compared to the same level of turn-off current in hard-switching mode.
The stored charge increase is reflected in higher turn-off losses and longer turn-off periods.

For the given set of simulation data for the IGCT, Fig. 6.4(a) and 6.4(b), turn-off behavior is invariant
of the pre-flooding and same in both hard-switching and resonant loading conditions. However, it
should be noted that the conduction time of the IGCT considered during the simulation is much
longer than its recombination time constant so it is safe to assume that the shape of the conduction
current of the IGCT has no influence on the stored charge; it depends only on the turn-off current
value. Analysis performed in [110] for the IGBT suggests similar results.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.5 a) Pre-flooding of the IGCT at constant resonant current ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 = 800 A b) IGCT turn-off voltage and
current waveforms at constant resonant current ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 = 800 A and different turn-off currents
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Further simulations are performed with the constant resonant current amplitude and pulse duration,
but with different turn-off current, Fig. 6.5(a). It is observed that decrease of the turn-off current
extends the time needed for the IGCT to successfully enter the blocking state i.e. lower the turn-off
current, longer the turn-off delay time (𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓) shown in the Fig. 6.5(b). The parameter 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 should
not change considerably during the steady state operation of the converter since the turn-off current
is fixed and defined during the design process (there is still a variation with temperature) but its
knowledge and prediction is crucial on the choice of resonant frequency of the LLC-SRC and proper
dead time definition.

6.2.2 Variation of switching and resonant frequency

For the next set of simulations, switching and resonant frequency of the tank were increased to 𝑓𝑠 =
4200 Hz and 𝑓𝑟 = 4600 Hz respectively. Fig. 6.6 shows the maximum resonant current variation with
constant turn-off current of 100 A and Fig. 6.7 shows the same loading profile for the turn-off at 50 A.
The transient behavior of the current and voltage of the IGCT after the turn-off signal is applied, for
both 50 A and 100 A turn-off, are shown in Fig. 6.8(a). Commutation inductance is increased in this
cases to 400 nH.

Even at elevated frequency of operation, shape of the resonant current does not influence the turn-off
process as shown in the Fig. 6.8(a). The same figure also depicts the major influence of turn-off
current on the duration of the turn-off process. Turn-off delay times for the two switching currents
are:

𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓(50𝐴) = 12.5𝜇𝑠, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓(100𝐴) = 8.9𝜇𝑠 (6.2)

Comparing the turn-off transients at 100 A for the two combinations of the switching/resonant
frequencies given in Fig. 6.5(b) and Fig. 6.8(a) also suggests turn-off transient invariance with
frequency. The difference observed in the over-voltage comes from the different commutation
inductance used in the two simulations but the current waveforms are identical.

Fig. 6.6 IGCT current with different maximum resonant current peaks, constant turn-off current 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 100 A
and constant pulse duration 𝑓𝑠 = 4200 Hz
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Fig. 6.7 IGCT current with different maximum resonant current peaks, constant turn-off current 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 50 A
and constant pulse duration 𝑓𝑠 = 4200 Hz

Finally, Fig. 6.8(b) shows the transient turn-off power losses of the IGCT fromwhich turn-off switching
energies can be calculated as the area under the curve. Calculated values for the two turn-off currents
are:

𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓(50𝐴) = 0.38𝐽 , 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓(100𝐴) = 0.67𝐽 (6.3)

The turn-off energy parameters can further be used to evaluate the turn-off switching losses for the
final design of the converter at the desired frequency of operation. Referring to the Chapter 5, TCAD
model can be used to gain the initial values for the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 and 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓 to be used in dead-time and power
losses evaluation for the LLC-SRC design.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.8 a) IGCT current and voltage waveforms during turn-off at 50 A and 100 A turn-off current; resonant
current peak has no influence on the turn-off period and all current-voltage pairs look the same; b) Transient
turn-off power losses; turn-off energy loss is calculated by integrating power curves and in this case 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓(50 A)
= 0.38 J, 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓(100 A) = 0.67 J

6.3 Single and double resonant pulse test - experimental results

Thefirst tests in the resonant mode of operation are performed at relatively low switching and resonant
frequency in order to obtain the initial measurement values and prove the test setup functionality.
The connection diagram of the test setup is presented in Fig. 6.9 with the typical test waveforms
shown in Fig. 6.10(a) and Fig. 6.10(b) for single and double resonant pulse tests respectively. The
results are in line with the numerical test circuit simulation results presented in Section 6.1, Fig. 6.1(b)
and Fig. 6.2(b) and the test circuit behaves as designed.

The single resonant pulse test is started by charging the DC-link to a predefined voltage level, 2.5 kV
in this case, with the device under test being 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 from Fig. 6.9. At this point 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 and 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 are
blocking the DC-link and equally sharing the voltage among each other. At the same time, resonant
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Fig. 6.9 Connection diagram of the test setup when used in resonant pulse tests with referent directions of
the measured currents and voltages

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.10 a) Single resonant pulse test typical waveforms b) double resonant pulse test typical waveforms
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capacitor voltage is charged to a predefined level, 𝑈𝑐0, depending on the desired peak resonant current
for the particular test. Eq. 6.1 describes this dependency.

𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 is then turned on, its voltage falls to zero and its current starts building up. This current is
the sum of the magnetization inductor current 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) and the resonant tank current 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡). Resonant
current flows through the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 and diode 𝐷2 into the resonant capacitor, charging it in the opposite
direction. When it falls to zero, the resonance is stopped and only the 𝐿𝑚 current flows through the
𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 which is later turned off at the moment corresponding to the predefined value of turn-off
current. Turn-off current and voltage transient are recorded at this moment and the data is later used
for the turn-off energy estimation -𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓, turn-off delay time measurement - 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 and SOA conformity.
The small spike in the resonant current waveform 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) in Fig. 6.10(a), when it reaches zero, comes
from the reverse recovery of the 𝐷2 diode which turns off at this instant.

After the turn-off of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2, no further external manipulation of the switches is performed. When
the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 turns off, 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) commutates to the diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 and flows back to the DC-link (upper
𝐶𝐷𝐶 capacitor). Since this action lowers the voltage on the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1, diode 𝐷1 becomes positively biased
by 𝐶𝑟 voltage (which is now negative) and starts conducting current originating from the resonant
circuit i.e. new resonant cycle is started. The 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) during the 0.4 - 0.46 ms period (Fig. 6.10(a)) is the
current in the resonant circuit only (𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) flows through the diode of 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1). At 0.46 ms moment,
resonant current and 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) become equal and 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) commutates from 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 to the resonant tank.
Resonance is now stopped and 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) falls to zero under the influence of the sum of the half of the
DC-link and 𝐶𝑟 voltage. 𝐶𝑟 voltage, being negative (and much lover than the DC-link voltage), reverse
biases the diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 and it stops conducting. After the 0.46 ms moment, 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) and 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) are
equal in value and the current is fed back to the DC-link until it reaches zero.

For full emulation of LLC-SRC turn-off condition, both switches must be manipulated and this is the
second step in the resonant pulse testing. In order to achieve the same turn-off current as in the single
resonant pulse test, 𝐿𝑚 is decreased by half, while keeping the same DC-link voltage. Test starts by
pre-charging DC-link and 𝐶𝑟, as in previous step, but now 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is turned on first for the duration of
one quarter of the switching frequency period, followed by turning on the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 for the next half of
the switching period. This way, positive current is build up in the 𝐿𝑚 and after turning the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 off,
this current is commutated to the free-wheeling diode of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 and resonant current is triggered
in the 𝐿𝑟 - 𝐶𝑟 branch.

After the required dead time, defined based on the results from the single resonant pulse test, 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2
is turned on and takes over the sum of 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) and 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡). It should be noted here that 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 must be
pulsed before the moment when current in its free-wheeling diode reaches zero to ensure proper
operation. Turn-on time window grows shorter as the resonant frequency is increased and must
be taken into account in the design phase of the converter since the same effect is present there as
well. Low current turn-off shows its influence on the choice of resonant frequency: if the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 of the
𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 is too long, turning on the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 could bring the DC-link to short circuit. Designer is now
presented with a choice of lowering both resonant and switching frequencies (while keeping their
ratio constant) or increase the turn-off current.

6.3.1 Constant turn-off current

The first set of tests (Case A, single resonant pulse experiments) was performed by switching only
𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 for a fixed amount of time, 350 μs in this case, while keeping the DC-link voltage constant
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at 2.5 kV. With the fixed magnetizing inductor of 3 mH, turn-off current is held constant at 146 A,
whereas the amplitude of the resonant current was varied by pre-charging the resonant capacitor
to different voltage levels. Equation 6.1 shows the dependance between the resonant current peak
- 𝐼𝐿𝑟 and the resonant capacitor voltage before switching - 𝑈𝑐0, assuming known parameters of the
resonant circuit (given in Table 4.3 for this experiment) and lossless components. Measured current
waveforms are shown in the Fig. 6.11(a).

Second set of experiments (case B, double resonant pulse experiments) was done by manipulating
both 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 and 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 in order to achieve the zero voltage turn-on of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2. DC-link voltage
and the pulse duration are kept the same as in the previous set of experiments but with the different
magnetizing inductor of 1.5 mH in order to achieve the turn-off current of 146 A. Resonant current
peak variation was done in the same manner as in previous step and the results are presented in the
Fig. 6.11(b).

(a) 𝑓𝑠 = 1430 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 146 A

(b) 𝑓𝑠 = 1430 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 146 A

Fig. 6.11 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 resonant pulse currents with constant turn-off current: a) case A - single resonant pulse b)
case B - double resonant pulse
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Fig. 6.12(a) presents the characteristic turn-off transient waveforms of the IGCT under test (𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2).
It can be noticed that there in no significant influence of the resonant current pulse amplitude on the
turn-off waveforms in terms of turn-off delay time. Small deviation of the turn-off current values
is due to deviation of the DC-link voltage from test to test. Significant ringing in the IGCT’s anode
to cathode voltage is explained by the presence of the relatively large parasitic inductance (800 nH)
in the commutation circuit. It should be noted that TCAD simulations were performed with the
much lower parasitic inductance (200 nH). Even with this parasitic value SOA is not violated, which
is shown in Fig. 6.12(b). Power and energy losses of the switch under test are are presented in Fig.
6.13(a) and Fig. 6.13(b) respectively. It can be safe to state that under the given switch loadings,
history of the conduction current does not significantly influence the turn-off losses and the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 of
the IGCT.

(a) 𝑓𝑠 = 1430 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 146 A

(b) 𝑓𝑠 = 1430 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 146 A

Fig. 6.12 a) Turn-off transient current and voltage waveforms, cases A and B; current waveforms are falling
to zero while voltage waforms rise to 2.5 kV; b) turn-off transient current and voltage SOA conformity, cases A
and B
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(a) 𝑓𝑠 = 1430 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 146 A

(b)

Fig. 6.13 a) Turn-off power losses, cases A and B b) turn-off energy losses, Cases A and B

6.3.2 Constant resonant current amplitude

The third set of the resonant pulse experimentation was performed in order to observe the IGCT
turn-off behavior under the different turn-off currents while keeping the resonant part constant.
DC-link voltage was kept at 2.5 kV with the pulse duration of 350 μs and 480 μs, depending on the
desired turn-off current. The pulse duration of 480 μs had to be chosen for the waveform with 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓
= 100 A due to the fixed DC-link voltage and the magnetizing inductor. Current waveforms of the
𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 for the single resonant pulse set of results (Case A) are presented in Fig. 6.14(a) while Fig.
6.14(b) shows the waveforms under double resonant pulse operation (Case B), both for the three
different turn-off currents.

Detailed turn-off transients are shown in Fig. 6.15(a) presenting anode current and anode to cathode
voltage of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2. Influence of the turn-off current on the turn-off delay time is clearly visible and
suggests the same behavior as in the hard switched applications of the IGCT. Ringing in the voltage,
caused by relatively high parasitic inductance, is evident but the SOA is not violated (Fig. 6.15(b)).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.14 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 resonant pulse currents with constant resonant current amplitude a) case A - single resonant
pulse b) case B - double resonant pulse

Power and energy losses graphs, Fig. 6.16(a) and Fig. 6.16(b) respectively, show the strong influence
of the turn-off current on their values and comparison with the results from Chapter 5 (with the same
device under test) yields a conclusion that the turn-off behavior remains the same irrespective of the
mode of operation (hard switched or resonant operation). Again, pulse duration is much longer than
the recombination time constant of the IGCT.

Current and voltage waveforms are recorded using high bandwidth transducers and high resolution
oscilloscope for further analysis and parameter extraction. Temperature of the device under test is
dictated by the cooling fluid (de-ionized water) which was kept at the temperature of 30 ℃ during all
of the tests. Influence of the leakage inductance of the commutation loop was not considered in the
experiment and remained as designed among the different measurement sets.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.15 a) Turn-off transient current and voltage waveforms, cases A and B; current waveforms are falling
to zero while voltage waforms rise to 2.5 kV; b) turn-off transient current and voltage SOA conformity, cases A
and B

6.3.3 Increased switching/resonant frequency

The results obtained in the previous tests show that it is enough to perform only the single resonant
pulse test in order to characterize the turn-off behavior of the IGCT. Zero voltage turn-on is successfully
demonstrated by the double resonant pulse test and is not of interest anymore. Further testing was
done performing the single resonant pulse test with a focus on the turn-off behavior and duration.

Fig. 6.17 shows one pulse of the IGCT’s load current for the different predefined turn-off currents,
switching/resonant frequencies and peak resonant currents. In this set of experiments, only 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 is
pulsed and its current starts from zero. Resonant current amplitudes chosen for the test are 100 A, 200
A, 500 A and 890 A so that the maximum turn-off current of the IGCT under test is never exceeded.
Pulse lengths for the different resonant frequencies are set to 250 μs, 170 μs and 120 μs, corresponding
to the switching frequencies of 2000 Hz, 3000 Hz and 4200 Hz of the equivalent LLC-SRC. Resonant
frequencies of the 𝐿𝑟 - 𝐶𝑟 resonant tank are calculated to be 2300 Hz, 3250 Hz and 4600 Hz respectively
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.16 a) Turn-off power losses, cases A and B b) turn-off energy losses, cases A and B

and vary slightly from these results due to the manufacturing tolerances of the passive elements.

Turn-off transient current and voltage waveforms are presented in Fig. 6.18 with visible ringing in
the IGCT voltage due to the high parasitic inductance of the commutation loop. Referring to Fig.
6.20(a), where the turn-off delay times obtained from all of the experimental waveforms are plotted,
distribution of this parameter suggests the overall trend of decreasing the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 with increase of the
turn-off current. Measurement spreads for the particular turn-off currents could be explained by the
influence of the reverse recovery of the diode, 𝐷2 in the Fig. 6.9, on the turn-off process of the IGCT
and further measurements are needed to investigate this behavior.

With the increase of the frequency of the resonant tank and the switching frequency, their ratio
𝑓𝑠/𝑓𝑟 was kept constant that had further implications that the period of IGCT conducting only the
magnetizing current 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) was decreasing as the frequencies increased. When the resonant pulse
drops to zero there is a distinctive reverse recovery peak, superimposed on the magnetizing current,
originating from the turn-off of the diode 𝐷2. After the reverse recovery peak, the diode has started to
develop blocking voltage over its terminals but because of the turn-off happening short after (within
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(a) 𝑓𝑠 = 1840 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 100 A

(b) 𝑓𝑠 = 2940 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 140 A

(c) 𝑓𝑠 = 4120 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 100 A

Fig. 6.17 Measurement results for the three different switching frequencies, variable peak resonant current
and constant turn-off current
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(a) 𝑓𝑠 = 1840 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 100 A

(b) 𝑓𝑠 = 2940 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 140 A

(c) 𝑓𝑠 = 4120 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 100 A

Fig. 6.18 Turn-off current and voltage waveforms for variable peak resonant current and constant turn-off
current; current waveforms are falling to zero while voltage waforms rise to 2.5kV.
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10 μs), its reverse current still hasn’t fallen to zero. This transient (IGCT current is still not equal
to linear magnetizing current) affects the charge concentration as well, effectively prolonging the
turn-off process. Future experiments should be designed to let the 𝐷2 fully finish its recovery before
the IGCT is turned off.

Transient power loss waveforms are obtained by multiplying the current and voltage for the particular
turn-off transient and are presented in Fig. 6.19. Integration of these waveforms over time yields the
turn-off energy lost per pulse - 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓, summarized in Fig. 6.20(b). The graph shows the turn-off energy
as the function of turn-off current for different switching frequencies and peak resonant currents.
Switching frequency and peak resonant current show no significant influence on the 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓 but only
the turn-off current. These results are later used for power loss junction temperature rise estimation
of the IGCT half-bridge during the continuous operation.

Turn-off energy losses, defined as the area under the instantaneous power curve, are shown in Fig.
6.20(b). Spread of the measured values in case of 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓 is quite narrow suggesting that only the turn-off
current plays a role in defining the turn-off energy losses, regardless of the peak resonant current or
the resonant frequency of the tank which is inline with the TCAD results. Values estimated from the
measurement data are lower than the ones from the TCAD model due to different temperature of the
device (115 ℃ in TCAD and 30 ℃ during the test). Having the results for the turn-off energy losses, it
is easy for the designer to evaluate the turn-off power losses for the final LLC-SRC.

Design criteria for the dead-time to be longer than 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 and shorter than the anti-parallel diode
conduction time 𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑 means that the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 should be minimized at higher switching frequencies
which implies selection of the higher turn-off currents for the LLC-SRC operation. On the other
hand, higher turn-off currents cause higher turn-off switching power losses of the IGCT that further
limits the switching frequency of the converter. For the practical implementation of the LLC-SRC, a
trade-off between the switching frequency and the designed value of the turn-off current has to be
made.
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(a) 𝑓𝑠 = 1840 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 100 A

(b) 𝑓𝑠 = 2940 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 140 A

(c) 𝑓𝑠 = 4120 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 100 A

Fig. 6.19 Turn-off power transients for variable peak resonant current and constant turn-off current
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.20 a) Measured turn-off delay times for different turn-off currents and frequencies b) calculated turn-off
energy losses for different turn-off currents and frequencies

6.4 Conclusions

Simulations using the TCAD model of the of the IGCT were performed with variation of different
parameters influencing the switching behavior. The turn-off current of the IGCT is identified a major
influencing factor on the turn-off transient along with the temperature of the semiconductor junction.
Having in mind the operation of the LLC-SRC at constant input voltage, forward blocking voltage of
the IGCT was not varied.

Simulation results suggest that for the given device under test, typical datasheet values, obtained by
the manufacturer using the double pulse testing technique, could safely be used in the design process
of the DC transformer based on the LLC-SRC converter since there is no major influence of the IGCT
load current shape on the turn-off process. If the low-current switching information is not available,
a double-pulse testing can be conducted relatively easily.

Results from the TCAD simulations were tested on the experimental setup as well. The outcomes
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and measurements are in line with simulation predicted trends which also confirms the feasibility of
employing TCAD during the design process. Even if quantitatively the results are not a perfect match
due to simulation simplifications and IGCT manufacturing tolerances, general trends are confirmed.
Turn-off current being the main contributor to the duration of the turn-off process and switching
losses was carefully studied and the obtained results are used in the development of the continuous
steady state operation of the test setup, presented in the next chapter of this thesis.

Zero voltage turn-onwas successfully demonstrated as well, leading to a decrease in the total switching
losses of the prospective LLC-SRC. Double resonant pulse test yielded one more important outcome:
safe IGCT operation without a clamping circuit - a must in a hard switching applications. Natural
limitation of the rate of change of current by the resonant tank brings a huge benefit in terms of
lowering the number or parts needed for a safe and efficient operation of the LLC-SRC.

As the turn-off delay time and the turn-off switching losses limit the operating switching frequency of
the final converter, as presented in Chapter 3, characterization of the IGCTs to be used in the LLC-SRC
is highly recommended. Experimental testing showed another insight into the test circuit behavior
and that is the influence of the reverse recovery of the resonant circuit diodes. Future experiments
with the same test circuit should take this into account as well. As for the design of the LLC-SRC,
IGCTs would experience this phenomena though the reflection the reverse recovery of the output
diodes happening on the secondary side of the transformer.
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7
Continuous operation in resonant mode

Results from the test setup working continuously in the resonant mode of operation are presented in this
chapter. Circuit simulation describing the steady state operation is given first and used as a baseline for
setting up the actual circuit for the test. Basic requirements regarding the selection of the proper dead-time
and evaluation of the power losses for the IGCT of interest are also given. Results of the measurements are
summarized for the several switching frequencies: 1440 Hz, 1860 Hz, 3100 Hz and 3950 Hz. Clamp-less
operation and zero voltage turn-on of the IGCT were confirmed in the continuous mode as well, which
proved the initial theoretical considerations.

7.1 Introduction

Typically, LLC-SRC converter topology works under the fixed duty cycle of 50% and controllable
switching frequency for the output voltage regulation. Application of this topology in a solid state
transformer shows that a fixed switching frequency is preferred whereas load rejection within 5%
limit can be achieved by proper tuning of the passive components’ parameters with the switching
frequency slightly lower than the resonant frequency. This kind of operation ensures nearly constant
turn-off losses of the converter which are kept at minimum by proper selection of the turn-off current
during the design process or by further optimization of the switching element, IGCT in this case.

Lm Lr Cr
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IGCT2
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D2

UDC

UDC

iLm iLr

iIGCT2

+

-

vIGCT2

(a) (b)

Fig. 7.1 a) Equivalent circuit used for the theoretical analysis of the test setup b) typical waveforms for the
test circuit
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Simulation circuit representing the test setup is shown in the Fig. 7.1(a) and is a simplified version of
the actual circuit. DC-link is split in half and connected to the reverse conducting IGCT (IGCT and
an anti-parallel diode in the same package) half-bridge. Middle point of the DC-link is connected to
one end of the magnetizing inductor 𝐿𝑚, while the other end of the inductor connects to the output
of the half-bridge. By switching 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 and 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2, half of the DC-link voltage is applied to the 𝐿𝑚 in
an alternating manner and the triangular current 𝑖𝐿𝑚(𝑡) is established, emulating the magnetizing
current of the MFT.

The other part of the circuit is responsible for the resonance. Resonant tank, consisting of the series
connection of the 𝐿𝑟 and 𝐶𝑟 is connected to the output of the half-bridge on one end, and to the middle
point of the diode half-bridge, 𝐷1 − 𝐷2, on the other. Diode half-bridge ensures the routing of the
resonant current through the proper IGCT for the LLC-SRC current stress emulation.

During the start-up of the test setup’s continuous simulation, resonant current 𝑖𝐿𝑟(𝑡) in the 𝐿𝑟 - 𝐶𝑟
tank is started by setting the proper initial voltage of the resonant capacitor 𝐶𝑟 followed by triggering
of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 for a quarter of the switching period in order to avoid the DC bias in the 𝐿𝑚 inductor.
Since there are no power losses in the simulation model, the resonance is supported on its own during
the switching of the IGCT half-bridge. The simulation model is used to evaluate different working
points of the test setup before running the actual tests. The results of one such simulation are given
in Fig. 7.1(a) as an example to show the typical LLC-SRC current and voltage waveforms through the
switching elements, achieved by the setup not requiring operation of a full sized converter.

One of the essential requirements ensuring the safe and short-circuit resistant operation of the LLC-
SRC bridge is proper definition of the required minimum dead-time 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 for the half-bridge branch
i.e. time needed for the top IGCT to enter the blocking state before the bottom one is turned on.

Turn-off delay time parameter, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓, is defined by the manufacturer as the time between the moment
when control optical signal assumes value low (off command) and the moment when current through
the IGCT falls to the 40% of the starting value [109]. This parameter is strongly influenced by the
blocking voltage, temperature and circuit parameters and is a good indicator for the value of the
minimum required dead time for the selected IGCT switch. Simulation and experimental data is used
to measure and discuss 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 dependencies in the previous sections of this thesis (Chapters 5 and 6).

Fig. 7.2 Summary of the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 parameter obtained from TCAD and experimental turn-off waveforms
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All the measured values of the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓, shown throughout the thesis using the TCAD simulation or
the experiment, are shown in the Fig. 7.2. Experimental data show good alignment between the
hard-switching and resonant pulse experiments and these numbers are used in the estimation of
the minimum dead time required for the continuous operation of the half-bridge in the test setup.
Selection is shown the Table 7.1. Data obtained from the TCAD simulation shows rather conservative
results and will not be used for the dead time requirements definition. On the other hand, it provides
a good estimate of the increase of 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 with temperature, suggesting a 40% prolongation of the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 at
the maximum working temperature compared to the room temperature which is taken into account
regarding the continuous operation of the test setup.

Maximum limit for the dead-time requirement comes from the test setup operation. Fig. 7.1(b) shows
the typical voltage and current waveforms of the anti-parallel IGCT-diode pair in LLC-SRC with
positive current conducted by the IGCT while the negative current is being supported by the diode.
At the moment when the top IGCT, 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1, is turned off, current commutates to the bottom diode and
continues to flow through it (small negative 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 current in zoom window in Fig. 7.1(b)) until it
reaches zero. Bottom IGCT, 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2, can be turned on safely after the time needed for the top IGCT,
𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1, to enter blocking state and this should happen before the bottom diode current falls to zero
if the zero voltage turn-on of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 (and vice versa) and continuous resonant current are to be
achieved. Turn-on delay time, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑛 of the IGCT must also be respected and taken into account. Its
value is constant, as shown in Chapter 5, Fig. 5.9(a) and equal to 2.8 μs for the device under test.

Time needed for the bottom diode current to fall to zero is denoted as 𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑 and should be long enough
so that the top IGCT can be turned on safely. Analysis of the electrical circuit yields a mathematical
expression for the switch current, Eq. 7.1 (current through the IGCT and the anti-parallel diode
summed) which can be used to calculate the diode conduction time 𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑, having in mind that the
negative value represents the current flowing through the diode.

𝑖𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2(𝑡) = ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 sin(𝜔𝑟𝑡) + 4𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑡 − 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 (7.1)

𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑 is calculated under the condition that 𝑖𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2(𝑡) reaches zero at this moment, Eq. 7.2:

𝑖𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2(𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑) = 0 (7.2)

Analytical solution for 𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑 under the first order approximation is presented here (Eq. 7.3) but
numerical methods or higher order approximations can be used for improved calculation accuracy.

𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑 =
𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓

4𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑠 + 2𝜋 ̂𝐼𝐿𝑟𝑓𝑟
(7.3)

Mathematically, the dead time requirement for the zero voltage turn-on can be expressed as:

𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 < 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 < 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 + 𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑛 (7.4)
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Chapter 7. Continuous operation in resonant mode

Calculations for the diode conduction times for different continuous operation experiments are
given in the Table 7.1 together with the final selection of the 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 for the faultless operation of the
half-bridge.

Tab. 7.1 Continuous resonant operation test parameters for different experiments

Parameter Expt 1 Expt 2 Expt 3 Expt 4 Expt 5
𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1, 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 5SHX 1445H

𝐷1, 𝐷2 5SDF 10H4503
𝑈𝐷𝐶 [V] 2x 1250 2x 1250 2x 1250 2x 1250 2x 1250
𝐶𝐷𝐶 [mF] 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6
𝐶𝑟 [μF] 660 660 660 167 84
𝐿𝑟 [μH] 15 15 7.5 9.7 9.7
𝑓𝑟 [Hz] 1600 1600 2260 3950 5580
𝑓𝑠 [Hz] 1440 1440 1860 3100 3980
𝐿𝑚 [mH] 3 1.5 1.5 1.5 3
𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 [A] 70 140 100 66 26
̂𝐼𝐿𝑟 [A] 910 910 910 800 700

𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 [μs], 30 ℃ 7 6 6 8.5 9.8
Min 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 [μs], 9.8 8.4 8.4 12.7 14.7
𝑇𝐷𝑐𝑛𝑑 [μs] 7.3 14.1 7.3 3.2 1
𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑛 [μs] 2.8 2.8 2.8 3.0 3

Max 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 [μs] 14.3 19.7 12.9 12.9 12.7
𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 [μs] 10 15 10 12.8 15

7.2 Experimental results

Connection diagram for testing of the resonant operation of the IGCT in given in Fig. 7.3. The test
setup is employed in double pulse testing (Chapter 5) and resonant pulse testing (Chapter 6).

It is shown that the regular double pulse test can be used for evaluation of the low current turn-off
delay times and the accompanying energy losses. Results are presented in Fig. 5.12(a) and Fig. 5.12(b)
from Section 5.5 respectively and are used for definition of minimum allowed dead-time, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 required
in the Eq. 7.4.

Resonant tank of the test setup was tuned for different frequencies for the particular experiment
of interest by discretely changing the values for 𝐿𝑟 and 𝐶𝑟. Switching frequency together with pre-
calculated dead times of the IGCT half-bridge is commanded by the industrial controller under the
operator defined input parameters. Continuous switching at several different frequencies and different
turn-off currents was tested. Table 7.1 summarizes the setup parameters of the different experiments
and 7.2 shows the preliminary power loss calculation for the IGCTs and the anti-parallel diodes.

The upper dead time limit is calculated from Eq. 7.3 and the predefined design requirements for
the IGCT turn-off current and the maximum resonant current. Table 7.1 summarizes the setup
configuration for each particular test, as well as the required limits for the dead-time selection. Values
for the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 are read directly from the graph given in Fig. 7.2 and diode conduction times are calculated
according to Eq. 7.3. Given that Eq. 7.3 underestimates the diode conduction times, the dead-times
were rounded to the nearest integer of micro-seconds which didn’t have any impact on the final
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Fig. 7.3 Connection diagram of the test setup when used in continuous mode of resonant operation

operation. Since the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 from Fig. 7.2 has been measured for the temperature of 30 ℃, minimum
dead times were chosen to be 40% higher than the 30 ℃ values given in the Table 7.1, to account for
the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 prolongation with temperature. This effect is clearly seen in the Fig. 7.2, under TCAD values,
and used as a guideline in the practical implementation.

Maximum resonant current for the continuous test is chosen to match maximum turn-off current
of the given IGCT (𝐼𝑇𝐺𝑄𝑀 = 900 A) for the safety reasons; this value corresponds to the nominal
operating power of the half-bridge LLC-SRC of 670 kW. Relevant semiconductor data for the devices
used in the test setup is given in Table 5.2.

Conduction power losses 𝑃𝑐𝑛𝑑 and respective switching power losses 𝑃𝑠𝑤 are presented in the Table
7.2. Calculations and estimations are done using the following equations:

𝑃𝑐𝑛𝑑 = 𝑉𝑇0𝐼
𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑇 + 𝑟𝑇(𝐼 𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑇 )2 (7.5)

𝑃𝑠𝑤 = 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑠 (7.6)

where 𝐼 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑇 and 𝐼 𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑇 are average and root-mean-square values of the IGCT current respectively, 𝑉𝑇0 is
a threshold voltage and 𝑟𝑇 is the slope resistance. 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓 is the turn-off energy of the IGCT given for the
specific turn-off current and 𝑓𝑠 is the switching frequency. Parameter 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓 was estimated from the
aggregated results (obtained form experiments and TCAD simulation) presented in the Fig. 7.4.

Conduction losses of the free-wheeling diode are estimated as well, while neglecting the reverse
recovery losses; this is justified since the diode’s di/dt during the turn-off is very low in this application.
As the calculation showed the numbers within the datasheet limits of the semiconductor device,
experiments were run to confirm the predicted operation of the test setup.

Experiments were run as defined in Table 7.1 and all the experiments were executed successfully.
Measurement results were collected for the further analysis and there were no major issues during
the switching of the IGCT half-bridge. Typical, steady state, waveforms of the currents and voltages
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Chapter 7. Continuous operation in resonant mode

Fig. 7.4 Summary of the 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓 parameter obtained from TCAD and experimental turn-off waveforms

Tab. 7.2 Estimation of the conduction and switching losses for the switching half-bridge (superscripts ”T”
and ”D” denote IGCT or diode values respectively)

Parameter Expt 1 Expt 2 Expt 3 Expt 4 Expt 5
𝐼 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑇 [A] 261 262 240 201 160
𝐼 𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑇 [A] 428 427 403 351 295
𝑃 𝑇
𝑐𝑛𝑑 [W] 797 797 721 580 438
𝐸𝑇
𝑜𝑓 𝑓 [J] 0.22 0.42 0.30 0.24 0.14

𝑃 𝑇
𝑠𝑤 [W] 317 605 558 744 557
𝐼 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝐷 [A] 0.4 1.5 0.8 0.3 0.5
𝐼 𝑟𝑚𝑠𝐷 [A] 4.4 12 8.0 3.6 0.9
𝑃𝐷
𝑐𝑛𝑑 [W] 1.0 4.4 2.3 10 0.1

𝑃𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿 [kW] 2.2 2.8 2.6 2.7 2.0

for the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 and 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 are presented in Fig. 7.5 for the four distinct switching frequencies: 1440
Hz in Fig. 7.5(a), 1860 Hz in Fig. 7.5(b), 3100 Hz in Fig. 7.5(c) and 3950 Hz in Fig. 7.5(d).

Steady state current waveforms presented in Fig. 7.5 are not symmetrical and that there is a slight
deviation in the resonant current half-periods between 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 and 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2. Referring to Fig. 6.9, a
voltage source 𝑈𝐷𝐶𝑅 can be found in the bottom branch. This is a low voltage, high current source,
responsible for maintaining the resonance in the 𝐿𝑟 - 𝐶𝑟 branch of the test circuit, which would
otherwise decrease to zero over time due to the thermal losses in the cables and passive components.

𝑈𝐷𝐶𝑅 is connected between the cathode of 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 and the anode of 𝐷2 using two relatively long, high-
current cables, extending outside of the test setup cabinet. A similar connection is made between the
cathode of 𝐷1 and anode of 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 but using one, much shorter cable. The difference in the parasitic
inductance between these two connections causes slightly different resonant circuit parameters i.e.
parasitic inductance of the conducting branch adds to the resonant inductance 𝐿𝑟, changing the
resonant frequency and maximum of the resonant current for the two IGCTs. This additional parasitic
inductance into the circuit is roughly 2 μH, slightly changing the resonant tank parameters seen by
the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 switch. As the source of unbalance can be clearly identified, no care is taken to add extra
cables and match resonant circuit during positive and negative half-cycles.
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7.2. Experimental results

(a) 𝑓𝑠 = 1440 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 140 A

(b) 𝑓𝑠 = 1860 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 100 A

(c) 𝑓𝑠 = 3100 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 66 A

(d) 𝑓𝑠 = 3950 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 26 A

Fig. 7.5 Experimental waveforms (voltage and current) for the continuous operation of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇1 and 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2
under the resonant operating conditions
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Chapter 7. Continuous operation in resonant mode

The turn-off current of the IGCT remains constant between the two switches, behaving as expected.
It should be noted that the IGCT half-bridge works without any clamp circuit. Hard-switching
applications of the IGCT require a clamping circuit mainly to protect the free-wheeling diodes from
the excessive di/dt during the turn-on of the IGCT. In case of LLC-SRC operation, diode’s turn-off di/dt
is limited by the resonant tank and its value is much lower than what is found in the hard-switching
applications. This makes the clamping circuit redundant and it is left out of the design with no penalty
regarding the diode turn-off behavior. Removal of the clamp circuit positively impacts the overall
power density of future IGCT-based resonant DC-DC converter designs.

One possible drawback of the missing clamp circuit is that the short circuit current of the half-bridge
is not limited by the clamping inductor anymore but only the by the bus-bar’s parasitic inductance
and can reach much higher values much faster than those found in the hard-switching applications.
Different means of protection of the DC-link and the switching elements should be employed but this
is out of the scope of the thesis.

Detailed turn-off transients are presented in Fig. 7.6, showing the current and voltage waveforms
of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 for different switching frequencies, turn-off currents and peak resonant currents. All
the signals are synchronized in time, with zero on the time axis representing the moment when the
optical signal ant the IGCT’s control input goes low i.e. turn-off command. The turn-off signal itself
is not shown for clarity purposes.

Fig. 7.6(a), 7.6(b) and 7.6(c) show the turn-off periods for the three different experiments performed on
the test setup with proper dead-time selection. Fig. 7.6(a) shows the current and voltage waveforms
of the 𝐼𝐺𝐶𝑇2 during the continuous operation with 𝑓𝑠 = 1440 Hz, turn-off current of 70 A and three
different resonant (load) currents: 82 A, 385 A and 910 A. Fig. 7.6(b) and 7.6(c) show the same turn-of
periods for the working switching frequencies of 1440 Hz and 1860 Hz and turn-off currents of 140 A
and 100 A respectively. The peak resonant currents differ slightly.

Fig. 7.6(d) and Fig. 7.6(e) focus on the turn-off process under the increased switching frequencies
of 3100 Hz and 3950 Hz respectively. In these two case, maximum dead-time limitation is violated
due to the much lower diode conduction times when compared with the previous cases. Turn-off
currents had to be lowered considerably in order to limit the turn-off power losses and thus avoid
overheating of the IGCTs. The oscillations present in the IGCT voltage waveforms originate from
the discontinuous current in the resonant tank while the resonance is being violated. Nevertheless,
continuous operation of half-bridge was achieved in these two cases as well confirming the ability of
the high frequency operation of the IGCT. Further investigation is needed to mitigate the parasitic
oscillations present during the discontinuous resonant current.

First thing that can be noticed in the waveforms is that the turn-off delay time, 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 varies with the
load current. The 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 parameter is summarized with the plot in Fig. 7.7(a) with values measured
from all of the waveforms from the five experiments. This finding could lead to a conclusion that
the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 is a function of the maximum resonant (load) current through the device but there is a
lurking variable present here: the IGCT junction temperature. It must be noted that the temperature
of the junction was not controlled and kept constant during the experiments; cooling inlet water
temperature was kept at the 30 ℃ for the experiments 1, 2 and 3, and at 10 ℃ for experiments 5 and
6, as this was the only controllable temperature in the system. It was shown through simulation
and experiment, that 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 mostly depends on the junction temperature and the value of the turn-off
current of the IGCT when the blocking voltage is kept constant (2.5 kV in this case). The relatively
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7.2. Experimental results

(a) 𝑓𝑠 = 1440 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 70 A (b) 𝑓𝑠 = 1440 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 140 A

(c) 𝑓𝑠 = 1860 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 100 A (d) 𝑓𝑠 = 3100 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 66 A

(e) 𝑓𝑠 = 3950 Hz, 𝐼𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 26 A

Fig. 7.6 Turn-off current and voltage waveforms under the seady state operation; current waveforms are
falling to zero while voltage waforms rise to 2.5 kV;
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Chapter 7. Continuous operation in resonant mode

high variability of 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 in continuous operation (Fig. 7.7(a)), compared to low variability seen in Fig.
7.2, is caused by the different operating junction temperatures of the IGCT under different loading
conditions.

As the power losses of the IGCT vary considerably with the maximum of the load (resonant) current,
the prolongation of the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 is accounted to the change in temperature of the semiconductor junction.
With a test setup running in a continuous regime and relatively low thermal junction-to-heatsink
constant of the IGCT, the waveform triplets represent the samples at a working temperatures cor-
responding to the given load at the moment of the recording of the waveforms. The higher the
load current, the higher the working temperature of the IGCT that influences the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 parameter by
increasing its duration.

The similar explanation holds in case of turn-off energy losses depicted in the Fig. 7.7(b), estimated by
the time integration of the product of the IGCT’s current and voltage waveforms during the turn-off

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.7 a) Turn-off delay time estimated from experimental current and voltage waveforms and b) estimated
turn-off energy losses
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period. The delays originating from the current and voltage measurement methods (probe delays,
cable propagation delays) were already accounted for by setting the respective deskew delays on the
measuring channels of the oscilloscope. Proper aligning of the current and voltage waveforms is
essential for this method of the turn-off losses evaluation.

Comparing the results in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.7(b), it can be seen that the turn-off energy losses are
higher in the later figure. This result is expected as the Fig. 7.4 summarizes the resonant pulse test
results at the junction temperature of 30 ℃ while Fig. 7.7(b) shows the results under the continuous
load conditions that directly influence the junction temperature of the IGCT.

By comparing the values in Fig. 7.7(b) and the estimations done before running the experiments
from Table 7.2, it can be noted that the IGCT switching losses become a considerable portion of the
total losses of LLC-SRC half bridge. In order to achieve even higher switching frequencies of the
converter, switching losses have to be lowered, either by lowering the turn-off current or by choosing
an IGCT device optimized for low switching rather than low conduction losses. Allowing for the
higher temperature rise of the semiconductor by lowering the thermal conductivity of the case, or
temperature of the inlet cooling fluid are another solutions but come at the cost of lower efficiency of
the converter.

One more issue that can be noted in the turn-off waveforms in Fig. 7.6(a) and Fig. 7.6(c) is rather
oscillatory turn-off of the IGCT. The response can be improved by lowering the parasitic inductance of
the DC-link bus-bars connecting the half-bridge and the DC-link in order to provide better attenuation
of the system. If the decrease of the parasitic inductance of this commutation loop is not possible, the
turn-off current of the IGCT has to be increased to counteract the ringing, since these oscillations
could cause the electromagnetic interference problems and the additional losses.

7.3 Conclusions

This chapter shows the challenges that must be overcome for application of the IGCT semiconductor
switch in LLC-SRC. Theoretical considerations show what compromises have to be made between
high frequency operation of the converter and switching energy losses and how the design parameters
such as maximum resonant current, turn-off delay time and IGCT turn-off current influence the
choice of dead-time in the system and maximum possible safe switching frequency. The designer of
such a topology has to make a trade-offs based on the application of the converter unit.

Successful application of the IGCT is demonstrated by the experiment in the test setup providing
LLC-SRC current/voltage stress environment for the semiconductor switch. Safe operation of the half-
bridge was demonstrated under relatively high switching frequency of 4 kHz for this kind of a high
voltage switch, typically employed in the hard-switching applications with up to 900 Hz switching
frequency. Exclusion of the clamp circuit was proven justified and the clamp-less operation of the
IGCT was achieved and demonstrated in continuous mode of operation. Measuring the parameters
on the test setup working in continuous mode of operation gave the further insight into temperature
influence of the turn-off behavior and the lessons learned pave way for reaching even higher operation
frequencies.
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8
Summary, overall conclusions and future

works

The work described in the thesis is summarized in this chapter. Main points and contributions are
presented in a compact way to the reader with references to the chapters where the details could be found.
Conclusions are outlaid further on and the last section presents the look into the future works.

8.1 Summary

The general scope of the thesis is the application of the IGCT semiconductor switch in the series
resonant converter. This kind of operation is well demonstrated, presenting evidence that the IGCT
can be successfully employed in the LLC-SRC bringing in various advantages to the overall power
electronics apparatus. Various testing procedures were developed and presented, backed up by the
theoretical considerations and simulation data.

The first chapter gives the brief historical outlook on the development of electrical engineering,
generation and transmission of electrical power as well as its utilization to perform useful work.
Different and more efficient ways of converting the transmitted power into mechanical work, light,
heat and recently information processing powerwere developed during the course of time. Innovations
that lead to the birth to the art of power electronics are identified and summarized, dating back to
the invention of the mercury arc rectifier. The need for the more efficient, smaller, cheaper and safer
machines has led to the point where DC electric power is returned to the focus of electrical society
with the clear need for the apparatus that can take over the classical transformer’s role in the AC
power system - DC transformer.

State of the art in the current research and industrial areas is presented in Chapter 2. Relatively old
idea about the resonant power conversion is being tackled throughout the universities and industrial
research centers, owing it to the fact that the efficiencies obtained using this type of converters are
unmatchable with the competition. Review of the switching elements used inMV range of applications
can be found in this chapter as well, with the focus on the two most widely used semiconductor
switches - IGBT and IGCT. New technologies like SiC based devices are not considered as they are
yet to be proven in the field and commercial products in the MV range are still not available or the
availability is very limited.

Chapter 3 focuses on the isolated LLC-SRC converter topology and its applicability as the solution
for the DC transformer of the future. Basic operation principles are summarized with mathematical
description of the LLC-SRC operation under the ideal conditions. Certain design guidelines are
outlined with the focus on the steady state operation. Bottlenecks in terms of switching frequency
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and efficiency increase are identified and clearly presented. As the zero current turn-off leads to
considerable switching losses in the LLC-SRC [86], low current turn-off is a preferred solution, which
combined with the zero voltage turn-on lowers switching losses of the converter considerably.

In order to proceed with the IGCT implementation in the LLC-SRC topology for MV applications, a
physical test setup was built with the idea to stress the switching device under the normal operating
conditions of LLC-SRC. This test setup and its testing capabilities are introduced in the Chapter 4
with all the details regarding the parts used, their interaction and final assembly in the laboratory.

As the low current turn-off is not characterized thoroughly in the manufacturer’s datasheets, the
problem of the IGCT implementation into the LLC-SRC topology was redefined as the problem of
the low current turn-off of the semiconductor. First baseline testing was done with hard-switching
applications in mind, both using TCAD simulation and experiments. The results are presented in the
Chapter 5. Correlations between the TCAD and experimental results are established.

Further simulations and experiments are presented in Chapter 6 with resonant operation in mind,
bringing the application of IGCT in the LLC-SRC topology closer to reality. Tests such as single and
double resonant pulse are described here with particular care of slowly increasing the electrical stress
on the device.

Final chapter of the thesis, Chapter 7 presents how the collection of all the previous findings lead
to the steady state operation of the IGCT based half-bridge in the LLC-SRC mode. Even though the
test setup is not a converter transferring real power to the load, its ability to put the IGCTs under
the full voltage and current stress as in the real life operation of the LLC-SRC proves the initially set
assumption that IGCT has much to offer in such an application. Astonishing value of the steady state
IGCT switching frequency of 4 kHz is achieved and presented, breaking the myth that these devices
are only applicable for the low switching frequency applications.

8.2 Overall conclusions

The main conclusions of the work presented in the thesis could be summarized in the following:

1. It has been shown that the TCAD simulation can utilized to correctly predict the behavior of
the IGCT under the different load currents and operating conditions. Due to simplifications,
discrepancies arise and further setting of simulation parameters is still needed to fully match the
simulation and experiment. Then and only then can the simulation replace the experiment. This
fact goes towards favoring the experiment for the new design work, whereas TCAD can be used
in retrospective and substitute the expensive experiment.

2. Comparing the results in chapters 5 and 6 shows that the hard- and resonant-switching modes
are not so different and that hard-switching data, given that it is available, can be used for initial
calculations regarding turn-off losses 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓 and turn-off delay times 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓. Junction temperature
rise and proper dead-time selection can be based on this information. Nevertheless, resonant
switching is preferred option for simulating variety of operational peculiarities of the LLC-SRC
like the reverse recovery of the output diodes or, confirming the clamp-less operation and testing
the ZVS turn-on operation. When switching data is unavailable, single resonant pulse is the first
step in the testing process to avoid shoot through of the bridge and safely extract 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 and 𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓
results. Double resonant pulse is natural continuation to confirm the ZVS turn-on behavior and
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the safe turn-off of the free-wheeling diodes in the clamp-less IGCT circuit. Finally the devices can
be tested in continuous steady state operation based on the measured parameters obtained by the
resonant pulse testing which further provides the insight into temperature rise, feasibility of the
tested operating point and overall behavior of the IGCT half-bridge in the prospective LLC-SRC.

3. Safe clamp-less operation of the IGCT was theorized and experimentally confirmed. The hard
switching applications of the IGCT require the usage of the clamping circuit for limiting the
𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑡
during the commutations and thus protect the free-wheeling diodes in the switching bridge.

The resonant tank naturally limits the rate of change of current in the active switching elements
so the need for the clamp circuit is relaxed. Additional benefit of this natural 𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑡
limitation is

the considerable decrease in the reverse recovery losses of the diodes, both in the primary and
secondary circuit which is also demonstrated in the setup.

4. Conflicting requirements of the high switching frequency operation and high efficiency are dis-
cussed. As being directly (𝐸𝑜𝑓 𝑓) or indirectly (through 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓) influenced by the turn-off current, a
trade off has to be made in the design process of the converter.

5. The test setup has demonstrated significantly increased switching frequency operation of the IGCT
of 4 kHz, already quadruple than found in typical applications. High efficiency of the switching
half-bridge is confirmed and experimentally verified.

8.3 Future work

The successful implementation of the practical DC transformer requires further research and develop-
ment in order to compete with the traditional iron and copper based AC counterpart. As this thesis
presented some of the core steps in the designing an IGCT based LLC-SRC so did it open the further
questions regarding the challenges of the safe and reliable operation under the various abnormal
working conditions. Some of these questions are listed below:

1. As the typical line transformer comes in the various voltage conversion ratios so will the future DC
transformer. In order to enable even higher input voltages of LLC-SRC, series connection of the
IGCT devices should be investigated. The current state of IGCT technology offers the 4.5 kV, 5.5 kV
and 6.5 kV blocking voltage in the commercial devices and series connection for higher blocking
voltages of the resulting switch is natural next step. Base testing requirements, already set in this
thesis for the single device implementation, can be extrapolated to the series connected switches
as well. Snubber-less operation could also be tested based on the reports of nearly uniform storage
times of the IGCTs (in a range of 0.2 μs) belonging to the same family of the devices [102], [103]. If
this is found to be true, the effect of jitter originating from different storage times for the same
devices on the dynamic voltage balancing can minimized without any external components.

The optical triggering jitter will still have to be characterized but current measurements with
the PEC industrial controller show the results in the maximum of 0.4 μs, which in combination
with uniform 1 μs storage time promises good behavior. The dv/dt part of the turn-off is heavily
influenced by the manufacturing process and will have to be separately characterized first by
testing the single devices that will form the series connection and later the full series connection.

2. Having the low and constant current turn-off operation of the IGCT in the proposed LLC-SRC
challenges the requirements of the GDU. The typical GDU of the IGCT has to provide the full load
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current when the turn-off process is initiated. The whole cathode current is commutated into the
gate driver which further reverse biases the gate-cathode contact of the IGCT. Until the anode
current is distinguished, gate driver has to be able to source this high load current at relatively
stable voltage of -20 V. This operation requires high capacitance installation on the gate driver,
increasing its size considerably. Further, application of the negative voltage on the gate-cathode
terminal is performed using a high number of paralleled MOSFET devices (up to 16) that further
increase the part count of the IGCT’s gate driver.

If the IGCT is to be manipulated in the steady state only, the gate driver does not have to be
required to turn-off the rated current anymore and the number of the capacitors and MOSFETs
can be considerably lowered. This, off course, limits the operation of the IGCT to switch only and
only if the resonant current is zero, otherwise, the turn-off could lead to a catastrophic failure.
Nevertheless, the opportunity is to be researched and could lead to a very compact IGCT switch.

3. Abnormal operation states of the proposed LLC-SRC are not investigated throughout this thesis.
Overload margins in terms of junction temperature rise of the IGCT definitely exist and would
heavily depend on the state of the operation before the overload occurs. Unfortunately, temperature
time constants of semiconductor devices are not as high as in the iron based machinery (line
transformer) so the protection schemes have to take this into the consideration. Overload still
assumes the low current turn-off of the IGCT but as the resonant tank current rises in amplitude
so does the amplitude of the resonant capacitor voltage. This voltage further influences the
magnetizing current of the MFT, having the overall contribution to lowering the turn-off current of
the IGCT. High resonant current shortens the switching bridge’s free-wheeling diode conduction
time, while the 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑓 𝑓 increases with lower turn-off current than designed (high 𝐶𝑟 voltage influence).
Referring to the Eg. 7.4, violating this requirement leads to the abnormal behavior that requires
further investigation.

4. Short circuit faults are inevitable in the DC based system as they are in the AC. The effect of
the short circuit on the proposed LLC-SRC is that the amplitude of the 𝐶𝑟 voltage grows higher
than the DC-link voltage and the low current turn-off capability is lost. IGCT doesn’t switch at
the designed turn-off current but at much higher values. Combined with the possibility of GDU
optimization a middle ground has to be found which is another research opportunity.

5. The semiconductor switching devices can generally be optimized for conduction or switching
losses or if the general purpose switch is designed, then the trade of is being made. Implementation
of the optimized IGCT device in the LLC-SRC could prove to be quite beneficial, especially with
the series connected devices. MV electrical power distribution usually assumes high voltages
and relatively low currents for transmission of energy to the point of load where the energy is
converted further, according to the load needs. An IGCT optimized towards the switching losses
might be more beneficial in the input stage in this case since the load current is already low
enough not to cause high conduction losses. Such a research could be done in cooperation with
the semiconductor manufacturer.
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